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SPECTRAL STUDIES OF SMALL-SCALE AURORAL STRUCTURE
AND PLASMA INSTABILITY IN THE HIGH-LATITUDE IONOSPHERE
by Joanna Mary Sullivan
Optical measurements of small-scale auroral structures are here combined with
spectrographic data in order to study the relationship between auroral morphology and
the energy characteristics of the precipitating population. It is shown that rayed auro-
ral structures are associated with precipitating electrons with a broad range in energy,
including a signiﬁcant population at energies of around 100 eV. In comparison, ob-
servations of fast-moving auroral arc elements are shown to result from precipitation
energy distributions peaking at several keV with a very small low-energy component.
This spectrographic information feeds directly into the study of naturally enhanced
ion-acoustic lines, or NEIALs, which have been observed by incoherent-scatter radars
at high-latitudes. It has been proposed that these radar enhancements result from natu-
ral plasma instability, causing the generation of ion-acoustic waves through the decay
of unstable Langmuir waves, themselves driven by low-energy electron streams. Using
multi-spectral imaging in combination with radar observations, a direct link is shown
between ion-acoustic wave enhancements and precipitating electrons at 100 eV ener-
gies. Wave enhancements at the radar wavevector which are three orders of magnitude
above the thermal level, are successfully modelled using the Langmuir decay interpre-
tation for the time of observation.
Electron populations with a broad energy range are thought to result from Alfv´ enic
acceleration mechanisms, which play an important role in the generation of small-
scale auroral structure. With the recent advancements in multi-spectral imaging, it is
now possible to resolve auroral ﬁlaments of a few hundred meters width. An interfer-
ometric imaging capability is under development for the EISCAT Svalbard Radar sys-
tem, in order to resolve scattering wave structures on similar spatial scales within the
radar beam. A technique is demonstrated by which to calibrate the position of coher-
ent echoes detected by the interferometer. This will be of great use in clarifying the
role of precipitating electron beams in turbulent plasma processes on small scales.CONTENTS
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Solar-terrestrial physics is the study of the interaction between solar activity and the
Earth’s environment. In addition to electromagnetic energy, the Sun emits a continu-
ous stream of outﬂowing material with varying density and velocity. This ‘solar wind’
is a fully ionised gas (a ‘plasma’), consisting mainly of protons and electrons but also
with some He2+ and other heavy ions. The terrestrial magnetic ﬁeld is shaped by the
action of the solar wind forming a region known as the magnetosphere around the
Earth. The magnetosphere has an almost hemispherical shape on the side facing the
Sun, being compressed by the solar wind, and is then drawn out into a long tail on
the side facing away from the Sun. At the magnetopause (the boundary where the dy-
namic pressure of the solar wind balances the pressure from the geomagnetic ﬁeld)
solar wind particles are deﬂected around the Earth. Despite this magnetic shielding ef-
fect, some solar wind plasma does enter into the high-latitude atmosphere through the
process of reconnection, as described in Section 1.2.
The study of the solar-terrestrial system is key to understanding the nature of the
plasma environment near Earth. The obvious practical applications include the predic-
tion and tracking of dangerously energetic solar wind particle events and the protec-
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tion of orbiting satellites and astronauts. Furthermore, the study of the magnetosphere
and the coupling with atmospheric processes advances the understanding of many fun-
damental plasma phenomena. The interaction of magnetic ﬁelds, the propagation of
plasma waves, acceleration mechanisms and the onset of instabilities are of great im-
portance in the advancement of many physics applications such as plasma displays,
particle accelerators and the practical realisation of fusion power. Plasma behaviour is
frequently studied on small-scales under laboratory conditions, but the Earth’s plasma
environment provides a unique opportunity to study the processes occurring in a natu-
ral laboratory on planetary scales, reducing complications caused by edge effects and
boundary conditions. An important characteristic of large-scale plasmas is described
by the ‘frozen-in-ﬂux’ theorem, which states that the plasma and the embedded mag-
netic ﬁeld move together. This results in a weak magnetic ﬁeld, the Interplanetary
Magnetic Field (IMF) which is generated in the Sun, being carried to Earth by the
solar wind. However on small spatial scales this frozen-in concept breaks down, re-
sulting in the phenomenon of magnetic reconnection.
1.2 Magnetic reconnection
The variation of magnetic ﬁeld over time in a plasma has convective and diffusive
contributions. Under the high conductivity conditions in the large-scale interplanetary
medium there is negligible diffusion; the magnetic ﬁeld lines convect with the plasma
motion (i.e. the frozen-in concept applies) and plasma trapped within different regions
of ﬁeld cannot blend together. Magnetic reconnection is the process by which par-
ticles associated with separate ﬁeld lines can interact, and thereby allow solar wind
particles to penetrate the magnetopause and enter the Earth’s atmosphere. Figure 1.1
demonstrates the principles of magnetic reconnection. Separate ﬁeld lines of opposite
sense, when pushed towards each other by plasma ﬂow until diffusion effects become
signiﬁcant (the hatched area represents the diffusion region), alter their topology to
form two new ﬁeld lines. The magnetic tension on the newly created ﬁeld lines causes
plasma outﬂow from the reconnection region, perpendicular to the direction of ﬂow
which brought the separate ﬁelds together. Each newly reconnected ﬁeld line, shown
in red in the ﬁgure, contains a mixture of plasma from both of the ﬁeld lines in the
original conﬁguration.
This process can occur naturally in several regions of the magnetosphere, wherever
ﬁeld lines of opposite sense are brought into close proximity to each other. Recon-
nection is thought to be a continuous process in the tail region where geomagnetic1.2 Magnetic reconnection 3
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the ﬁeld line conﬁguration in magnetic reconnection,
taken from Cowley (1985).
ﬁeld lines originating from the northern and southern hemisphere are drawn out by
the solar wind. Ions entering the tail reconnection region can be accelerated back to-
wards the Earth generating nightside ion-induced auroral emissions. The electrons
undergo additional acceleration closer to the Earth to give rise to electron-induced au-
roral emissions (See Section 1.6). On the dayside, reconnection occurs between the
IMF and the geomagnetic ﬁeld. This allows solar wind particles in the transitionary
region of plasma just outside the magnetopause, known as the magnetosheath, to enter
into the high-latitude atmosphere within a location known as the cusp. The conﬁgura-
tion for reconnection on the dayside depends on the orientation of the IMF relative to
the geomagnetic ﬁeld. The Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate sys-
tem (deﬁned in Appendix A) is aligned with the geomagnetic axis and is used in this
thesis to describe the IMF. The IMF BZ component in this frame best describes the
degree to which the ﬁelds are anti-parallel and the resulting likelihood of reconnection
to occur.
For the southward IMF BZ (negative) situation, reconnection occurs at the dayside
magnetopause. This increases the amount of open magnetic ﬂux (ﬁeld lines connected
directly to the solar magnetic ﬁeld) in the magnetosphere, expanding the auroral oval
in both hemispheres. When the BZ component is positive, the anti-parallel require-
ment means that reconnection can only occur when the IMF is draped over the geo-
magnetic ﬁeld and interacts with the tail lobes. Although theoretically this can occur
in both hemispheres simultaneously, it is far more likely that the draped ﬁeld would
favour reconnection in one hemisphere only. Unlike reconnection under southward
IMF conditions, lobe reconnection in one hemisphere does not generate open ﬂux but
reconﬁgures already existing open ﬁeld lines in the reconnecting hemisphere. Lobe re-
connection of the same ﬁeld line in both hemispheres actually reduces the amount of
open ﬂux (Lockwood and Moen, 1999).1.3 Magnetosphere-Ionosphere coupling 4
Figure 1.2: Typical reconnection conﬁgurations and the dependence on IMF B Z and
BY orientation, taken from Stubbs et al. (2001). Solid lines represent the magnetic ﬁeld,
dotted lines the magnetopause boundary and the large arrows show the direction of the
resulting force due to the curvature of the newly reconnected ﬁeld lines.
The detailed reconnection conﬁguration and the resulting topology of the magne-
tosphere and the driving forces on the atmosphere also depend on the IMF BX and
BY components, as described further in Section 1.3. Figure 1.2 shows simpliﬁed re-
connection conﬁgurations in the northern cusp for when the IMF BZ component is
negative (panels a and b) and positive (panels c and d). The additional effect of the
orientation of the BY component (positive in panels a and c and negative in panels b
and d) on the evolution of the reconnected ﬂux is also shown.
1.3 Magnetosphere-Ionosphere coupling
The Earth’s atmosphere is partially ionised by solar EUV and X-ray electromagnetic
radiation and charged particle precipitation. The region of the atmosphere whose be-
haviour is inﬂuenced by signiﬁcant ionisation levels is known as the ionosphere. The
ionosphere varies in altitude according to solar activity but typically extends from1.4 Plasma oscillations 5
around 80 km up to a few thousand kilometers, and is linked to the Earth’s mag-
netosphere in a coupled system. Magnetospheric current systems close via currents
ﬂowing along the magnetic ﬁeld direction and horizontal currents in the ionosphere.
Large-scale regions of ﬁeld-aligned current, speciﬁcally the region of up-going current
(predominantly carried by down-going electrons) are associated with auroral activ-
ity. In addition to currents being mapped down into the ionosphere, magnetospheric
activity also drives ionospheric plasma ﬂows across the high-latitude region of open
ﬂux, known as the polar cap. Ongoing reconnection under negative IMF BZ conditions
sweeps newly opened ﬁeld lines anti-sunward from the dayside. Field lines then re-
close in the magneto-tail, causing a return ﬂow sunward at lower latitudes. This ﬂow
system creates a two cell ‘convection’ pattern in the high-latitude ionosphere. Dur-
ing periods of positive IMF BZ the situation is more complex, with reconﬁguration of
open magnetic ﬁeld lines driving tail-lobe circulations and allowing sunward ﬂows at
high latitudes. Under positive IMF BZ conditions multiple convection cells can form,
with the sense of rotation and the relative dominance controlled by the orientation of
the BY component (Cowley and Lockwood, 1992).
The magnetosphere and ionosphere form a complex interconnected system. Al-
though this thesis concentrates on the study of auroral plasma on small spatial scales,
small-scale behaviour is directly connected to and inﬂuenced by the behaviour of the
Sun-Earth system as a whole. The placement of small-scale observations within the
context of larger-scale events is essential in understanding the mechanisms responsi-
ble. Advancements in the theories of solar-terrestrial science must involve multiple
spatial scales, i.e. from studies of solar wind and magnetosphere interaction on plan-
etary spatial scales, to the ﬁlamentation of the auroral plasma on sub-kilometre scales
as described in this thesis, and the relationships and feedback mechanisms between
them.
1.4 Plasma oscillations
Any plasma exhibits collective behaviour, resulting from the electrostatic interac-
tions between the charged particles. Electrons are attracted to form a cloud around
positively charged particles, effectively screening their inﬂuence on the plasma. This
screening occurs on a length scale known as the Debye length, λd. These conditions
allow the existence of speciﬁc linear wave modes, rather than permitting a complete
continuum as for electromagnetic waves. Allowed plasma waves are the means by
which disturbances to the background plasma equilibrium can propagate, restoring1.4 Plasma oscillations 6
quasi-neutrality and redistributing energy imbalances. Perturbations caused by the im-
pact of the solar wind on the magnetopause can propagate through the magnetospheric
plasma and down into the ionosphere. Plasma wave modes of particular relevance to
this thesis are summarised here, using the simpliﬁed ﬂuid approximation.
1.4.1 Electrostatic waves
The electrostatic attraction between ions and electrons causes natural oscillations
when the plasma is disturbed from its equilibrium state. For high-frequency oscil-
lations, ions are considered to be stationary with respect to the electrons because of








where Ne is the electron density, e is the charge of an electron, ε0 is the permittiv-
ity of free space, and me is the electron mass. Although these oscillations are quickly
damped in cold plasma, when thermal motions are taken into account they can prop-
agate through the plasma as travelling electrostatic waves, known as electron-plasma
or Langmuir waves. These waves satisfy the dispersion relation (describing the depen-












where γe is 3 for one-dimensional motion, being a statistical mechanics constant re-
lated to the number of degrees of freedom, k is the wavenumber, κB is Boltzmann’s
constant, Te is the electron temperature and VTe is deﬁned as the electron thermal ve-
locity.
For oscillations at lower frequencies the heavier ions are able to respond and can
no longer be considered stationary in comparison to the electrons. Taking into account
the equations of motion for the ions leads to the propagation of another class of waves






2 = kCs (1.3)
where ions are assumed to be singly ionised, γi is the corresponding constant for ions,
Ti is the ion temperature and Cs is deﬁned as the ion-acoustic speed. These waves1.4 Plasma oscillations 7
are effectively density ﬂuctuations, similar to sound waves in an un-ionised gas. The
electron-plasma and the ion-acoustic wave modes propagate parallel to the background
magnetic ﬁeld direction. In considering propagation oblique to the ﬁeld-aligned di-
rection, these waves are modiﬁed resulting in further electrostatic waves, namely the
upper and lower hybrid oscillations and the electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave mode.
1.4.2 Electromagnetic waves
There is also a large collection of electro-magnetic waves which can exist in a mag-
netised plasma, in regimes of frequency much smaller and much greater than the
gyro-frequencies for ions and electrons. The catalogue of possible wave modes is
not described here, but a comprehensive discussion can be found in Baumjohann and
Treumann (1996). Of particular importance in terms of acceleration processes and
spatial structuring in the aurora are Alfv´ en waves, which are therefore explained here
in further detail.
Alfv´ en waves are low frequency electro-magnetic waves, the existence of which
was ﬁrst predicted by Alfv´ en (1942) in conductive ﬂuids. For a homogeneous back-
ground magnetic ﬁeld, Alfv´ en waves propagate along the magnetic ﬁeld direction,
with the perturbation in both electric and magnetic ﬁeld being perpendicular to the di-
rection of propagation. The waves can be thought of as transverse waves, ‘shaking’
the lines of magnetic ﬁeld in response to an initial disturbance. Under the ﬂuid ideal
approximations of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), Alfv´ en waves satisfy the disper-
sion relation:
ω = k VA (1.4)
where k  is the wavevector component parallel to the background magnetic ﬁeld and






where B is the magnetic ﬁeld strength, μ0 is the permeability of the plasma, mi is the
ion mass and Ni is the ion density. In this case the wave is dispersionless, i.e. the
propagation velocity is identical at all wavelengths and is constrained to be purely
along the magnetic ﬁeld direction.
The inclusion of kinetic effects, such as thermal noise and ﬁnite ion gyroradius
and electron mass, leads to the generation of an electric ﬁeld with a component in the
wave propagation direction, i.e. along the magnetic ﬁeld. The waves are then said to1.5 Wave damping and growth 8
be dispersive, where the propagation velocity is dependent on the wavenumber and
can propagate at angles oblique to the magnetic ﬁeld. These dispersive Alfv´ en waves
commonly exist in two forms in the magnetosphere. At relatively low altitudes, just
above the auroral ionosphere where the electron thermal speed is small, the waves
are dominated by electron inertia effects and are known as inertial Alfv´ en waves. At
higher altitudes of around 4 - 5 Re the electron thermal speed is higher and thermal
effects dominate, leading to waves known as kinetic Alfv´ en waves. The component of
electric ﬁeld parallel to the background magnetic ﬁeld direction means that dispersive
Alfv´ en waves can act to accelerate particles along the magnetic ﬁeld lines towards the
terrestrial ionosphere. The role of Alfv´ en waves in the acceleration processes associ-
ated with small-scale auroral structures is discussed further in Section 1.6.2.
1.5 Wave damping and growth
Although plasma waves can be well described by ﬂuid approximations, the more thor-
ough kinetic theory also includes terms quantifying the damping and growth of gen-
erated waves. Under kinetic theory, plasma species are described in terms of distribu-
tion functions, i.e. for a species, i, fi(r,v,t) gives the density of particles at position,
r, with velocity, v, at a time, t. This approach leads to complex values of the angular
wave frequency, ω:
ω = ωR+iωI (1.6)
where the real part ωR gives the wave frequency as predicted by the ﬂuid approxima-
tions, and the imaginary part describes the damping or growth, for negative and pos-
itive ωI respectively, due to wave-particle interactions inherent in the plasma. Plasma
waves and particles can exchange energy under conditions where the velocity of the
particles is similar to the phase velocity of the wave. If a particle is moving slightly
slower than the wave, it will gain energy from the wave as it is caught up and pushed
along. On the other hand if the particle is travelling faster than the wave it will be im-
peded, and will lose energy which is transferred to the wave. The overall effect of this
exchange depends on the plasma distribution function.
1.5.1 Landau damping
The collisionless damping process within plasmas due to wave-particle interactions is
known as Landau damping. The standard Maxwellian velocity distribution, describ-
ing a collection of particles in equilibrium at a particular temperature, is represented1.5 Wave damping and growth 9
Figure 1.3: Demonstration of the Landau damping of waves through wave-particle
interactions, for a Maxwellian velocity distribution of particles.
in Figure 1.3. The width of the spectrum gives a measure of the thermal velocity, a
broader distribution meaning higher temperature. In distributions such as this where
the particle density decreases with increasing velocity magnitude, for a wave of any
phase velocity there are always more particles of similar velocity that are travelling
slower than the wave than there are particles travelling faster than the wave. This re-
sults in a net exchange of energy from the plasma waves to the particles, effectively
causing the wave to be damped.
This process acts on electron-plasma waves, through the interaction with electrons,
and ion-acoustic waves, where there is Landau damping due to both electrons and
ions. The damping contribution from interactions with ions is larger because of the
larger slope of the distribution function, compared to the much broader function for
the more mobile electrons. This dependence on the slope also results in the damp-
ing strength being related to the temperature ratio between ions and electrons. For
large values of Te / Ti, the phase velocity of the ion-acoustic wave increases, causing
a resonance with particles of higher thermal velocity. At these velocities, the slope in
the Maxwellian distribution function is smaller, resulting in weaker damping. This is
demonstrated in Figure 1.3 where the slope at velocity V2 is much smaller than at V1.
This relationship can be used in obtaining information about the temperature ratio in
the ionosphere, as described further in Section 1.8.1.
1.5.2 Wave growth
Through equivalent arguments, a distribution function with a positive gradient at a
particular thermal velocity, will act to drive the growth of plasma waves at the corre-1.6 Auroral physics 10
Figure 1.4: Representation of a bump-on-tail velocity distribution, as generated by a
beam of particles streaming through a thermal plasma background.
sponding phase velocity. Such distributions can be set up for example by an electron
beam streaming through a background plasma of lower density. The total distribution
function is called a ‘bump-on-tail’ distribution and is unstable, acting to reduce the
departure from equilibrium caused by the beam instability through the enhancement of
wave modes. The growth of electron-plasma waves associated with bursts of electrons
with corresponding energies (less than 300 eV to 3 keV) has been observed in auroral
sounding rocket data (Ergun et al., 1991).
Figure 1.4 shows an example of a bump-on-tail distribution. Electrostatic waves
with frequencies close to the resonant condition:
ω = kVb (1.7)
where Vb is the mean ﬁeld-aligned beam velocity, will be enhanced. The excited wave
modes may also be unstable under certain beam streaming conditions and can decay
into further wave modes as discussed further in Section 1.10.
1.6 Auroral physics
The aurora, seen within the polar regions of both hemispheres, has been a source of
fascination for centuries, and was one of the key phenomena to lead to the emergence
of the ﬁeld of solar-terrestrial physics. The Aurora Borealis (northern hemisphere)
and the Aurora Australis (southern hemisphere) are emissions of light, often forming
complex and dynamic displays, in the polar regions. Aurora is the optical signature
of particles, accelerated using energy extracted from the solar wind ﬂow, precipitating1.6 Auroral physics 11
into the ionosphere. Energetic particles collide with atmospheric constituents, exciting
them into higher energy states. The excited atoms and molecules then relax back to
lower states, emitting energy as light.
The study of aurora is key in answering many scientiﬁc questions. It can provide
direct information about the particles entering the ionosphere from the Sun, through
observations of resulting emissions. The guiding of charged particles by the Lorentz
force means that auroral emission effectively acts as a tracer along the terrestrial mag-
netic ﬁeld lines, allowing studies of wave distortions, motions and other processes
acting on the magnetic ﬁeld. The spatial scale of auroral features is several orders of
magnitude smaller than corresponding processes mapped out into the magnetosphere.
This means that in studying the near-Earth environment, ground-based auroral stud-
ies have a huge advantage compared to in-situ satellite measurements, in terms of the
spatial and temporal resolution available. Auroral observations, in the form of tempo-
ral and spectral changes, can also provide insight into other related behaviour occur-
ring in the ionospheric plasma such as plasma waves, heating effects and density ﬂuc-
tuations, as well as allowing active experimentation with recent studies of artiﬁcially
generated aurora (see Kosch et al. (2007) for a review).
1.6.1 Large-scale auroral zones
As discussed in Section 1.3 the circuit between the ionosphere and magnetosphere
is completed via large scale ﬁeld-aligned current systems in the polar regions. Fig-
ure 1.5 gives a simpliﬁed representation of typical locations of these currents, known
as Birkeland currents, looking at a cut through the magnetosphere system viewed
from the magneto-tail. Regions of downward and upward current are associated with
boundaries between different ﬂow speeds, linked with regions of diverging and con-
verging electric ﬁeld respectively (Lyons, 1980). The anti-sunward ﬂow direction and
corresponding electric ﬁeld from dawn to dusk at high latitudes as shown in the ﬁgure
apply to negative IMF BZ conditions. Field-aligned current systems are also generated
during periods of positive BZ, although with more complex and variable topology.
Downward current is readily supplied by ionospheric electrons ﬂowing upwards
from the atmosphere, usually without the need for any additional acceleration mech-
anism. However the increased mass of atmospheric ions means that they do not have
enough energy to carry the required upward current. Instead upward current is pre-
dominantly carried by magnetospheric electrons. As there are less current carriers
available in the magnetosphere, these electrons are accelerated down into the iono-
sphere in order to satisfy the current requirements. Electron acceleration via electro-1.6 Auroral physics 12
Figure 1.5: Typical locations of ﬁeld-aligned Birkeland current systems for negative
IMF Bz conditions, taken from Lyons (1980).
static potential drops along the magnetic ﬁeld lines are thought to be responsible for
large-scale auroral activity, although additional mechanisms are believed to play a role
in the generation of small scale structure, as discussed further in Section 1.6.2. These
accelerated electrons produce the visible aurora, forming a ring around the polar cap
known as the auroral oval, corresponding to the region of upward Birkeland current.
There is a marked difference between the auroral signatures present on the dayside
and nightside of the ionosphere. On the nightside, precipitating electrons are associ-
ated with newly closed ﬁeld lines in the geomagnetic tail. The plasma is accelerated
back towards the ionosphere in explosive high-energy events known as substorms. On
the dayside, precipitating electrons are associated with open ﬁeld lines connected to
the IMF, and originate directly from the solar wind plasma. This leads to a precipi-
tating population of high ﬂux but relatively low energy compared to that within sub-
storm events.
This thesis involves studies of the aurora in the dayside cusp region. The auroral
oval on the nightside is generally located over the north of mainland Norway, whereas
cusp aurora tends to occur at higher latitudes. The Norwegian island of Spitsbergen
provides an ideal observing location, being frequently located under the dayside cusp
and with its high latitude allowing observations during an extended period of 24-hour
darkness around the winter solstice. The generation of large scale auroral zones is
relatively well understood. However the mechanisms and plasma processes behind the
production of the spatial structure on sub-kilometer scales, especially evident in the
dayside cusp, are not yet clear.1.7 Auroral emissions 13
1.6.2 Auroral acceleration mechanisms
Auroral populations have energies ranging from less than 100 eV up to several hun-
dred keV. Some method of accelerating the thermal magnetospheric plasma (several
eV) up to these energies is required. Large-scale auroral arcs can be well explained by
the theory of electrons being accelerated to auroral energies via ﬁeld-aligned poten-
tial drops above the topside ionosphere. The auroral electrons accelerated by potential
drops tend to have a narrow peak in energy corresponding to the potential difference,
and are known as inverted-V populations. Modelling work has shown that thin arcs
can be produced by large ﬂuxes of monoenergetic electrons embedded within a back-
ground of lower-energy particles (Lanchester et al., 1997). However the mechanisms
that lead to small scale-arc distortions and dynamic ﬁlamentation in the aurora are not
well understood.
It has been previously suggested that large-scale auroral features such as folds and
spirals, and small-scale auroral curls are the result of electrostatic instabilities within
the auroral acceleration region. Curls are often observed in regions of large velocity
shears and are frequently thought to be associated with the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-
ity (Wagner et al., 1983; Trondsen and Cogger, 1998). However recent studies have
indicated that shear instabilities alone are not sufﬁcient to explain observed curl sys-
tems, and that coupling with auroral acceleration processes must also be considered
(Vogt et al., 1999). Small-scale ﬁlamentary structures have been linked to ﬁeld-aligned
bursts of electrons with a wide range of predominantly low energies, unlike the pop-
ulations with a clear energy peak associated with acceleration by a potential drop.
These electron bursts are thought to be accelerated by inertial Alfv´ en waves (Anders-
son et al., 2002). A review of the role of Alfv´ en waves in the small scale structuring
of the aurora is given in Stasiewicz et al. (2000). In-situ rocket and satellite measure-
ments have observed electric and magnetic ﬁeld oscillations consistent with Alfv´ en
waves in the topside ionosphere (Chaston et al., 1999; Hallinan et al., 2001), and ev-
idence of Alfv´ en wave dispersion behaviour has been identiﬁed using high resolution
auroral imagery (Semeter and Blixt, 2006). However, Alfv´ en wave accelerated elec-
trons alone cannot easily produce the narrowest arc structures observed, at scale sizes
down to 100 m (Chaston et al., 2003).
1.7 Auroral emissions
The auroral spectrum is composed of many individual emissions at different wave-
lengths. Each emission line corresponds to a particular transition between energy1.7 Auroral emissions 14
states within a particular excited atom or molecule in the ionosphere. Different emis-
sions occur at different altitudes, predominantly due to the variation in chemical com-
position of the atmosphere with height. The variations in characteristic lifetime be-
tween different energy states also affect the height distribution of auroral emissions.
Excited energy states which can exist for longer lifetimes before emitting auroral
photons (metastable states) are more likely to lose energy through collisions than by
emission, a process known as ‘quenching’. This means that corresponding auroral
emissions are only present at higher altitudes where the atmospheric density is lower.
In the following description of the key auroral emissions used in this thesis, iono-
spheric regions are often labelled in reference to distinct ionisation peaks (from solar
radiation) in the altitude proﬁle. ‘E-region’ refers to altitudes between around 90 and
150 km. The ‘F-region’ has an ionisation peak at 300 to 400 km altitude and extends
up into the topside ionosphere, several thousand kilometres above the Earth’s surface.
Emission wavelengths in this thesis are referred to using the unit of ˚ Angstr¨ oms, com-
monly used in auroral spectroscopy, where 1 ˚ A is equivalent to 10−10 m (0.1 nm).
1.7.1 N21PG band system
The ﬁrst positive band system of molecular nitrogen (N21PG) lies between 6700 and
7500 ˚ A, producing some of the strongest nitrogen emissions in the auroral spectrum
(Gattinger and Vallance-Jones, 1974). The N21PG bands are produced by transitions
from the vibrational states of the B3πg electronic state to the vibrational states of the
A3Σ+
u electronic state. These are permitted transitions, causing the emissions to be
‘prompt’ (negligible radiative lifetime). Prompt N21PG emissions occur down to low
E-region altitudes (below 100 km) before they become quenched. Figure 1.6 shows
the dependence of the N21PG band system emission on precipitating electron energy
and altitude, using the electron transport model of Lummerzheim and Lilensten (1994)
with monoenergetic electron precipitation of total energy ﬂux 1 mW m−2. The peak
emission altitude occurs at about 120 km, signifying production by high-energy pre-
cipitating electrons, i.e. energies of several keV.
1.7.2 O+ 2P-2D doublet
The oxygen emission doublet at 7320 and 7330 ˚ A originates from transitions from
the 2Pt o2D state of O+ (OII). These transitions are often referred to as ‘forbidden’,
as they violate quantum mechanical selection rules assuming electric dipole radia-






































Figure 1.6: Modelled N21PG brightness in units of [photons/cm3/sec], as a function of
energy and altitude.
(a) O+ 2P-2D doublet (b) O+
2 1N band system
Figure 1.7: Modelled ionised oxygen emission rates in units of [photons/cm 3/sec], as a
function of energy and altitude.
not seen in laboratory plasmas where states de-excite through collisional quenching
ﬁrst. In the low-density ionospheric plasma, forbidden emissions do occur, only at
a lower rate compared with emissions from permitted transitions. As a result of this
the O+ 2P state is meta-stable and the oxygen doublet emission has a radiative life-
time of around 5 seconds. The energy and altitude dependence of the forbidden oxy-
gen doublet is shown in Figure 1.7a. The emission rates are again modelled using the
electron transport model of Lummerzheim and Lilensten (1994) with monoenergetic
electron precipitation. The emission peaks at altitudes of around 300 km and is most
effectively excited by low energy (100 eV) electron precipitation. The long radiative








































































Figure 1.8: Modelled atomic oxygen emission rates in units of [photons/cm 3/sec], as a
function of energy and altitude.
1.7.3 O+
2 band system
The ﬁrst negative system of O+
2 , includes a strong emission peak at 5632 ˚ A as well
as other bands near 5250 and 6000 ˚ A (Gattinger and Vallance-Jones, 1974), and pro-
duces some of the brightest prompt emission features in the auroral spectrum. The
intensity of emission depends on both the energy of the precipitating particles and the
atmospheric composition. The rapidly decreasing density of molecular oxygen with
altitude results in the bands being most prominent at low E-region altitudes of around
110 km, i.e. produced by high-energy electron precipitation only. The modelled emis-
sion rate of the O+
2 1N band system is shown in Figure 1.7b.
1.7.4 O emission lines
The atomic oxygen lines at 7774 ˚ A and 8446 ˚ A have two main sources of produc-
tion. In the F-region they result from the direct excitation of atomic oxygen (O + e−)
whereas in the E-region they are produced through dissociative excitation of molecular
oxygen (O2 +e −). The O emission is suitable for characterising low energy precipi-
tation at high time resolution, avoiding the problems with the long lifetime of the O+
2P state. However, the emission must be used in combination with observations cov-
ering other oxygen spectral features in order to resolve the ambiguity of the source
population. Figure 1.8 shows the modelled 7774 ˚ A emission rates for the direct exci-
tation process (panel a) and the dissociative process (panel b).1.8 Incoherent scatter theory 17
1.8 Incoherent scatter theory
Incoherent Scatter (IS) radars transmit a high power Ultra High Frequency (UHF) or
Very High Frequency (VHF) electromagnetic wave into the ionosphere. Electrons in
the path of the beam are accelerated by the incident wave and emit their own radia-
tion as for any accelerating charged particle. If the electrons act in isolation this pro-
cess is known as Thomson scattering. At the radar wavelengths, which are longer than
the Debye length scale, electron behaviour is greatly inﬂuenced by the ion gas. In this
case the scattered radiation is inﬂuenced by both electron and ion properties; this is
known as incoherent scatter. The extremely weak scattered signal from the electrons
(of order 10−17 W for a 1 MW transmitted beam) is detected by the radar receivers,
and from it information about the ionospheric plasma in the radar beam can be de-
duced.
Power is received back from the ionosphere at frequencies other than the initial
beam frequency, as a result of the Doppler broadening effect due to the motions of
the scatterers. The collective behaviour of the plasma leads to the returned power be-
ing concentrated at particular frequencies, rather than being spread over a broad range
corresponding to the large thermal velocity of individual electrons. The development
of the expression for the incoherent scattering cross section is not repeated here, but
leads to the result that most of the scattering is concentrated at natural electro-static
wave modes within the plasma. A representation of a normal IS power density spec-
trum is shown in Figure 1.9. Increased scattering leads to peaks in power at frequen-
cies where there is an ordered motion of the plasma, i.e. ion-acoustic waves at the
ion-acoustic frequency KCs and Langmuir waves near the electron plasma frequency.
These spectral peaks are broadened by Landau and collisional damping to form the
double humped ‘ion spectrum’ and the ‘electron plasma lines’ which occur at frequen-
cies of around 5 kHz and several MHz respectively, relative to the central transmitter
frequency. The symmetric nature of the radar power spectrum represents waves mov-
ing towards the radar receiver shifted to higher frequencies, while waves moving away
from the radar are shifted to lower frequencies.
IS radar systems can only detect density ﬂuctuations from waves which match the
Bragg scattering condition. For any particular radar, the wave vector, or k-vector, for
detectable waves, KIS is related to the incident and scattered k-vectors, Ki and Ks, for
the electrons:
KIS = Ks−Ki (1.8)
For a monostatic radar where the transmitter and receiver are at the same location,
such as the system providing data for this thesis, Ks =- Ki, meaning that only waves1.8 Incoherent scatter theory 18
Figure 1.9: Schematic of a typical power density spectrum as measured by incoherent-
scatter radar systems.
with a k-vector equal to twice the magnitude of the incident k-vector are detected.
Excluding the case of bistatic radars where the illuminated scattering volume is at
one speciﬁc altitude range, transmitting continuously with an IS radar would lead to
backscattered signals from different altitude ranges arriving simultaneously at the re-
ceiver system. Pulse coding sequences, consisting of cycles of set transmission and re-
ception intervals, are specially constructed in order to reduce the ambiguities in range.
The altitude resolution is limited by the pulse scheme for all IS radar programmes,
with the data being averaged over successive range gate intervals.
1.8.1 Deriving ionospheric parameters
When observing a weakly-scattering volume such as ionospheric plasma with IS radar,
the statistical properties of the received signal are directly related to the statistical
properties of the density ﬂuctuations in the scattering volume. In the ionosphere most
of the received power is due to scattering from electrons, having a much lighter mass
than the ions. However, as the electrons are tied to the slower moving ions in the
plasma, information about the ionospheric properties can be obtained, for the most
part, by studying the ion-spectrum alone. This has advantages in that the ion-spectrum
contains considerably more power than the electron-plasma lines and can be observed
with less sensitive receiver systems. As a result of the larger ion mass, the ion-spectrum
is also considerably narrower than the free electron spectrum in terms of frequency,
meaning that it can be observed with a much smaller radar bandwidth.
A theoretical power density spectrum for the ion lines can be modelled using ki-
netic theory, for a thermal plasma with known properties. By comparing such theoret-
ical spectra convolved with instrumental effects to the spectra recorded by incoherent
scatter radar, the plasma properties of the sampled ionosphere can be deduced using1.8 Incoherent scatter theory 19
an iterative least-squares ﬁt procedure. As mentioned previously the temperature ratio
determines the strength of Landau damping and therefore the broadening of the lines
in the power density spectrum. Figure 1.10 demonstrates how the overall shape of the
ion-spectrum alters depending on various ionospheric parameters. Low Te / Ti ratios,
high collision frequencies or high plasma temperatures all act to increase the level of
damping, reducing the prominence of the separated ion-line peaks. In addition, the
electron density is proportional to received power integrated over the ion-spectrum (al-
most equal to the total backscattered power as the plasma lines are comparably weak),
and the ion drift velocity along the radar line of sight, Vi, is related to the displace-
ment of the central valley between the ion-lines from the transmission frequency. The
main parameters obtained directly through spectral ﬁtting procedures, as employed in
the Grand Uniﬁed Incoherent Scatter Data Analysis Programme (GUISDAP) and used
in this thesis, are Ne, Te, Ti and Vi. Other parameters, such as the ion composition and
the ion-neutral collision frequency, can also be obtained.
It is important to note that derivation of ionospheric parameters in this way only
applies for thermal plasma. When non-thermal effects alter the shape of the power
density spectrum, i.e. asymmetric or enhanced ion-spectra or spectra including a peak
at the central transmission frequency as observed by Winser et al. (1987); Lockwood
et al. (1987), the ﬁtting procedure can fail or produce spurious results. This effectively
means there is no standard way of extracting ionospheric parameters from IS radar
data during times of non-thermal plasma.
Non-thermal plasma spectra indicate instability associated with plasma turbulence,
causing the growth of wave modes through positive gradients in the plasma distribu-
tion function. Linear and non-linear instabilities play an important role in redistribut-
ing accumulated energy and restoring the plasma to an equilibrium state. These in-
stabilities are driven by free energy sources in the Earth’s magnetosphere-ionosphere
system and can act on a range of scales; from macroinstabilities resulting from plasma
inhomogeneity, to smaller-scale microinstabilities caused by distortions to the distribu-
tion functions. Instability on small-spatial scales can lead to processes such as acceler-
ation and heating which affect the large-scale structure and behaviour of the system as
a whole. Turbulent processes are a common feature in all natural and laboratory plas-
mas, observed in astrophysical plasmas such as in accretion ﬂows around stars and in
the interplanetary medium, as well as in the solar wind and ionosphere. Understand-
ing the complex nature of turbulent plasma processes remains an unsolved problem
in fundamental physics and studies are essential in furthering knowledge of the be-
haviour of our plasma environment.1.9 Observations of natural ion-acoustic enhancements 20
Figure 1.10: The effect of ion and electron temperature and collision frequency on the
shape of the IS ion spectrum, taken from Nygr´ en (1996).
1.9 Observations of natural ion-acoustic enhancements
Received signals now commonly referred to as Naturally Enhanced Ion Acoustic Lines
(NEIALs), have been reported in IS radar data sets over the last 20 years, representing
the effect of a non-thermal plasma behaviour on the received power density spectrum.
NEIALs appear as enhancements at the frequency of the ion-acoustic wave mode, in-
creasing the strength of one or both or the up and downshifted ion-lines in the spec-1.9 Observations of natural ion-acoustic enhancements 21
Figure 1.11: Examples of thermal (left) and naturally enhanced (right) ion-line spectra,
measured by the EISCAT Svalbard radar on 22nd January 2004.
trum. Figure 1.11 gives examples of received power density spectra, demonstrating the
difference between a normal thermal backscattered spectrum seen at the lowest alti-
tudes in the left hand panel, and a NEIAL affected spectrum on the right. The NEIAL
is over an order of magnitude stronger (note the difference in scale), suppressing the
thermal spectrum and background noise in the right hand ﬁgure.
NEIAL signatures were ﬁrst reported in the low-latitude night-side ionosphere with
the Millstone Hill radar in North America (Foster et al., 1988), and have since been
observed using the EISCAT radar systems (described in Chapter 2) in the high-latitude
ionosphere, both on the nightside (Rietveld et al., 1991) and in the dayside cusp re-
gion (Buchert et al., 1999). The following section provides an overview of NEIAL
characteristics, determined by previous observations using high-latitude IS radars and
supporting instrumentation. This thesis is based on NEIAL observations in the day-
side ionosphere, which exhibit some different characteristics from those recorded in
nightside data.
1.9.1 Spatial and temporal characteristics
Many observations of NEIALs were originally discounted as enhanced scattering re-
turns from satellites passing through the radar beam, rather than being of geophysical
origin. However, by the early 1990s they were commonly accepted as natural plasma
phenomena, with NEIAL spectra being typically observed over several hundred kilo-
meter altitude ranges (as in the right hand panel of Figure 1.11), compared with satel-
lites contaminating data within a single range gate (on the order of several kilome-
tres).
A statistical survey of NEIAL occurrence altitudes has been given by Rietveld
et al. (1996), using data from the European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) UHF radar
in Tromsø, Norway, predominantly located within the nightside auroral oval. The1.9 Observations of natural ion-acoustic enhancements 22
occurrence rate was found to increase with altitude up to around 500 km, where the
number of enhanced spectra peaked. Very few NEIALs were measured at altitudes
below 250 km. A relationship between the altitude and the relative intensity of the
up and down-shifted ion-lines was also evident. Above 300 km altitude, both lines
showed enhancement to some degree, with the down-shifted line dominating in most
cases. Below this, enhancement occurred in a single ion-line, with the up-shifted line
becoming preferentially enhanced at lower altitudes below around 250 km. In data
from the dayside cusp region, the same characteristics of changing line dominance
with altitude are observed, although the height above which the downshifted line be-
comes dominant is higher at about 500 km. In addition, the peak occurrence altitude
is higher at around 700 km (Grydeland et al., 2004). Observations of NEIALs from
uncommonly large ranges were reported by Ogawa et al. (2006), who found enhance-
ments between 1200 and 1900 km altitude.
A further spatial characteristic of NEIALs is their tendency to be predominantly
observed in ﬁeld-aligned data, i.e. where the radar is directed towards the local mag-
netic zenith. This indicates that NEIALs are related to ﬁeld-aligned structures, and
when they occur within a radar beam directed away from the magnetic zenith, they
may well be misidentiﬁed as satellite signals or fail to produce the characteristic large
increases in power. This interpretation was conﬁrmed by recent interferometric stud-
ies, combining data from two separate IS radar receivers in order to resolve features
within the commonly illuminated scattering volume (Grydeland et al., 2003). These
studies have shown that NEIAL signatures originate from cylindrical structures aligned
with the magnetic ﬁeld, with ﬁeld-perpendicular widths of the order 100 m, i.e. much
smaller than radar beam widths.
NEIAL enhancements have been shown to vary between consecutive radar dumps
at standard time integrations of 5 to 10 s (Rietveld et al., 1991), suggesting temporal
behaviour of the instability on time scales shorter than this. Recent studies have em-
ployed radar data recorded at the raw voltage level at sub-second resolution, making
it possible to follow the development of an individual NEIAL signature. Time series
with 200 ms integrations show continuous evolution of power enhancements. Simul-
taneous enhancements in both ion-lines are frequently seen on these sub-second time
scales, albeit with changes in relative intensity. Before the advent of sub-second res-
olution data, symmetrically enhanced spectra within a common volume were often
thought to result from successive enhancements in each ion-line, summed through
temporal averaging. Results from high temporal resolution radar data are not consis-
tent with this interpretation (Grydeland et al., 2003).1.9 Observations of natural ion-acoustic enhancements 23
1.9.2 Power and frequency dependence
The power level received during a NEIAL signature is increased by up to 3 orders of
magnitude over the power for a normal thermal spectrum. The measurements of ﬁla-
ment widths much smaller than the radar beam width (perpendicular to the magnetic
ﬁeld) indicates that the scattering cross section must be increased by up to 5 orders
of magnitude above thermal level within the ﬁlament, in order to explain the observed
levels of enhancement in data integrated over the entire beam width (Grydeland et al.,
2003).
There are indications of instrumental selection effects associated with NEIALs,
in that they are more commonly observed with some IS radar systems than others
sampling the same ionospheric regions. In the case of two separate radars located
at Tromsø, Norway, NEIALs are far more likely to be observed with the VHF radar
(224 MHz) than the the UHF radar (933 MHz), for example in the event reported
by Cabrit et al. (1996). The peak occurrence rate for NEIALs seen with the Tromsø
VHF radar was also seen to occur higher in the ionosphere at around 800 km altitude,
compared to at 500 km for the UHF data. This frequency dependence was later in-
vestigated in more detail in studies of power received across the narrow operating fre-
quency range of an individual radar (Buchert et al., 1999; Ogawa et al., 2000; Forme
et al., 2001). Indications were found of variations, in both the power received and the
changes with altitude, as a function of wavelength, although conclusions are limited
by the radar data integration times of several seconds. A further observation of note is
the detection of enhanced Langmuir waves accompanying NEIAL signatures, both in
the nightside ionosphere (Rietveld et al., 2002), and on the dayside (Strømme et al.,
2005). The implications of such studies in terms of the generation mechanisms pro-
posed to explain NEIALs are discussed in Section 1.10.
1.9.3 Links with auroral activity and other ionospheric parameters
In early studies using photometer and all-sky camera data, NEIALs, in both the day-
side and nightside ionosphere were associated with the boundaries of auroral arc sys-
tems, speciﬁcally for red auroral activity (Collis et al., 1991; Rietveld et al., 1991). In
more recent studies using cameras of narrower ﬁeld of view and higher time resolu-
tion, NEIALs on the dayside have been associated with dynamic rayed auroral forms
and coronal structures (i.e. tall rays in the magnetic zenith giving the perspective ef-
fect of a crown). Dynamic rayed aurora often has the appearance of ‘ﬂaming aurora’,
an effect caused by the differing times of ﬂight for the precipitating population, sug-1.10 NEIAL generation mechanisms 24
gesting a mixture of energies. Optical studies using white light cameras on the day-
side have shown a link between NEIAL occurrence and rayed auroral ﬁlaments of
similar scale size at sub-second resolution (Blixt et al., 2005; Grydeland et al., 2004).
However, NEIALs observed in the nightside ionosphere have recently been associ-
ated with the dark region immediately adjacent to an active auroral arc (Michell et al.,
2008), rather than with rayed coronal forms. It is not yet clear whether smaller rayed
ﬁlaments were present in the ‘dark’ region albeit with a much reduced intensity, or
whether the links with aurora differ on the nightside, perhaps reﬂecting the different
auroral morphology or even different generation mechanisms producing similar signa-
tures in IS radars. With the NEIALs varying on such short time-scales, and the simi-
larly active nature of the associated aurora, observations of high temporal and spatial
resolutions are essential in clarifying the link between auroral intensity and NEIAL
development.
NEIAL signatures are commonly associated with other ionospheric parameters,
namely increased electron temperatures (Rietveld et al., 1991; Wahlund et al., 1993)
of up to around 10,000 K (Forme and Fontaine, 1999) and ‘Type 2’ ion upﬂow events
(Wahlund et al., 1992b). Type 2 upﬂows are caused by soft electron precipitation en-
hancing the electron temperature and pressure gradient, allowing electrons to ﬂow up-
wards. This causes the generation of an enhanced parallel electric ﬁeld, accelerating
ions upwards in the ionosphere. These observations are therefore consistent with the
relationship between NEIALs and auroral activity.
1.10 NEIAL generation mechanisms
A number of generation mechanisms have been invoked to try and explain NEIALs
in IS radar data since they were ﬁrst understood as signatures of geophysical plasma
phenomena. These can be broadly categorised into two groups: those proposing di-
rect destabilisation of the ion-acoustic mode by counter-streaming species, and those
suggesting the generation of ion-acoustic waves through the parametric decay of un-
stable Langmuir waves. The mechanisms and their implications were reviewed in
Sedgemore-Schulthess and St.-Maurice (2001), and are brieﬂy summarised in the fol-
lowing section. None of the mechanisms can explain the detailed behaviour for all
NEIALs detected in the ionosphere, although recent observations in the dayside cusp
appear to be most easily modelled using the parametric decay theory.1.10 NEIAL generation mechanisms 25
1.10.1 Ion-ion or ion-electron streaming instabilities
Variations of this mechanism were proposed to interpret early reports of observed
NEIALs, invoking ﬂows of counter-streaming charged particles, either for two ion
populations (Wahlund et al., 1992a) or for ions and electrons (Rietveld et al., 1991).
However, in order to reproduce the enhanced power levels observed in NEIALs, ex-
tremely large ﬂow densities are required.
In the case of ion-electron (current driven) streaming, with a cold background ion
population and a heated electron population, a positive density gradient can be gen-
erated in the distribution function of the drifting electrons. Ion-acoustic wave growth
will occur if the region of positive gradient lies near the phase velocity of ion-acoustic
wave modes, as long as the ion distribution function remains at smaller velocities to
negate the effect of Landau damping due to ions. In order to produce the necessary
drift velocities requires current densities of several mA m−2 which are not directly
observed in in-situ satellite data, but which are have been postulated to exist on short
time scales in small current layers (Sedgemore-Schulthess et al., 1999). However the
current driven mechanism will either act on down-going or up-going ion-acoustic
waves depending on the current direction and cannot explain enhancements in both
ion-lines simultaneously without temporal or spatial averaging in the radar data. High
time resolution and interferometric studies in the dayside cusp do not support this
interpretation, although some observations of asymmetric NEIALs in the night-side
ionosphere show behaviour more consistent with a current driven interpretation, espe-
cially with enhancements occurring at low altitudes (<250 km).
Wahlund et al. (1992a) proposed an alternative approach using the ion-ion two
stream instability, involving relative drifts between two ion species, e.g. H+ and O+
in the topside ionosphere. This mechanism does not require high current densities, but
relies on densities of the minority species (i.e. H+) that are higher than usually ob-
served. This mechanism also requires ion drift velocities that are similar in magnitude
to the ion thermal velocity. For large drift velocities (more than four times the thermal
velocity), simultaneous enhancements in both ion-lines can be generated. However,
such drifts are unlikely to be present in the lower F-region and below, where NEIALs
are observed. Additionally not all NEIAL observations coincide with upﬂow activity
and the ion-ion streaming mechanism also relies on some previous acceleration mech-
anism acting speciﬁcally on one population over the other, to cause the relative drifts.1.10 NEIAL generation mechanisms 26
1.10.2 Parametric decay of Langmuir waves
This mechanism relies on a large inﬂux of electrons (auroral precipitation), causing
wave growth at Langmuir wave mode frequencies, through the beam instability as
described in 1.5.2. For speciﬁc beam conditions and ionospheric parameters, the gen-
erated Langmuir waves themselves are unstable, and undergo parametric decay. The
pump Langmuir waves, ωl(kl), decay into secondary Langmuir waves, ωl (kl ) at suc-
cessively smaller wavenumber, and ion-acoustic waves, ωs(ks), as part of a three wave
interaction. It is the resulting ion-acoustic waves which are proposed to cause the ion-
acoustic enhancements seen in IS radar data as NEIALs (Forme, 1993, 1999). The
wave vector of the secondary Langmuir wave, which can also grow to exceed the in-
stability threshold, is in the opposite direction to the pump Langmuir wave. Enhanced
ion-acoustic waves travelling in either direction along the ﬁeld line can therefore be
generated in successive cascades of the decay process within the same volume. For












Modelling results have shown that the relative amplitude of the two ion-lines can
change on time scales of less than 100 ms, depending on when the three wave cas-
cading process stops (Forme, 1999).
The ion-acoustic enhancement occurs over a restricted range of wave vectors, Δk,







where k and Vb are the average enhancement wave vector and beam velocity respec-
tively. The received power depends very strongly on the wave vector for this mech-
anism, consistent with observations of dependence on radar transmission frequency
for selected NEIAL events (Buchert et al., 1999). Beam electrons of low energy (10s
- 100s of eV) are needed in order to generate ion-acoustic enhancements at the wave
vectors of IS radars. This could explain the observed link between NEIALs and rayed
coronal forms in dayside aurora, thought to contain a broad range of energies.
The parametric decay model has no requirement for current or ion densities sig-
niﬁcantly higher than have been observed. Beam densities of less than 105 m−3 have1.11 Thesis summary 27
been shown to produce multiple cascades for a beam energy of 30 eV. With a sufﬁ-
cient large spread in beam energy, the wave vector condition for detection by a radar
can be satisﬁed by wave enhancements from the ﬁrst and second cascade simultane-
ously. Changes in the beam parameters are analogous to a constant beam streaming
through background plasma with changing parameters, i.e. changing atmospheric den-
sity and temperature altering the collision frequency with altitude. Consideration of
the inhomogeneity of the ionospheric plasma has been shown to be a possible expla-
nation for the changing dominance of one ion-acoustic line over the other with alti-
tude, as observed in NEIALs (Forme et al., 2001). In more recent studies, the effects
of plasma inhomogeneity and non-linear processes have been simulated numerically,
in order to further understand the role of beam driven Langmuir turbulence in NEIAL
generation (Kontar and P´ ecseli, 2005; Guio and Forme, 2006; Daldorff et al., 2007).
There have also been several reported observations of enhanced Langmuir waves
accompanying NEIAL signatures, both in the nightside ionosphere using the EISCAT
UHF and VHF receivers at Tromsø (Rietveld et al., 2002), and on the dayside using
the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (Strømme et al., 2005). Streaming instabilities cannot
generate high frequency plasma waves, whereas an electron beam with large energy
spread (ΔVb > 1/3Vb) can trigger primary Langmuir waves over a sufﬁciently large
bandwidth, such that the Bragg condition can be satisﬁed for both ion-acoustic and
Langmuir waves in the same plasma volume (Strømme et al., 2005). The paramet-
ric decay mechanism can explain many of the features recently observed in NEIAL
signatures, and has become the favoured theory for NEIALs in the dayside cusp, al-
though other mechanisms can contribute to or even dominate the behaviour of some
selected events, especially on the nightside.
1.11 Thesis summary
The principal aim of the work presented in this thesis is to advance our understanding
of NEIAL echoes, which cause the backscattered power to increase by several orders
of magnitude when recorded by incoherent scatter radar receivers. These signatures of
plasma instability are not fully understood in terms of their generation and behaviour
in the high-latitude ionosphere. Similar non-thermal plasma phenomena are likely to
occur in both astrophysical and laboratory plasmas, leading to potential applications
of this work to other disciplines in the future. This thesis concentrates on their rela-
tionship to small-scale structures in the auroral morphology and in the precipitation
spectrum, along with what this implies for the proposed theories.1.11 Thesis summary 28
As with all solar-terrestrial research, the use of a wide selection of instrumen-
tation is essential in order to understand the behaviour of the Sun-Earth system on
large scales and to monitor coupled smaller-scale variations in detail. Chapter 2 gives
a description of the instruments used in this thesis, including ground-based instru-
ments used for remote-sensing of the ionosphere as well as in-situ satellites sampling
particle populations directly. Many of the ground-based instruments are run directly
by the University of Southampton, including the newly-built Auroral Structure and
Kinetics (ASK) imager. All new techniques for the set-up of the instrumentation and
the processing and analysis are described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 discusses the relationship between the morphology of small-scale auroral
structures and the precipitating energy spectrum. A combined study of auroral be-
haviour is presented using multi-spectral imagers with extremely small ﬁelds of view
and electron energy information from an optical spectrograph. The results demon-
strate the role of a large component of low-energy electrons in the formation of rayed
coronal structures at magnetic zenith. Multi-spectral imaging techniques are then used
to provide information on auroral structures and energy during a period of multi-
ple NEIAL observations, as described in Chapter 5. A direct link is shown between
NEIAL signatures and low-energy emission intensity during the passage of coronal
rayed structures. The implications of this relationship for the proposed NEIAL gen-
eration mechanism are discussed, and numerical simulations show the production of
NEIALs for ionospheric conditions which match those observed.
Finally, Chapter 6 looks ahead to the next big advance in the study of NEIALs.
Using multiple radar dishes together, NEIAL enhancements have been shown to orig-
inate in cylindrical ﬁlaments with scale sizes much smaller than the radar beam. Sta-
tistical studies can be used to investigate NEIAL behaviour and the relationship with
auroral activity for cases where many NEIALs are observed within a short time pe-
riod. However, in order to follow the evolution of a single NEIAL and its location
with respect to auroral ﬁlaments (thereby resolving unknowns about NEIAL forma-
tion and development) requires spatial resolution within the normal radar beam width.
The development of the interferometry technique and subsequent analysis is in its
infancy. Chapter 6 describes a method to calibrate the spatial information obtained
through interferometric phase products with respect to the location of small auroral
features. This thesis concludes with a brief discussion in Chapter 7 of the advances
made through work presented here and the questions that still remain to be answered




The EISCAT (European Incoherent Scatter) scientiﬁc association runs three radar sys-
tems, applying the principles of incoherent scatter theory as described in Section 1.8.
All of the EISCAT radars use a co-located transmitter and receiver. The intervals of
transmission and reception are controlled using coded pulse sequences, which deter-
mine the range resolution of the received data. The EISCAT radar beams are gener-
ated by a collection of klystrons which accelerate electrons through a series of res-
onant cavities, modulating the electron stream density to produce ampliﬁed radio
waves. The EISCAT mainland radar site just outside Tromsø in northern Norway, at
69◦35  N, 19◦14  E in geographic coordinates, has a VHF and a UHF radar running at
224 MHz and 931 MHz respectively. The VHF antenna consists of a 40 m by 120 m
parabolic trough which can be run as two independent steerable arrays. The UHF
radar is a 32 m steerable Cassegrain antenna, having a secondary reﬂector above the
main dish for focussing. Additional passive receiver stations are located in Sodankyl¨ a,
Finland, and Kiruna, Sweden to give a tri-static capability for the mainland system. In
1996 the EISCAT Svalbard Radar was added, to the north of the Norwegian mainland,
as described further in Section 2.1.1.
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Figure 2.1: The EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) with (foreground) the 42 m ﬁxed
antenna and (background) the 32 m steerable antenna. (Photograph courtesy of Dan
Whiter)
2.1.1 EISCAT Svalbard Radar
The EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) is an incoherent scatter radar facility, just out-
side Longyearbyen at 78◦9  N, 16◦2  E, on the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen, part
of the Svalbard archipelago. Its location means it is ideally situated to study dayside
cusp phenomena. The ESR, shown in Figure 2.1, consists of one steerable 32 m an-
tenna and one 42 m antenna, ﬁxed in the ﬁeld-aligned direction of 181.0◦in azimuth
and 81.6◦in elevation. The exact pointing direction of the 42 m beam is adjusted to
correspond to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model value for
the magnetic zenith direction, through use of a secondary reﬂector above the centre
of the antenna which can be altered slightly in position. The ESR operates at a fre-
quency of 500 MHz and has a transmitting power of up to 0.9 MW.
2.2 Spectrographic Imaging Facility
The Spectrographic Imaging Facility (SIF) is an optical instrument platform, operated
by the University of Southampton and University College London, designed to study
auroral emissions at high temporal and spatial resolution (McWhirter et al., 2003;
Lanchester et al., 2003). From October 2000 until November 2007, SIF was located2.2 Spectrographic Imaging Facility 31
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of HiTIES, taken from Chakrabarti et al. (2001).
at the Auroral Station in Adventdalen (Sigernes et al., 2002), just outside Longyear-
byen, Svalbard at 78◦12  N, 15◦50  E. This lies approximately 7 km north-west of
the ESR. In November 2007, due to the increasing light pollution from Longyear-
byen and the advantages of greater co-location between optical instrumentation and
the EISCAT radar beam, the facility was moved to a new site at the Kjell Henriksen
Observatory (KHO), a few hundred metres from the EISCAT radar.
The instrument platform consists of a narrow ﬁeld intensiﬁed auroral imager, a
High Throughput Imaging Echelle Spectrograph (HiTIES) and four supporting pho-
tometers with interchangeable narrow-band ﬁlters. All instruments are co-aligned
and pointed towards the magnetic zenith according to the procedures outlined in Sec-
tion 3.1. At the time of the move to the KHO, a new data storage array, with a ca-
pacity of 6 TB, was added to the instrument setup, allowing data for the majority of
the observing season to be stored without need for on-site intervention. Timing accu-
racy between the instruments was also improved. A Network Time Protocol (NTP)-
synchronised master clock was added, which feeds time signals through to the com-
puters operating the photometers and HiTIES, and to the time stamp on the digital
video feed for the auroral imager (see Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 HiTIES :- High Throughput Imaging Echelle Spectrograph
The spectrograph on the SIF platform was originally designed and built at Boston
University, by the Center for Space Physics (Chakrabarti et al., 2001). Light enters
the instrument through a curved slit, 8 degrees in length when mapped onto the plane
of the sky. The light is separated according to the wavelength using an echelle grat-2.2 Spectrographic Imaging Facility 32
(a) Hβ and N2 emission
ﬁlter




Figure 2.3: The conﬁgurations of the HiTIES mosaic ﬁlters, showing the wavelength
range and the spectral feature or region imaged by each panel.
ing, a speciﬁc type of diffraction grating optimised for higher orders, useful for high
resolution spectrographic instruments. The optical layout of the HiTIES instrument is
shown in Figure 2.2.
In the resulting diffracted image, having a spectral resolution of around 1 ˚ A per
pixel, successive orders are overlaid on top of each other, making spectral signatures
of emission lines impossible to separate without the use of ﬁltering. A ﬁlter mosaic
is used to select different spectral regions of interest for different parts of the detector
area. Since the initial installation of HiTIES on Svalbard, three different ﬁlter mo-
saics have been used to image in several different spectral bands of interest. Diagrams
showing the wavelength regions of the ﬁlter panels and their conﬁguration are given
in Figure 2.3, for each of the mosaics. This thesis involves data from the four panel
mosaic ﬁlter (Figure 2.3c), which was designed to support the ASK instrument (see
Section 2.3), covering similar spectral ranges as the ﬁlters used on the ASK cameras.
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strumentation. In November 2005 the current CCD detector was installed on HiTIES.
This consists of an Andor iXon Electron Multiplying CCD (EMCCD) with 512 by
512 pixels. With the EMCCD the low-light signal is ampliﬁed on the chip itself be-
fore the readout ampliﬁer. This is in contrast to a conventional intensiﬁed CCD where
the readout noise is ampliﬁed along with the signal, giving a poorer signal to noise
ratio. The Andor EMCCD used on HiTIES uses water cooling to reduce the operating
temperature down to -80◦. This results in very low levels of dark noise, and means
that high quality data can be obtained with integration times as short as to 5 seconds.
Prior to October 2005, HiTIES was running with a CCD detector supplied by PixelVi-
sion, which again used water cooling, and had a resolution of 1100 by 1050 pixels.
A Microchannel-plate Intensiﬁed CCD (MIC) was also in use for selected time in-
tervals, namely during the winter 2001/2002 observing season and in January 2004.
With a higher noise level present in both and a problem with MIC in particular of low
sensitivity at the red end of the light spectrum, these detectors were retired after the
installation of the Andor EMCCD.
2.2.2 Narrow ﬁeld imager, ‘TLC’
The narrow ﬁeld auroral imager, known as The Little Camera (TLC), is based on a
commercially available video CCD camera, provided by Photonic Science Ltd, with
an added intensiﬁer to increase sensitivity in low light. TLC is ﬁtted with a long-pass
ﬁlter, which eliminates the long-lived auroral emissions at wavelengths shorter than
6450 ˚ A (speciﬁcally at 5577 and 6300 ˚ A) which would smear the image. This results
in the TLC imager being primarily sensitive to the N21PG emissions in the passband
as described in Section 1.7.1, but also including the OII doublet, and a number of
atomic oxygen transitions.
From the original installation of SIF on Svalbard up until November 2007, TLC
was equipped with an f1.2 lens, focal length of 50 mm, giving a ﬁeld of view of 16
degrees by 12 degrees. When SIF was moved to the new auroral station, TLC became
ideal as a supporting wider angle camera, to place small scale images from the ASK
instrument (see Section 2.3) in context within larger auroral features. The camera was
then ﬁtted with a 15 mm Sigma ﬁsheye lens, which gives a larger ﬁeld of view with
a 68 degree diagonal (assuming a linear projection) intersected by the TLC sensor
diameter of 18 mm. For all TLC imager data referred to in this thesis, the original
narrow ﬁeld lens conﬁguration was in use.
The change in instrument site also prompted a change in the way video camera
data was stored. At the Auroral Station in Adventdalen, video was recorded on a2.3 ASK - Auroral Structure and Kinetics 34
SVHS recorder in time lapse mode which provided imaging data at a resolution of
5 frames per second. For particular short intervals, scheduled to coincide with EIS-
CAT radar operations or during active conditions, data were recorded onto Digital
Video (DV) tapes at full resolution at 25 frames per second. This system of manu-
ally recording data meant that TLC data were only stored when someone was avail-
able at the Auroral Station. It also required the digital capture and conversion of the
recorded video into digital image frames before it could be analysed. The increased
SIF data storage after the move to the KHO meant that video camera data could in-
stead be captured directly to computer in real time, and saved as raw digital video
streams on the data server. The resolution of the saved data streams can be remotely
controlled via software, leading to TLC data being available at any required resolution
for the entire observing season, from November 2007 onwards. As mentioned at the
beginning of this Section, time stamping on the video stream was done via an NTP-
synchronised master clock from this point onwards. Prior to the move to the KHO,
the timing for TLC was set manually to the nearest second, and then ﬁne-tuned to a
much higher degree of accuracy by comparing satellite passages, seen in both TLC
and a second time-synchronised imager. This procedure is explained in detail in Sec-
tion 3.3.1.
2.2.3 Photometers
On initial installation, SIF was equipped with two supporting photometers, based on
Hamamatsu photomultiplier detectors, with low noise photocathodes. The sensitivity
has been calculated at 20 counts per second per Rayleigh (McWhirter et al., 2003). In
November 2004 two additional photometers, identical in speciﬁcation, were installed
to complete the current conﬁguration. The time resolution is adjustable up to 16 Hz,
with the current software setup. Each photometer is ﬁtted with an interference ﬁlter
of 10 ˚ A bandwidth. From the initial setup to the current conﬁguration, many different
ﬁlter combinations have been used. Photometer data was used to identify times of
auroral activity, but was not used in further detail for the work presented in this thesis.
2.3 ASK - Auroral Structure and Kinetics
The Auroral Structure and Kinetics (ASK) instrument (Ivchenko et al., 2008) was de-
signed to study small scale auroral features at very high temporal and spatial resolu-
tion. It was originally designed and built at the University of Southampton in 2005,2.3 ASK - Auroral Structure and Kinetics 35
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram showing the components of the Auroral Structure and
Kinetics (ASK) instrument.
and is now run as a joint collaboration with the Alfv´ en Laboratory KTH, Stockholm.
ASK consists of three separate auroral cameras, each ﬁtted with a narrow-band inter-
ference ﬁlter to image in different wavelength regions, and two supporting photome-
ters.
A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 2.4. Mounted inside the
bottom half of the optical housing are the two photometers (shown in red) and one
of the Andor EMCCD detectors (yellow) with Kowa lens (green) and telescopic con-
verter (blue). The top half of the housing, shown with the external cover on, contains
the other two identical cameras. At the base of the optical casing, two heating systems
with circulatory fans can also be seen (purple). Conventional multi-spectral auroral
imaging uses a ﬁlter wheel to cycle consecutively through different wavelength re-
gions. With the three separate cameras on ASK, imaging in different spectral bands is
truly simultaneous. ASK can therefore be used to study the relationship between ﬁne-2.3 ASK - Auroral Structure and Kinetics 36
Table 2.1: ASK ﬁlter characteristics for the 2005/2006 campaign season.
Camera Central wavelength, ˚ A Spectral width, ˚ A
ASK 1 5620 26
ASK 2 7319 10
ASK 3 7774 15
scale auroral features and characteristic energy at much higher temporal resolution.
The interference ﬁlters ﬁtted on the ASK cameras are interchangeable, and a va-
riety of different ﬁlter combinations have been used for different observing locations
and science priorities. This thesis concentrates on ASK data during the instrument’s
ﬁrst season of operation at the EISCAT site on Svalbard. The ﬁlters in use during that
season are therefore described in full here. An overview of the central wavelengths
and the spectral Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) is given in Table 2.1
The ASK ﬁlters are designed to cover the key auroral emission features, as de-
scribed in Section 1.7. The ASK 1 ﬁlter covers the wavelength range of two emission
bands of the O+
2 1N system present in the E-region of the ionosphere: O+
2 1N(1,0) and
O+
2 1N(2,0). This spectral range is also covered by the O+
2 panel on the HiTIES four
panel mosaic ﬁlter (Figure 2.3c), for comparison. The ﬁlter on ASK 2 detects emis-
sion from the forbidden oxygen line at 7320 ˚ A, occurring higher up in the ionosphere
at F-region altitudes. Other contaminating emissions are also present. Hydroxyl air-
ﬂow emission lines and emission from N21PG bands lower down in the E-region act
as contaminants within the wavelength range covered by the ASK 2 ﬁlter. The same
spectral features are again present in the corresponding wavelength range of the O+
panel on HiTIES. Finally, the ASK 3 ﬁlter is centred on the atomic oxygen emission
line at 7774 ˚ A. In this case the relevant panel on the HiTIES spectrograph does not
cover a similar wavelength range, but is centred on another atomic oxygen emission
line, produced through equivalent processes, at 8446 ˚ A.
Each of the cameras uses an Andor iXon EMCCD 512 by 512 pixel detector, iden-
tical to the one used currently on the HiTIES instrument on SIF. The CCD tempera-
ture is reduced to -49◦ thermoelectrically using air cooling within the detector hous-
ing itself. The detectors are each equipped with a Kowa 75 mm lens giving a ﬁeld of
view of 6.1◦ by 6.1◦. The low-noise EMCCD detectors mean that the ASK instrument
can be run at time resolutions of up to 20 frames per second without any pixel bin-
ning, or up to 50 frames per second with pixel binning i.e. applying 2 by 2 binning
to give an effective detector area of 256 by 256 pixels. In October 2006, telescopic
converters were added to each of the cameras, doubling the angular magniﬁcation i.e.
giving a smaller 3◦wide ﬁeld of view. ASK data presented in this thesis use the origi-2.3 ASK - Auroral Structure and Kinetics 37
Figure 2.5: Photograph of the ASK instrument, mounted on the side of the ESR trans-
mitter hall.
nal pre-telescope conﬁguration.
ASK has been run at both of the EISCAT transmitter sites, i.e. at Tromsø in the
north of mainland Norway and on Svalbard. At Svalbard the ASK instrument was in-
stalled on a platform attached to the outside of the main transmitter hall, as shown
in Figure 2.5. The ASK instrument was designed to be run outdoors for reasons of
portability and to increase the number of possible observing sites. There were also
no inside observation facilities available at the EISCAT radar site on Svalbard at the
time of its manufacture. Three computers, one to control each of the cameras, are also
located outside in a container at the base of the main optical housing. A heating and
circulation fan system is therefore employed to try and keep the computers and instru-
ments at a stable temperature, and also to keep the optical windows for the cameras
and photometers free of ice and snow.
Data are passed continuously to the ASK master computer, which is kept indoors,
via the network. For normal running, ASK generates approximately 40 Gb per hour2.4 Andor imager 38
(at 20 Hz with 2 by 2 pixel binning). Data therefore need to be written onto LTO-2
storage tapes daily via the ASK master computer, throughout the campaign season.
Online keograms, giving a summary of auroral activity in the cameras, are automati-
cally generated in real time. High resolution data for cloudy or quiet periods can then
be deleted before writing to tape.
2.4 Andor imager
The Andor imager was provided by Andor Inc. on loan for January 2004, and was lo-
cated at the Auroral Station in Adventdalen beside the SIF platform. It was used as
a test camera in the feasibility study for the Auroral Structure and Kinetics (ASK)
project. The imager used an Andor iXon EMCCD detector, identical to those ﬁt-
ted on the completed ASK instrument and the current conﬁguration of HiTIES. For
the data shown in this thesis the Andor imager was running with 2 by 2 pixel bin-
ning at a time resolution of 2 frames per second, although these settings were vari-
able and software-controlled. The detector was ﬁtted with a 50 mm lens providing a
9◦square ﬁeld of view and a narrow interference ﬁlter of central wavelength 7325 ˚ A
and FWHM 30 ˚ A. The ﬁlter is centred on the forbidden oxygen (OII) 2P-2D doublet
at 7320 and 7330 ˚ A as described in Section 1.7.2. However, the oxygen doublet is
embedded in the ﬁrst positive band of molecular nitrogen, meaning that some N21PG
emission is also detected within the Andor passband.
2.5 Odin imager
The Odin camera, shown in Figure 2.6, is run by the University of Tromsø. Odin
records data onto DV tapes during speciﬁc events or timed instrument collaborations,
rather than continuously through the winter season. Odin, described fully in Blixt
et al. (2005) is a white light, intensiﬁed auroral imager with ﬁeld of view 14.3◦by
10.9◦. The hardware produces a standard video signal at 25 frames per second, which
is then converted to DV format in real time. The time code is synched to Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) satellite time signals, which allows the recorded video data to
be synchronised with other instruments, and can be stamped directly onto the saved
image frames. The portable nature of Odin has led to its use at both of the EISCAT
radar transmitter sites, in Tromsø and on Svalbard. In both cases the imager was lo-
cated close to the EISCAT antennas, and is pointed towards magnetic zenith, i.e. with
a look direction co-aligned with the EISCAT radar beam.2.6 IMAGE magnetometer chain 39
Figure 2.6: Photograph of the University of Tromsø Odin imager, mounted at the EIS-
CAT radar site in Tromsø. (Photograph courtesy of Dan Whiter)
2.6 IMAGE magnetometer chain
The International Monitor for Auroral Geomagnetic Effects (IMAGE) network (Vil-
janen and H¨ akkinen, 1997) consists of 30 ground-based magnetometer stations across
Scandinavia, northern Russia and Estonia, as shown in Figure 2.7. The IMAGE net-
work uses ﬂuxgate magnetometers to monitor geomagnetic activity, in the form of
current systems and wave motions in the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system,
across large areas of the globe. The IMAGE magnetometer network is predominantly
used in combined studies with other instruments which take measurements at a single
point i.e. the EISCAT radars. The large-scale coverage of the magnetometer network
can help to solve the temporal-spatial ambiguity problem during times of moving cur-
rent systems. Each magnetometer station consists of a three-axis ﬂuxgate magnetome-
ter measuring three components of the terrestrial magnetic ﬁeld, X (north), Y (east)
and Z (downwards), using a local geographic coordinate system (Appendix A).2.7 Satellite Instrumentation 40
Figure 2.7: Map showing the location of the IMAGE magnetometer stations, as of
November 2007. (Modiﬁed from original map drawn by Lasse H¨ akkinen)
2.7 Satellite Instrumentation
2.7.1 Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite
The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) is a satellite currently in orbit around the
L1 Lagrange point (a gravitational equilibrium point between the sun and the earth),
approximately 1.5 million kilometres from the earth, upstream in the solar wind. It
carries a suite of instruments designed to provide near-continuous coverage of solar
wind parameters and to measure particle intensities both from the sun and from galac-
tic sources. This thesis uses data from two instruments on board the ACE satellite:2.7 Satellite Instrumentation 41
the Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) and the Magnetic Field
Experiment (MAG).
The SWEPAM instrument (McComas et al., 1998) provides information on the
solar wind particle ﬂux (densities, velocities and temperatures) for ions and elec-
trons simultaneously. Electrostatic analysers are used to measure the energy per unit
charge based on the curved path of charged particles as they pass through the detec-
tor systems. The SWEPAM instrument is sensitive to ion energies between 0.26 keV
and 36 keV and electron energies between 1.6 eV and 1350 eV. The spin of the ACE
spacecraft means that the instruments can make full 3D plasma measurements, giving
64 second averages of solar wind parameters.
The MAG instrument on ACE (Smith et al., 1998) gives near-continuous measure-
ments of the three components of local magnetic ﬁeld, using a pair of triaxial ﬂuxgate
sensors, similar to those used in the ground-based IMAGE magnetometer chain. The
sensors are mounted on booms about 4 metres away from the main spacecraft. The
instrument has a very large range in sensitivity, measuring ﬁelds of between 0.0001
and 65,536 nT per axis. The MAG instrument provides measurements of the IMF
using a standard integration time of 16 seconds, with 1 second data available for se-
lected intervals.
2.7.2 Defence Meteorological Satellite Programme (DMSP)
The Defence Meteorological Satellite Programme (DMSP) group of satellites orbit the
earth at an altitude of approximately 850 km, covering the polar regions at least twice
per day. A collection of instruments provide data for both solar-terrestrial, meteoro-
logical and oceanographic applications. The DMSP satellites can provide snapshots
of the precipitation in regions sampled by ground-based instruments, during times of
closely co-located crossings. This thesis uses data from several onboard instruments.
The SSJ/4 sensor, a precipitating electron and ion spectrometer, measures downward
ﬂuxes of ions and electrons from 30 eV to 30 keV in 19 energy channels. A complete
energy spectrum is measured once every second. The Special Sensors-Ions, Electrons,
and Scintillation (SSIES) instrument measures the parameters of the bulk plasma, in-
cluding the three components of plasma velocity, electron and ion temperatures, elec-
tron and ion densities and plasma composition, using a combination of several Fara-
day cups (conducting chamber used to detect charged particles) and an electron probe.3
Instrumental and Analysis Techniques
Many of the optical instruments providing the data shown in this thesis are run by the
University of Southampton. As well as the resulting scientiﬁc studies, experimental
work, in the form of instrument installation and operation, advancing data extraction
methods and developing calibration techniques, has therefore formed a signiﬁcant part
of this PhD project. This chapter presents instrumental procedures and data processing
techniques developed and applied by the author, in collaboration with Dan Whiter of
the University of Southampton and Nickolay Ivchenko and Hanna Dahlgren of the
Alfv´ en Laboratory KTH in Stockholm.
3.1 SIF Instrumentation Set-up
For most of the PhD research period, the author was responsible for setting up the
SIF instrument platform at the beginning of each campaign season and after hardware
changes. In order to study small-scale auroral forms at high temporal resolution, it is
essential to have all instruments on the SIF platform co-aligned and pointed towards
magnetic zenith to a high degree of accuracy. It is also necessary to have accurate
time stamping in order to combine data with measurements from other instruments
such as the ESR, as discussed further in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.1: False colour CCD image (uncalibrated) taken during the aligning of the
SIF instrumentation at the KHO site in November 2007. Polaris can be seen as a strong
enhancement at all wavelengths in the centre of the HiTIES slit. The spatial direction,
along the length of the slit, is shown by the vertical y-axis and the wavelength direction
is shown by the horizontal x-axis. The faint enhancements at particular wavelengths are
the result of all the overlapping orders from airglow and weak auroral emissions present
in the background night sky.
3.1.1 Co-alignment
In order to combine data from the TLC, HiTIES and each of the four photometers,
all must be accurately co-located to look at the same region of sky. The attachment
of each of the instruments to the SIF platform is done in such a way that all should
be pointing roughly in the same direction when ﬁrmly fastened to the main optical
plate. To ﬁne-tune the alignment, adjustable screws are ﬁtted which control the ori-
entation, both along the magnetic meridian and in the east-west direction, for each of
the photometers and the TLC. Fine-tuning is done using observations of the pole star,
Polaris, which has a relatively constant position in the sky. The entire SIF platform is
manually moved to locate Polaris in the centre of the HiTIES slit. The HiTIES ﬁlter
mosaic is ﬁrst removed so that Polaris is seen as a large increase in intensity across
all wavelengths in the centre of the CCD detector (central along the side representing
the spatial length of the slit), as shown in Figure 3.1.3.1 SIF Instrumentation Set-up 44
The position of the TLC is then adjusted so that Polaris appears in the centre of
the camera ﬁeld of view. Prior to the digitisation of the TLC data, this was done by
matching Polaris to the position of a cross-hair marked on the centre of a monitor
displaying the TLC feed. In November 2007, this was improved by the addition of a
cross-hair onto the central pixel of the digital image stream itself, updated and dis-
played in near-real time for the purposes of aligning. All aligning of the TLC was
done using the narrow ﬁeld of view lens (ﬁeld of view 16◦ by 12◦) for greater accu-
racy.
To ﬁne-tune the alignment of the photometers, each is slowly moved through the
whole range of movement using the adjustment screws, in the north-south and the
east-west direction. With Polaris still in the centre of the HiTIES slit, the photome-
ters are adjusted in turn and ﬁxed at the centre of the intensity peak where the highest
intensity is recorded in each direction of freedom. Even though the motion of Polaris
around the sky is small, with it being so near to the Earth’s axis of rotation, it may
still drift out of the HiTIES slit before all four photometers can be adjusted. The SIF
platform is adjusted as required to keep Polaris central within the slit, until all instru-
ments are accurately co-aligned.
3.1.2 Aligning SIF on the magnetic zenith
Once all the instruments are co-aligned, the look direction for the SIF platform must
be aligned with the local magnetic ﬁeld, i.e. pointing towards magnetic zenith. This is
done using theoretical star maps showing the star ﬁeld as it should appear when the
camera look direction is ﬁeld-aligned, and comparing this with what is actually seen
in the ﬁeld of view. This technique was again improved with the digitisation of TLC,
when the theoretical positions of zenith stars could be overlaid on the frames of the
image stream, rather than having to compare star maps and TLC images by eye. Once
all individual instruments have been adjusted and ﬁxed to preserve their co-alignment,
the entire SIF platform is manually adjusted in both azimuth and elevation until the
observed and mapped stars appear identically in TLC.
3.1.3 HiTIES focusing and grating settings
Focusing of the spectrograph is most easily achieved if there is aurora present during
the equipment setup. For the three panel and the ﬁve panel nitrogen mosaic ﬁlters,
this is really the only viable option to achieve the best possible focus. The collimating3.2 Camera ﬁeld of view mapping 45
lens between the ﬁlter mosaic and the detector lens is adjusted until the nitrogen au-
roral emission lines are at their minimum thickness on the CCD images. For the four
panel mosaic, airglow emission lines and a hydrogen lamp can also be used as an al-
ternative for focusing. It was found that it was not possible to have emission lines at
opposite ends of the visible spectrum both at the best possible focus i.e. the hydro-
gen line at blue wavelengths and the airglow lines at the red end of the spectrum. A
compromise was reached, adjusting the collimating lens to achieve reasonable focus
on both. This was checked and varied as necessary at the beginning of each observing
season, depending on changing science priorities and collaborations with other instru-
ments. The grating setting, controlling the tilt angle of the diffraction grating, deter-
mines where the spectral lines fall on the CCD image. This is also checked and var-
ied as necessary at the start of each season, according to which ﬁlter mosaic is being
used. The grating setting is adjusted in order to get all emission features of interest
centred within the appropriate panel on the mosaic.
3.2 Camera ﬁeld of view mapping
The research described here uses images from multiple cameras, all with different
ﬁeld of view sizes and potentially slightly different look directions. To combine data
from separate cameras, or to use optical images together with data from the ESR, re-
quires a method of relating pixels on the camera image to the area of sky actually
being viewed. Small scale auroral structures such as thin auroral rays can be as nar-
row as 100 m across at an altitude of around 300 km. This corresponds to a desired
accuracy in the camera pointing angle of roughly 0.01◦in order to work with images
at this spatial scale. The author has worked, in collaboration with Nickolay Ivchenko,
on the creation and reﬁnement of automated software to establish the conversion fac-
tors from the pixel coordinates on the CCD to local azimuth and elevation. This was
done through observing where known catalogued stars appear on the images. This
technique was then applied to all camera data presented in this thesis.
For the ﬁrst image frame in a camera data sequence, the predicted positions of
known stars from the Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory (SAO) catalogue which
should appear in the ﬁeld of view are mapped onto the camera image, using an ap-
proximate pointing direction. An area around the predicted location is selected and a
double gaussian ﬁt used to pinpoint the actual star position in both the x and y direc-
tions. The star central point position in pixel coordinates is saved. SAO stars which
are isolated in the sky and of signiﬁcant intensity are used to avoid the possibility3.2 Camera ﬁeld of view mapping 46
Table 3.1: Coefﬁcients describing the conversion from pixel number to celestial coordi-
nates, for an example Odin data sequence.
Coefﬁcient Description
0.360000 Centre of image array along x axis
0.288000 Centre of image array along y axis
0.344077 Measure of ratio between x and y axis scaling
0.309765 Measure of distortion due to optics
-0.517207 Measure of pixel distortion due to image digitisation
4.63420 Rotation angle of image (between vertical and meridian)
3.40101 Azimuth of camera look direction (radians)
1.42512 Elevation of camera look direction (radians)
of misidentiﬁcation. Software was developed to run automatically through all subse-
quent frames for the event sequence, tracking and saving the positions of the stars.
Recording the pixel coordinates of stars throughout the data sequence allows any cam-
era shifts to be noted, discounting the possibility of outliers giving false readings, and
reduces the statistical uncertainty of the ﬁnal ﬁt by having many samples.
For each image frame, the predicted star locations were ﬁtted to the correspond-
ing pixel positions for an identiﬁed star. The relation between the celestial coordinates
and the rectangular pixel grid of the camera is calculated using standard coordinates,
based on equations of spherical geometry described in Smart and Green (1977). The
conversion coefﬁcients for the best ﬁt, including any distortions inherent in the op-
tics or in the image processing, are returned. The coefﬁcients from throughout each
image sequence were then averaged, excluding any noted outliers, to obtain the pixel-
to-celestial coordinate conversion factors. These coefﬁcients should remain constant as
long as there are no shifts in camera position or changes in the imaging hardware, but
they are checked for each image data sequence. Table 3.1 shows an example of a set
of these average conversion coefﬁcients from a ten minute Odin sequence of images,
along with a brief description of what each coefﬁcient represents.
With an automated system for mapping ﬁelds of view, an approximate camera
pointing position is needed, close enough to the true position to locate an identiﬁed
star within the search area on the image. However the beneﬁts of such a system over
manual star locating and identiﬁcation, as previously employed for camera data, is
the reduced uncertainty in the ﬁnal mapping parameters. For example, in a 20 minute
data sequence, with 5 frames per second resolution, if 5 clear isolated stars can be
identiﬁed in each frame, this gives 30,000 reference points for the ﬁtting procedure.3.3 The optical α and φ coordinate system 47
Figure 3.2: The optical coordinate system in α and φ. The two observing points la-
belled A and B represent the Adventdalen auroral station and the EISCAT site respec-
tively. The plane containing the optical baseline and the magnetic zenith position is
shown in grey. The plane intersecting the optical baseline and an observed satellite at a
particular time is shown in green.
The look direction parameters are then accurate to well within the 0.01◦needed to
work with the images in terms of sub-kilometer spatial structures. An example set
of around 30,000 star positions gives the standard deviation of the calculated elevation
and azimuth angles to be less than 1 × 10−4 degrees, theoretically corresponding to
a spatial uncertainty of less than 1 m at an altitude of 300 km, i.e. less than the pixel
resolution of all of the imagers used here. For camera data at lower temporal reso-
lution or during times where few stars are visible, the mapping procedure is run for
longer intervals of time to maintain the accuracy of the look direction parameters.
3.3 The optical α and φ coordinate system
For observation from separated locations, i.e. from the ESR site and from the Advent-
dalen auroral station, optical positions can be described using a standard coordinate
system in α and φ, at any given time. α is the elevation angle of a satellite signal
from the observing location. φ is the angle between the ﬁeld aligned plane contain-
ing the optical baseline (between the two observing sites) and the satellite signal. A
representation of the optical coordinate system used is shown in Figure 3.2. The ge-
ometry of the coordinate system and the effect of parallax between the different view-
ing locations allows ﬁrstly the data timing to be synchronised for the two stations, and
secondly the altitude of the satellite to be calculated.3.3 The optical α and φ coordinate system 48
Figure 3.3: Demonstration of the use of satellite tracks, mapped in the α,φ coordinate
system, to correct for timing differences between two camera data sequences and to
estimate the altitude of satellite signals. A theoretical satellite passage as seen by the
TLC camera is shown in blue. The same satellite as seen by a camera at the EISCAT
site is shown in red. Δt gives directly the timing difference to be corrected for between
the two sequences. Δα can be used to estimate the satellite altitude.
3.3.1 Timing correction
As mentioned brieﬂy in Section 2.2.2, the timing accuracy of the TLC camera and
other SIF instrumentation was improved in November 2007, with the addition of an
ntp-synchronised master clock. This research uses camera data from earlier campaigns
at the old observatory in Adventdalen, where the video time stamp was set manually
and is therefore only accurate to the nearest second at best. In order to use this TLC
data at the full 25 frames per second in collaboration with other instruments, a new
technique was developed by the author to correct for this timing inaccuracy. The cor-
rected data revealed that the automated time stamp was prone to drifting by up to a
few seconds each day meaning that during periods of remote running and during cam-
paigns if the timing was not reset regularly, the time stamp could be out by a consid-
erable margin. The correction method relies on having another narrow ﬁeld auroral
imager with a GPS or NTP-synchronised time stamp at the EISCAT radar site, run-
ning at the same time as the TLC data sequence, i.e. ASK or Odin. Tracks of passing
satellites can then be compared in order to match the TLC time stamp to that of the
other imager.
For any particular time the α coordinate of a passing satellite signal will be dif-
ferent for each observing site, due to their lateral separation and also the difference
in altitude, i.e. αA for the EISCAT site camera and αB for TLC at the Adventdalen
station. However, the φ coordinate should be identical for the satellite signal as seen
from either observing site at any given time. The time stamp on the TLC image can3.3 The optical α and φ coordinate system 49
Figure 3.4: The geometry of range triangulation for observations using the optical co-
ordinate system.
therefore be corrected in order to match the φB values (TLC view) to the φA values
(EISCAT view) for every time frame, as shown in the left panel of Figure 3.3.
3.3.2 Range triangulation
As well as correcting for timeshift, the technique of tracking a satellite in α and φ
coordinates from separated locations can also be used to estimate its altitude. This is
useful for identifying signatures in the EISCAT radar beam which correspond to satel-
lites tracked optically as discussed in Chapter 6. Once the timing between the two ob-
serving sites has been synchronised, the separation in α coordinate at any ﬁxed φ can
be used to estimate the satellite altitude through triangulation, as shown in the right
panel of Figure 3.3. The geometry of the observing system for use in range estimation
is shown in Figure 3.4 (exaggerated scale for demonstration purposes), assuming the
difference in altitude between site A (ESR) and site B (Auroral station) is negligible
compared to the altitude of the satellite.
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where Bopt is the length of the optical baseline, H is the vertical altitude of the satel-
lite, and R is the range to the satellite from the ESR site.
3.4 Camera calibration
3.4.1 Flats and darks
To calibrate the intensity of all camera data, it is important to take into account the
ﬂat ﬁeld:- the array describing the relative response of all the pixels on the CCD to
a uniform light source, and the dark signal:- the current due to thermal electrons ac-
cumulating during the exposure and the read out noise. For most optical instruments,
ﬂat ﬁelds are measured by means of shining a standard white light source lamp onto
the sensing area and recording the pixel response. However with the intensiﬁers em-
ployed on all of the auroral imagers used in this thesis to increase the sensitivity to
weak emissions, there is a danger of saturating the optics and this method could not
be used. Instead data from periods of uniform cloud are averaged over several min-
utes to produce a ﬂat ﬁeld for each camera. For the ASK cameras, dark CCD captures
are recorded at the beginning of each 20 minute data sequence. For the other imagers
dark images are recorded separately at regular intervals throughout the observing sea-
son, by manually closing the shutter in the case of the Andor imager, or putting on
the lens cap for the TLC imager. These dark values are then subsequently removed







The corrected image can then be calibrated into units of intensity. A common method
of intensity calibration would be to use a laboratory lamp of known brightness and
record the measured enhancement on the imager sensor. However with the available3.4 Camera calibration 51
standard ﬂat lamp being too bright for the intensiﬁed imagers, an alternative technique
was developed using the brightness of known stars seen in the imager ﬁelds of view,
also avoiding the need to transport the cameras to a special calibration lab. Calibration
using star brightness has the advantages of inherently taking into account the effect
of the observation domes, the possibility of changing atmospheric extinction levels
if speciﬁcally done near the time of auroral events, and is automatically available for
clear sky periods at any point during the observing season. For ASK in particular, star
calibration accounts for the transmission through the cover windows, which would be
difﬁcult to reproduce accurately in an optical calibration lab. Star calibration can also
be adapted to take into account changing background conditions, i.e. for a period of
aurora recorded during increasing sunlight contamination. Intensity calibration using
stars has been applied to camera data used in this thesis.
The software for star calibration of camera data was developed originally for ASK
data by Hanna Dahlgren (Alfv´ en Laboratory KTH, Stockholm) and the author, and
then modiﬁed by the author for use with data from other auroral imagers. Bright
isolated stars, identiﬁed in the SAO star catalogue and visible in the camera ﬁeld of
view, are located in pixel coordinates on the images, using identical techniques as
described in Section 3.2. With the celestial to pixel coordinate conversion done pre-
viously, the star can be tracked across the images by mapping its theoretical motion.
For every frame in a sequence of images with no aurora, the pixel intensity values
for each identiﬁed star is recorded. A box of 11 by 11 pixels is selected around the
location of the star in the imager, and the measured intensity is summed for all pix-
els within the box area. Four identical selected areas, adjacent to each side of the star
window are averaged to provide a background intensity value. The background is sub-
tracted to provide a reading of the intensity enhancement in the imager due to the star
only. The count values are then divided by the integration time of one camera frame,
i.e. 0.04 seconds for full resolution (25 frames per second) data, in order to get the
measured intensity in counts per second. To obtain a calibration for auroral intensity
during times of hazy cloud, star brightnesses are recorded during similar atmospheric
conditions, i.e. as near to the observation data as possible. Intensity calibrations done
during times of thin cloud rely on the assumption that the cover has no spatial struc-
ture and is constant over the time used for the calibration. The process of recording
star brightnesses is done for as many identiﬁable isolated stars, and as many frames as
possible, in order to obtain a reliable intensity calibration.
The theoretical spectral ﬂuxes of the stars are found from the Allen star classiﬁ-
cation tables (Allen, 1973). Stars are categorised into 7 groups, O, B, A, F, G, K and
M, each with a typical emission spectrum. The emission intensity versus wavelength3.4 Camera calibration 52
Figure 3.5: Emission spectrum for the G class of stars, using the Allen spectral
classiﬁcation system.
spectrum for the G class of stars is shown in Figure 3.5. The star intensity calibra-
tion procedure uses 6 of these classes (the O spectral class is not used). The Allen
star ﬂux is given in erg cm−2 s−1 ˚ A
−1 which corresponds to 5.035 × 107 ×λ pho-
tons cm−2 s−1 ˚ A
−1.
With only 6 classes and 5 ˚ A wavelength resolution, the use of Allen tables can
mean that the deviation of actual star behaviour from the typical emission spectrum is
signiﬁcant. This method therefore needs as large a sample of stars used in each im-
age frame as possible, in order to improve the statistics and thus the accuracy of the
calibrations. For the Svalbard data used in this thesis, the number of stars observed in
the direction of magnetic zenith proved large enough to obtain intensity calibrations
which were stable over time and agreed with other instrumentation. During the sea-
son in which ASK was operated at Tromsø, it was found that the reduced number of
visible stars led to signiﬁcant variations in the calibration when stars with anomalous
spectra moved into the ﬁeld of view. This technique is therefore currently being mod-
iﬁed to use more detailed star spectrum libraries with greater wavelength resolution.
The Pulkovo Spectrophotometric catalogue and the Pickles Stellar Spectral Flux Li-
brary can be used in conjunction to get measured spectra for hundreds of stars visible
in the ﬁeld of view at Tromsø. This technique will be applied to future camera in-
tensity calibrations for both Tromsø and Svalbard data, but is not discussed further in
this thesis.
The star ﬂuxes F(λ) for each star are obtained by scaling the appropriate Allen3.4 Camera calibration 53
curve according to the star’s magnitude. This is then integrated over the ﬁlter width
and convolved with the ﬁlter transmission curve T(λ) of the appropriate imager. The
observed enhancement for each star in counts per second can then be plotted against
the theoretical star brightness as seen through the ﬁlter, in units of photons cm−2 s−1,
for each imager. The slope of the best ﬁt represents the intensity calibration factor,
K1, i.e. for K1 = 100, 1 count/s is equivalent to 1/100 photons cm−2 s−1. The inter-
cept should ideally be zero as the instrumental dark current has already been removed,
but this may not always be the case, i.e. during times of thin uniform cloud when the
intercept may become negative. This can also be taken into account when calibrating
auroral data, to adjust the emission brightness accordingly.
For auroral optical measurements the Rayleigh, a standard unit of surface bright-
ness is commonly used, where 1 Rayleigh, corresponds to 106
4π photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
The ASK images presented in Chapter 4 are displayed using intensities in Rayleighs





where A is the physical area of one pixel on the CCD (obtained by dividing the sensor
area by the number of pixels) and f is the focal length of the camera. For the ASK
cameras, the pixel area is 16 × 16 μm2 and the focal length is 75 mm. This gives a
calculated pixel ﬁeld of view of 4.6 × 10−8 sr. The proportionality constant to con-





The ﬁnal conversion factor, K3, from measured intensity in counts per second to
brightness in Rayleigh is then K1/K2, i.e. 1 count/s is equivalent to K2/K1 Rayleigh.
The ASK data in this thesis takes place during a clear sky period with no visible thin
cloud cover to take into account. The ﬁnal Allen star calibration values used were
therefore averaged over clear intervals during the period 4 December to 12 Decem-
ber at the start of the 2005/2006 observing season, and are shown in Table 3.2. The
calibration was re-checked at the end of the season and found not to have changed
signiﬁcantly, There is, however, an inherent uncertainty in the calibration factor K3,
associated with averaging over clear sky periods in which some variation is visible,
which is estimated here to be of the order 10%.3.5 Extracting spectrographic data from HiTIES 54
Table 3.2: ASK Intensity calibration factors for the 2005/2006 observing season.
Camera K1 K3( K2/K1)
ASK 1 500 0.5
ASK 2 250 1.1
ASK 3 200 1.4
3.5 Extracting spectrographic data from HiTIES
The software packages to extract emission line information from the raw HiTIES
CCD data were initially written by Nickolay Ivchenko, but have been added to and
developed by the author, in conjunction with Hanna Dahlgren and Daniel Whiter. The
locations of the different panels of the ﬁlter mosaic have to ﬁrst be mapped onto the
CCD pixel area. The appropriate part of the image for each wavelength region of in-
terest can then be selected. Rather than extracting the whole area for each panel, a
smaller region with width 0.2 times that of one panel is used as standard. This re-
gion is positioned close to the middle of the ﬁlter mosaic, i.e. near the centre of the
slit, to reduce the inﬂuence of increased noise from the less illuminated regions at the
edges of the CCD. For the HiTIES four panel mosaic used in this thesis, as shown
previously in Figure 2.3c, data from the O+ and O+
2 panels on the left hand side of
the ﬁlter are extracted from the right-most edge, and for the Hβ and O panels data are
extracted from the left-most edge.
3.5.1 Wavelength calibration
After the panel region has been selected, the pixel numbers across the panel in the
wavelength direction have to be converted into a true wavelength scale, so that the
wavelength of features in real data can be determined. This is done by comparing ref-
erence spectra at known wavelengths to measured spectra observed in HiTIES during
clear sky periods. The reference spectra used come in two forms. For a daylight pe-
riod used for wavelength calibration, the solar Fraunhofer absorption spectrum within
the appropriate wavelength region is produced for each panel. For night-time periods,
theoretical hydroxyl emission lines are used. Because of the ﬁnite spectral resolution
of the spectrograph, the emission and absorption lines appear smeared in real data.
The reference spectra in either case are therefore convolved with the HiTIES instru-
ment function (a gaussian of set width) to enable easy comparison with the measured
spectra in HiTIES data.3.6 SIF slit location 55
The pixel to wavelength ﬁt is described by the cubic polynomial:
λ(p)=λ0+λ1(p− p0)+λ2(p− p0)2+λ3(p− p0)3 (3.7)
where p is the pixel number, p0 is the reference pixel number corresponding to wave-
length and λi are the polynomial coefﬁcients. The best set of coefﬁcients describing
the ﬁt for each mosaic panel are found by matching identiﬁable features in both the
reference and the measured spectra.
3.6 SIF slit location
In order to use HiTIES spectrograph data in conjunction with data from auroral im-
agers, a technique was developed to map the position of the spectrograph slit onto
the plane of the sky using the passage of stars. The method is very similar to that
used to locate the camera ﬁelds of view. However, unlike in image frames, the nar-
row width of the slit and the short time that stars are visible in slit images means that
the tracking of the stars cannot be automated using a rough initial pointing direction.
If the initial value is out by more than the angular width of the slit, then predicted
star crossings will not appear at all in the slit, and the mapping parameters cannot be
adjusted in the direction perpendicular to the slit length.
Instead keograms collapsed in wavelength (i.e. extracted data slices of intensity
along the length of the slit stacked across in time) are used to view the positions of
stars passing through the slit, as they appear on each particular panel. Spectrograph
data at high temporal resolution, generally with a 5 s integration period, are used to
obtain clear signatures of the short-lived crossings for accurate comparison with the
predicted star motions. The positions of bright stars in the keogram, seen in one or
two consecutive time slices and over several pixels along the slit, are selected manu-
ally. The predicted positions of SAO stars in the keogram can then be calculated us-
ing a set of rough initial pointing coordinates. The initial discrepancy between the
predicted and observed positions of stars in the keograms, in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the slit length, is dependent on the time resolution of the data. For high resolu-
tion data the large potential separation means that it is impractical to try and match up
the SAO stars and corresponding enhancements using automated search windows. The
star crossings are therefore manually identiﬁed by comparing patterns in the star ﬁeld.
The coefﬁcients for a polynomial ﬁt describing the azimuth and elevation points along
the curve of the slit can then be found. Where different panels on the ﬁlter mosaic oc-
cupy different regions along the length of the slit, i.e. for the four panel mosaic, this3.7 Spectrograph intensity calibration 56
Figure 3.6: Video frame from the SIF camera showing the position of the HiTIES spec-
trograph slit mapped onto the image coordinates. The four panel mosaic ﬁlter was in
use at this time, with two panels on either side of the central point, along the slit length.
Stars visible in panels on either side were used to plot the positions of the panel regions
separately in green and purple.
ﬁtting procedure is done for each panel, and then combined to map the position of
the entire slit. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the use of the slit locating routines, showing
the panels on either side of the slit for the four panel mosaic, mapped onto a camera
image from the TLC.
3.7 Spectrograph intensity calibration
3.7.1 Flats, darks and bias
As with the camera images, the raw spectrograph data also need to be processed to
take into account the ﬂat and dark readings for the CCD images. As brieﬂy mentioned
in Section 3.4.1, the dark signal contains two contributions; the thermal electrons col-
lected in each pixel during the exposure, and the electrical noise added during the im-
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Figure 3.7: Averaged ﬂat image using 30 s exposures from 01/12/2005, showing the
response of the HiTIES Andor CCD to the ﬂat ﬁeld lamp. The difference in ﬂat lamp
intensity transmitted for each panel can clearly be seen, as well as the Fresnel diffrac-
tion pattern due to light passing through the aperture lens.
where Mdata is the measured auroral image, B is the bias voltage, T is the thermal
noise and Mflat is the ﬂat image.
The ﬂat ﬁeld for the spectrograph, correcting for any pixel to pixel variation in
illumination or in response on the CCD, is obtained using a standard ﬂat lamp held
over the HiTIES lens. Flat signal levels are proportional to the integration time of the
spectrograph image, and are therefore recorded for 5 s, 10 s, 30 s etc., and applied to
the data of corresponding exposure time. The ﬂat ﬁeld used to calibrate the HiTIES
data from January 2006 shown in this thesis is shown in Figure 3.7. This ﬂat ﬁeld
was created by averaging 40 ﬂat images each of 30 s exposure time, taken between
10:25 and 10:45 UT on 1 December 2005.
Dark images are produced by capturing CCD exposures with the shutter closed
in the case of the Andor detector, or with the HiTIES lens covered by a lens cap for
the previous PixelVision and MIC detectors. For the spectrograph data shown in this
thesis, 10 minute average dark exposures were recorded separately at various times3.7 Spectrograph intensity calibration 58
throughout the observing season, and scaled for different exposure lengths. Each data
image is then corrected using the dark ﬁle closest in time, scaled to the appropriate
exposure. Dark captures were taken every few days during manned campaign peri-
ods, but were not updated as often for intervals of remote running. Although the bias
voltage should be constant, data revealed slow (time scale of hours to days) variations
over time. With the potentially long time between dark HiTIES exposures this varia-
tion needs to be taken into account.
In order to correct for the bias changes on the spectrograph, data was integrated
within a region outside of the illuminated area of the CCD frame, for each HiTIES
image. The difference is calculated between this and the corresponding value inte-
grated over an identical region of the dark ﬁle being used for that image. This offset
should be zero if there is no temporal variation of the bias. If there is a discrepancy,
then the average difference per pixel is additionally subtracted from each pixel in the
image. For ASK, using the same Andor detector as the current spectrograph setup,
dark captures are recorded at the start of each 20 minute data sequence. There is
therefore very little variation in the bias between dark images. From the 2007 / 2008
season onwards, data sequences were separated into approximately 30 minute inter-
vals, similar to for the ASK cameras. A series of 3 dark captures are now recorded
automatically at the beginning of each sequence. Although this leads to greater noise
than in a 10 minute dark exposure, the problems with bias variation are greatly re-
duced.
3.7.2 Absolute intensity calibration
As the camera data are normalised according to the ﬂat ﬁelds, obtained using a stan-
dard ﬂat lamp, it is effectively the brightness of the ﬂat lamp which needs to be in-
tensity calibrated. The spectrograph ﬂat ﬁelds can be calibrated into units of absolute
brightness either directly, using a lamp of known spectral emission, or by using the
brightness of stars as they appear in each panel of the ﬁlter mosaic. As with camera
data, star calibration automatically takes into account the effect of the observing dome
and atmospheric extinction levels, and can be done for every ﬂat ﬁeld taken over the
observing season. It is therefore the predominant method used to calibrate HiTIES
data presented in this thesis.
The theoretical ﬂux of SAO stars identiﬁed in the HiTIES keograms are found us-
ing the Allen tables, scaled according to the magnitude of the star. The theoretical
enhancement that a star would produce as it passes through the slit can be calculated,
taking into account the aperture area of the lens (i.e. the slit area) and the length of3.7 Spectrograph intensity calibration 59
Figure 3.8: Comparison between absolute intensity calibrations of the HiTIES spec-
trograph ﬂat ﬁeld for the O+ panel of the ﬁlter mosaic. Wavelength dependent values
obtained using a direct measurement of the ﬂat lamp in a calibration lab are shown by
the blue line. The average intensity for the panel as obtained using observations of iden-
tiﬁed stars is shown by the red line.





where W is the slit width in radians and ωstar is the angular velocity of the star as it
crosses the slit in rad s−1. The comparison of this with the measured enhancement of
a star (subtracting a background level) in the keogram can then be used to obtain an
absolute calibration factor. The full details of the star calibration procedure for Hi-
TIES are not discussed further here, but can be found in Whiter (2008). The main
source of uncertainty in this procedure is again the possibility of discrepancies be-
tween the actual star spectrum and the scaled spectrum assigned for the star class ac-
cording to Allen (1973). With the large number of stars visible from Svalbard and
discounting outliers in the ﬁnal ﬁt, the uncertainty is estimated to be less than 10%.
Star calibration can be applied for all of the HiTIES panels except for the 0 panel.
Very few stars are visible at the wavelength range of this panel, at the near infra-red
end of the electromagnetic spectrum. The ﬂat lamp has been calibrated directly, using
the method described in Sigernes et al. (2007), twice in the past ten years of opera-
tion. The most recent calibration was in 2003, which is why lamp calibration is not
the ﬁrst choice for data from 2006 onwards. Measuring the ﬂat lamp directly does
have some advantages in that it is possible to obtain a wavelength dependent cali-
bration. For star calibration, the keogram brightnesses are averaged over wavelength,
meaning that it is only possible to get an averaged calibration for each HiTIES panel.
For the O panel, the 2003 lamp calibration values were used to calibrate the ﬂat
ﬁeld, instead of the star calibration technique. Figure 3.8 shows the comparison be-3.7 Spectrograph intensity calibration 60
tween the 2003 lamp calibration and the values obtained using star calibration for the
January 2006 period. It can be seen that there is a good agreement between the two,
although the lamp calibration gives brightnesses of approximately 5-10% higher. This
is within the bounds of uncertainty estimated for the star calibration process but could
also indicate some change in the ﬂat lamp output over time.4
Morphology and dynamics of aurora
In this chapter some of the ﬁrst results from the Auroral Structure and Kinetics (ASK)
instrument are presented, combined with data from the Spectrographic Imaging Facil-
ity (SIF), to study the morphology and spectrographic signatures of auroral features
at ﬁne scale. The events shown here indicate that dynamic aurora with small scale
arc structures are coupled to predominantly high energy electron precipitation, while
coronal rayed aurora has a signiﬁcant component of low energy precipitation. This
work was done as a collaboration between the author and Hanna Dahlgren, building
on software and techniques developed by Nickolay Ivchenko. In addition to the in-
terpretation of the results, the author’s speciﬁc contribution was in the analysis and
presentation of the HiTIES spectrograph and TLC camera data, while the ASK im-
ages were processed by Hanna Dahlgren. The work presented here has been published
as part of Dahlgren et al. (2008b). Further results and information about the quantita-
tive separation of emissions in the ASK 2 ﬁlter can be found in the companion paper,
Dahlgren et al. (2008a), although this is not discussed further in this thesis.
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4.1 ASK and HiTIES observations
This study uses data recorded during the ﬁrst season of ASK operation, after its ini-
tial installation at the EISCAT radar site on Svalbard. The three ASK cameras were
run with the ﬁlter conﬁguration as listed in Table 2.1. The ASK intensities were cali-
brated using stars, as explained in Section 3.4. For this winter campaign, the HiTIES
spectrograph on SIF was set up with the four panel mosaic ﬁlter, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, designed to complement the ASK measurements by covering similar spec-
tral ranges. The HiTIES spectrograph data was calibrated with respect to wavelength
and intensity, using the methods described in Section 3.5.
Events of auroral activity in ASK were surveyed for the winter campaign season
of 2005 / 2006. Three events are presented in detail in this chapter, chosen to repre-
sent different types of auroral structure. The time resolution of the ASK cameras was
varied between the intervals studied here, and is described for each event. The Hi-
TIES spectrograph was running with an integration time of 30 seconds throughout all
the events. The lower temporal resolution of HiTIES limits its ability to analyse rapid
changes in the precipitation spectrum for these events, but it does provide important
information on how to interpret the emissions in the ASK cameras.
4.2 HiTIES emission spectra
Aurora is the sum of many emissions of different wavelength contributing to the total
observed intensity. Each auroral emission has its own characteristic spectral shape,
which can be detected by spectrographic instruments such as the HiTIES spectro-
graph. Where multiple emissions are present in the same wavelength region, the mea-
sured spectrum will be a combination of different spectral shapes added together. In
particular the O+ HiTIES panel (corresponding to the ASK 2 ﬁlter) covers several
groups of spectral lines each with very different source populations. In order to in-
terpret the measured O+ spectra for the following events, reference spectra for each
of the auroral emissions are shown in Figure 4.1. These reference spectra are taken
at times where the relevant emission dominates, found by surveying long intervals of
SIF data, with no other spectral features observed in the passband. Figure 4.1a, taken
at 18:06:56 Universal Time (UT) on 26 Jan 2006, shows the molecular N21PG bands,
while Figure 4.1b, taken at 17:28:02 UT on the same day, shows the forbidden dou-
blet emission lines from O+. It can be seen that although the oxygen doublet feature
dominates, there is some underlying emission from the nitrogen bands. Figure 4.1c,4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 63
(a) N21PG reference spectrum (b) O+ reference spectrum
(c) Airglow reference spectrum
Figure 4.1: HiTIES spectra during times of different emissions dominating in the O +
panel.
taken at a time later on the same day, with no auroral activity, shows the background
sky spectrum including emission lines from the OH band (airglow). The background
spectrum has been integrated between 19:22:14 UT and 20:12:48 UT, to view the
spectrographic features above the noise level. The other HiTIES panels, although only
having one main emission feature in the passband (molecular oxygen bands in the O+
2
panel and the atomic oxygen line at 7774 ˚ A in the O panel), also have some contribu-
tion from hydroxyl airglow emission.
4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT
4.3.1 Camera observations
A summary keogram showing a 20 minute sequence of data (one ASK ‘megablock’)
covering the ﬁrst event, is shown in Figure 4.2. From top to bottom, the panels show
data from the ASK 1, ASK 2 and ASK 3 imagers respectively. Each keogram shows a4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 64
Figure 4.2: Keograms of ASK 1 (top), ASK 2 (middle) and ASK 3 (bottom) camera
data, for a 20 minute interval starting at 16:14:32 UT. Image cuts are taken along the
North-South meridian line.
time series of slices of the camera image, taken along the magnetic north-south merid-
ian line. The vertical axis is the angle from the centre of the ﬁeld of view (at mag-
netic zenith), with north positive. These plots were constructed using mean (2 second)
ASK images to show the general characteristics and evolution of the auroral event.
The main period of auroral activity is between 16:26 and 16:30 UT. However, the au-
rora is only present in the ASK 2 and ASK 3 imagers. Emissions in ASK 1 are at
the noise level. The two strong enhancements appearing across nearly the entire im-
age slice of ASK 1, at 16:29 UT and just before 16:31 UT, may be due to contami-
nating light at wavelengths speciﬁc to the ASK 1 ﬁlter. The ASK 2 and ASK 3 data
sequences show that the other cameras were not affected.
Figure 4.3 shows calibrated images from the ASK 2 and ASK 3 cameras, in which
the detailed evolution of the aurora can be seen. The full temporal resolution available
for ASK was 4 frames per second. The direction of north for each camera is shown
by the red arrow. It can be seen that although the co-alignment is not perfect, the dif-
ference in position of the cameras is small compared to the size of visible structures
and is not a factor in the description of the auroral morphology. Images are presented
from within the interval 16:27 UT to just after 16:29 UT. The images show a quiet
unstructured auroral arc with intensity of less than 250 Rayleigh at both the ASK24.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 65
(a) ASK image frames, 16:27:00 UT onwards
(b) ASK image frames, 16:28:00 UT onwards
(c) ASK image frames, 16:29:00 UT onwards
Figure 4.3: Time series of consecutive ASK images covering 1 second in total, with the
initial images at times spanning the auroral event. ASK 2 images are shown on the top
row and ASK 3 images on the bottom row, for each time sequence.4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 66
Figure 4.4: HiTIES spectrogram plots showing emission data in R/˚ A, from the O+
2
(top), O+ (middle) and O (bottom) panels. Calibrated wavelengths for the emissions are
shown on the vertical axis.
and ASK 3 wavelengths. The arc ﬁrst appeared in the north of the ASK ﬁeld of view,
shown in Figure 4.3a, approached magnetic zenith (Figure 4.3b) and then drifted away
to the south (Figure 4.3c).
4.3.2 Spectrographic analysis
The characteristics of the emissions caused by the incoming precipitation are shown
by the HiTIES spectrographic data (30 second integration time) in Figure 4.4. The
interval between 16:24 and 16:32 UT is shown, covering the time of the arc passage.
The panel data are shown in brightness units of Rayleighs per ˚ Angstr¨ om (R/ ˚ A), using
star calibration for the O+
2 (top) and O+ (middle) panels, and lamp calibration for the
O (bottom) panel, as described in Section 3.7. Emission line features are only evident
in the O+ and O panels. The O+ (middle) panel shows emission lines at 7320 and
7330 ˚ A, coinciding with the time the arc passes through the centre of the ASK ﬁeld
of view. The O (bottom) panel shows intense emission from atomic oxygen, strongest
when the arc approaches magnetic zenith.
Figure 4.5 shows the line spectra at consecutive 30 second integration periods.
Data is shown from three HiTIES panels: O+
2 ,O + and O from left to right. For each
integration period, an ASK frame, showing the typical auroral morphology present
within the interval, is given for easy comparison, aligned below the HiTIES panel
covering corresponding spectral features. As described earlier, the arc is not visible
at all in the ASK 1 ﬁlter, which is sensitive to emission from O+
2 1N bands in the
ionospheric E-region. The line spectra extracted from the O+
2 HiTIES panel conﬁrm
that the molecular oxygen emissions are at or below the noise level, i.e. there are no4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 67
Figure 4.5: Top row: HiTIES spectra for three consecutive integration periods begin-
ning at 16:27:28, 16:27:58 and 16:28:28 UT, shown in blue, green and red respectively.
The ASK images below are aligned with time increasing down the page, with ASK 1,
ASK 2 and ASK 3 data in order across from left to right.
E-region emissions detected at this wavelength range throughout the arc’s passage.
The O+ HiTIES panel data shows that the O+ doublet is the main emission within
the wavelength range. There is no visible contaminating emission from N21PG bands
or OH airglow above the noise level. This indicates that the arc intensity as seen in
ASK 2 is predominantly caused by O+ emission in the F-region. Of the two possible
emission sources in ASK 3, the F-region emission at 7774 ˚ A has a similar excitation
process to that of the emission line seen in the O panel at 8446 ˚ A. This, along with
the fact that E-region ionisation is not seen to be present in either ASK 1 or ASK 2
implies that the emission intensity of around 200 Rayleigh seen in ASK 3 is also pre-
dominantly originating from the F-region of the ionosphere.
The combination of ASK camera data and HiTIES spectral data indicate that this
auroral event is caused by purely low-energy precipitation. The O panel shows a sec-
ond enhancement in 8446 ˚ A emission at 16:31 UT, after the passage of the discrete4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 68
arc shown in detail here. This feature does not correspond to a clear auroral structure
seen in the ASK cameras. Instead, it appears to be related to a patch of diffuse aurora
to the north of the ASK ﬁeld of view. Although not speciﬁcally shown here, the sur-
vey of auroral events from the 2005/2006 season indicated that a diffuse background
of weak auroral intensity with no distinguishable structure visible is also common dur-
ing similar ionospheric conditions, i.e. purely low energy precipitation.
4.3.3 Temporal and spatial scales
The auroral arc is present in the ASK ﬁeld of view for over 2 minutes, moving slowly
across the sky. Changes in the structure and position of the arc are seen to occur on
time scales of tens of seconds, much longer than the temporal resolution of the ASK
imager with no variation visible between consecutive frames. The spectrographic in-
formation on the nature of the incoming precipitation allows the altitude of the au-
roral structures to be estimated. Images of auroral features as seen in the magnetic
zenith can then be used to estimate the spatial scale of structures perpendicular to the
magnetic ﬁeld line. ASK 3 images are used because of the inclusion of long-lived
emissions in the ASK 2 passband, which would lead to some smearing out of auro-
ral structures. Figure 4.6 shows an ASK 3 image taken at 16:28:15 UT when the arc
structure is observed at its narrowest, appearing near the centre of the ﬁeld of view at
magnetic zenith. The overlaid white line represents a north-south cut across the im-
age, that was used in estimating the width of the auroral arc.
Figure 4.7 shows the variation in emission brightness along this line cut. The data
have been smoothed by applying a boxcar average of width 20 to reduce noise and
reveal the underlying forms. This was found to be the least smoothing necessary to
pick out the arc above the pixel to pixel noise level, but measured widths will conse-
quently be an upper estimate. In this case the arc is superimposed on a background
of diffuse auroral emissions and a baseline level for the discrete arc structure is set
as shown by the white horizontal line. The maximum intensity level is set as shown
by the red line. The angular width of the arc, with the edges deﬁned to be where the
intensity falls to half of the maximum value is measured as 1.7◦, shown by the green
lines. With the high level of noise in this intensity plot, the exact width measurement
is very dependent on where the background level is set. The width therefore has an
uncertainty estimate of ± 0.5◦. The arc width is overlaid in red on the previous ASK
3 image (Figure 4.6). The width found using the intensities along the line cut does
correspond to the approximate width as it appears to the human eye, indicating that
the smoothing factor is not increasing the measured width signiﬁcantly.4.3 Event 1: 2 January 2006, 16:28 UT 69
Figure 4.6: Calibrated ASK 3 image taken at 16:28:15 UT, showing the auroral arc
passing through magnetic zenith. The north-south cut used for estimating the width of
discrete structures is shown in white. The deﬁned width, found using the intensities
across the line cut as shown in Figure 4.7 is overlaid in red.
Figure 4.7: Calibrated intensities along a north-south cut across the image shown in
Figure 4.6. The red line shows the maximum intensity measured within the arc, the
black line shows the level taken to be the background on either side of the discrete
structure and the green lines shows the calculated width at half the maximum intensity.4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 70
Figure 4.8: Keograms of ASK 1, ASK 2 and ASK 3 camera data, for a 20 minute inter-
val starting at 21:00:06 UT. Image cuts are taken along the North-South meridian line.
Combined optical and spectrographic information indicate that the intensity in
the ASK 3 camera is predominantly due to the excitation of atomic oxygen in the F-
region. Using an emission altitude of 250 km in ASK 3, shown to be the peak altitude
for the F-region O excitation in Section 1.7.4, the arc width, x, can be estimated as
7.4 km ± 2.2 km, applying the approximation x = hsinθ, where h is the altitude in
km and θ is the angular width of the structure.
4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT
4.4.1 Camera observations
The summary keogram for this event is shown in Figure 4.8. Auroral activity is ev-
ident between 21:12 and 21:16 UT and has a similar appearance in all three of the
ASK imagers. Rather than a single structure moving across the ﬁeld of view, the au-
rora in this case ﬁlls the image and varies on short time scales.
Calibrated ASK images at the full temporal resolution (4 frames per second) are
shown in Figure 4.9. The north direction is shown by the red arrows on the initial im-4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 71
(a) ASK image frames, 21:13:00 UT onwards
(b) ASK image frames, 21:14:00 UT onwards
Figure 4.9: Series of consecutive ASK images covering 1 second in total, with the ini-
tial images at times spanning the period of auroral activity. Images are presented in the
order ASK1, ASK2, ASK3 vertically for each time sequence.4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 72
(c) ASK image frames, 21:15:00 UT onwards
Figure 4.9: Continued from previous page.
ages. Images are shown for three time periods during the event, in order to display the
evolution of the auroral structures on both short time scales and over the entire inter-
val. The images of the aurora are almost identical at the three different wavelengths
of the ASK cameras. The auroral features are complex in form, with thin ﬁlaments
present within larger scale auroral structures, which can ﬁll most of the ﬁeld of view.
Variation in both the small scale ﬁlaments and the larger scale forms is observed on
short time scales.
4.4.2 Spectrographic analysis
Figure 4.10 gives the HiTIES data for this event from 21:11 UT until 21:18 UT, and
shows a very different series of emissions than for the low-energy event. Enhance-
ments are present in the HiTIES panels shown here (O+
2 ,O + and O), from 21:13 UT
until just after 21:15 UT. The O+
2 panel also shows some emission from the oxygen
doublet at 7320 and 7330 ˚ A, but it is weak in comparison to the molecular nitrogen
bands.
Figure 4.11 shows the HiTIES line spectra plots in comparison with ASK images
for this event. The O+
2 HiTIES panel and the bright auroral structures present in the
ASK 1 images, conﬁrm the presence of strong O+
2 emissions. The line spectra plots
show intensities of up to 140 R/ ˚ A in the O+
2 panel, where only noise was detected4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 73
Figure 4.10: HiTIES spectrogram plots showing emission data in R/˚ A, from the O+
2
(top), O+ (middle) and O (bottom) panels. Calibrated wavelengths for the emissions are
shown on the vertical axis.
in the previous event. The O+ HiTIES panel shows oxygen doublet emission lines
at 7320 and 7330 ˚ A (intensity of around 120 R/ ˚ A) at the times shown in black and
blue, but in this case they are embedded within the much stronger emission bands of
N21PG. At the later time intervals, shown in green and red, the N2 bands increas-
ingly dominate in comparison to the O+ doublet. The HiTIES spectral information
here shows that the predominant emission contributing to the auroral intensity seen
in the ASK 2 camera, is from the N21PG band in the E-region. Strong atomic oxy-
gen emissions, with intensities of around 2000 R/ ˚ A are observed, both in the ASK 3
images and in the O panel of the HiTIES data. The presence of strong O+
2 bands as
described previously indicate that the dissociation of molecular oxygen in the E-region
is the main source of excited atomic oxygen states. The HiTIES spectral information
indicates that the auroral activity for this event is the result of higher energy electron
precipitation.
4.4.3 Temporal and spatial scales
The auroral activity in this event changes on far shorter time scales than the auroral
arc shown in Event 1. The frames shown in Figure 4.9 demonstrate that the auro-
ral forms are changing, either in location or in internal structure, on sub-second time
scales, with variations visible between successive image frames. The auroral forms are
also far more complex in structure. Generally the aurora has the appearance of fast-
moving loops, curls and patches with relatively large scale size, regularly ﬁlling the
entire 6◦ﬁeld of view. Thin ﬁlaments of increased brightness are often seen within or
on the edge of larger auroral features.4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 74
Figure 4.11: Top row: HiTIES spectra for four consecutive integration periods begin-
ning at 21:13:21, 21:13:51, 21:14:21 and 21:14:52 UT, shown in black, blue, green and
red respectively. The ASK images below are aligned with time increasing down the
page, with ASK 1, ASK 2 and ASK 3 data in order across from left to right. The direc-
tion of north is shown by the red arrows.4.4 Event 2: 2 January 21:14 UT 75
Figure 4.12: Calibrated ASK 3 image taken at 21:14:03 UT, showing a bright arc el-
ement on the edge of a larger arc system. The north-south cut used for estimating the
width is shown in white. The measured width is overlaid in red.
Figure 4.12 shows an image from the ASK 3 camera, taken at 21:14:03 UT. A
bright thin arc is visible near magnetic zenith, on the edge of a larger diffuse arc
structure. The variations in intensity along the north-south cut, marked in white, are
shown in Figure 4.13. With the higher intensities measured in this event, a lower
smoothing factor of width 10 was needed to reveal the structures above the noise
level. The arc angular width, measured using a cut-off at 50% of the peak intensity
minus background, is found to be just under 0.3◦with an uncertainty of plus or minus
0.1◦. The main bright arc element appears on the northern edge of a larger region of
aurora, with a much sharper boundary visible to the north than to the south. The in-
tensity to the south of the arc element was used as the background level in order to
differentiate between the element and the larger arc, which do appear to be separate
features with a discontinuity in intensity.
For this event, emission was found to be predominantly at E-region altitudes, indi-
cating that dissociation of molecular oxygen is the main source of intensity in ASK 3.
Using the peak emission altitude of 110 km, shown by modelling in Section 1.7.4 for
the E-region source of atomic oxygen emission, the ﬁlament width can be estimated
as 0.6 km ± 0.2 km.4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 76
Figure 4.13: Calibrated intensities along a north-south cut across the image shown in
Figure 4.12. The red line shows the maximum intensity measured within the arc ele-
ment, the black line shows the level taken to be the background, separating the discrete
structure from the auroral background and the green lines show the calculated width at
half the maximum intensity.
4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT
The third event analysed here exhibits combined characteristics from the previous two
studies, and demonstrates the short time scales on which auroral morphology and the
characteristics of incoming precipitation can change.
4.5.1 Camera observations
The 20 minute keogram sequence of ASK 2 and ASK 3 camera data from the evening
of 26 January 2006, is shown in Figure 4.14, beginning at 17:30:17 UT. Data from the
ASK 1 camera was unavailable for this time interval, due to a failure of the ASK 1
control computer disk. The TLC imager is primarily sensitive to N21PG bands in the
E-region and was used to conﬁrm the presence of high-energy auroral features, which
would normally be detected in ASK 1. The TLC camera is ﬁtted with a 6450 ˚ A cut-
off ﬁlter, and so does not provide the same narrow wavelength band information as
ASK, but with the larger ﬁeld of view (16 degrees by 12 degrees) it does help to lo-
cate the ASK images within the context of larger scale auroral features.4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 77
Figure 4.14: Keograms of ASK 2 and ASK 3 camera data, for a 20 minute interval
starting at 17:30:17 UT. Image cuts are taken along the North-South meridian line.
Figure 4.15 shows the TLC keogram for this event, covering the corresponding
20 minute ASK megablock. The TLC was operating in time lapse mode for this in-
terval, during remote running hours after the manned campaign season had ended.
This gives a calculated time resolution for the images of 2.8 frames per second. For
the keogram plot, mean values of 10 successive frames are used for each image cut,
giving an effective temporal resolution of 3.6 seconds. The top and bottom 5% of the
data values have been discarded to remove outliers. For this time interval, TLC im-
ages were used for purely diagnostic purposes in locating large scale auroral features,
and were therefore not calibrated into units of absolute intensity. The colour scale
used here is a direct representation of detector counts. The third event shown in this
section is based on the auroral intensiﬁcation around 17:36 UT, which appears in both
the ASK cameras and the centre of the TLC ﬁeld of view.
The evolution of the auroral structures present during this interval are shown in
image frame sequences approximately 30 seconds apart in Figure 4.16. The time res-
olution of the images is 5 frames per second for the ASK data, and 2.8 frames per
second for the TLC data. The direction of north is shown by the red arrows. The im-
ages show a clear variation in the auroral morphology present throughout the interval.
At the beginning of the event, the aurora is characterised by rayed ﬁlamented features.4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 78
Figure 4.15: Keogram of TLC data, for a 20 minute interval beginning at 17:30:17 UT.
Image cuts are taken along the North-South meridian, centred on the middle of the im-
age frame (directed towards local magnetic zenith).
The TLC camera shows that the rays observed in ASK form part of a large coronal
rayed structure around magnetic zenith. Within 30 seconds the aurora has changed
completely in nature. The ASK images show intense wave forms and dynamic curls
with well deﬁned edges in brightness. Finely structured ﬁlaments and black lanes can
be seen extending away from the main bright regions. The TLC images show that
these features are part of an extensive wave pattern seen almost ﬁlling the TLC ﬁeld
of view across magnetic zenith. After a further 30 seconds the aurora returns to hav-
ing the appearance of ray-like structures, similar in form and brightness to that at the
beginning of the event, extending around magnetic zenith.
4.5.2 Spectrographic analysis
Figure 4.17 shows the HiTIES data for this interval. The second panel (O+ shows
strong emissions of similar intensity for both the O+ doublet and the N21PG bands,
at around 17:36 UT, with the O+ doublet dominating immediately before and after.
Enhanced O+
2 and O emissions, in the ﬁrst and third panels respectively, are observed
at the same time.
Figure 4.18 is as described for the previous events, except that camera frames
from the TLC imager on SIF are shown in place of ASK 1 data. The position of the
HiTIES spectrograph slit is shown mapped onto the images from the TLC camera.
The Hβ and the O panels (on the right of the ﬁlter mosaic in the orientation of Fig-
ure 2.3c) are represented by the yellow section of the curve, and the O+ and the O+
2
panels (on the left of the ﬁlter mosaic) are represented by the purple section of the
curve. The O+ panel (middle column) in Figure 4.18 shows that the oxygen doublet4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 79
(a) ASK and TLC image frames, 17:35:33 UT onwards
(b) ASK and TLC image frames, 17:36:09 UT onwards
Figure 4.16: Series of consecutive 0.2 s integration ASK images and corresponding
TLC images, with the initial images at times spanning the auroral enhancement. Images
are presented in the order ASK2, ASK3, TLC vertically for each time sequence. Note
that the time stamp imprinted on the TLC images was inaccurate for this interval; the
TLC timing was manually synchronised to the ASK data.4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 80
(c) ASK and TLC image frames, 17:36:40 UT onwards
Figure 4.16: Continued from previous page.
Figure 4.17: HiTIES spectrogram plots showing emission data in R/˚ A, from the O+
2
(top), O+ (middle) and O (bottom) panels. Calibrated wavelengths for the emissions are
shown on the vertical axis.4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 81
Figure 4.18: Top row: HiTIES spectra for four consecutive integration periods begin-
ning at 17:35:06, 17:35:36, 17:36:07 and 17:36:37 UT, shown in red, blue, green and
black respectively. The TLC and ASK images below are aligned with time increasing
down the page, with TLC, ASK 2 and ASK 3 data in order across from left to right. The
direction of north is shown by the red arrows.
emission lines at 7320 ˚ A and 7330 ˚ A are enhanced throughout the interval. For the
ﬁrst and last HiTIES integration periods (red and black), emission from the O+ dou-
blet dominates the O+ panel passband. The O+
2 panel (left column) shows that emis-
sion from the molecular oxygen bands in the E-region is also present but weak (less
than 20 R/ ˚ A). This conﬁrms that emissions resulting from low energy precipitation
are dominating. The ASK images taken from within the red and black intervals show
slowly evolving auroral rays.
In the middle HiTIES time intervals (blue and green), there is a burst of enhanced
molecular emissions. The O+
2 panel shows strong molecular oxygen bands caused4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 82
Figure 4.19: ASK 3 image taken at 17:36:22 UT, showing a thin arc structure in the
magnetic zenith. The north-south cut used for estimating the width is shown in white.
The measured width is overlaid in red.
by higher energy precipitation. Molecular nitrogen bands are seen to be contribut-
ing strongly to the emission in the O+ panel, at over 200 R/˚ A. However unlike for
Event 2, the oxygen doublet emission in the O+ panel also increases in intensity up to
around 170 R/˚ A, remaining at a comparable level with the enhanced nitrogen bands,
rather than becoming swamped by them. During the blue and green intervals intense
auroral waveforms and thin arc elements with ﬂuid-like motions are seen in the ASK
images.
4.5.3 Temporal and spatial scales
The time scales of auroral evolution vary throughout the course of this event. For the
low energy rayed aurora intervals, there is no sub-second variation. Small scale ﬁla-
mentary features within the coronal pattern vary on a time scale of about a second.
This behaviour changes drastically with the burst of higher energy precipitation ob-
served in the second and third intervals. Well deﬁned patches of bright auroral emis-
sion are seen to evolve on time scales comparable to the ASK time step length of
0.2 seconds for this event.
Spatially, the aurora was seen to include structures with narrower ﬁlaments than
in either of the two previous events. Figure 4.19 shows an ASK 3 image frame taken
at 17:36:22 UT when the thinnest arc structures were observed across the magnetic
ﬁeld line direction at zenith. Figure 4.20 shows the intensities across the marked line-
cut, with a 10 point smoothing factor applied. The angular size of the arc elements is4.5 Event 3: 26 January, 17:36 UT 83
Figure 4.20: Calibrated intensities along the north-south cut shown in Figure 4.19. As
before, the red line shows the maximum intensity measured within the arc element,
the black line shows the level taken to be the background, and the green lines show the
calculated width at half the maximum intensity.
found to be 0.2◦± 0.1◦.
The times of thin ﬂuid arc elements in the ASK camera data are characterised by
strong emissions in the O+ oxygen doublet as well as in the O+
2 and N21PG molecu-
lar bands, indicating incoming precipitation with a mix of both high and low energies.
This results in emission at different altitudes in the ionosphere, leading to difﬁculty in
assigning a typical peak emission altitude for estimating the spatial scale. Figure 4.21
shows a TLC image taken at 17:36:18 UT, displayed in red, and an overlaid image
from ASK 3 at the same time, displayed in blue. Both images are shown mapped onto
a common coordinate system, ﬁxed with respect to the distant stars. Any structure at
a ﬁnite altitude will appear to shift position between the two observing points, due
to the effect of parallax. This parallax displacement will be parallel to the orienta-
tion of the baseline between the ASK and TLC cameras, shown as vertical in Fig-
ure 4.21. The white line shows the parallax between the edges of an auroral feature
identiﬁable in both cameras. This gives the altitude of the emission for this feature as
around 100 km, as shown by the scale to the right. The same peak emission altitude
of 110 km as used for Event 2 in the ASK 3 camera was therefore used here, which
gives an estimated spatial scale of around 400 ± 200 m.
Figure 4.21 also shows that the images of the auroral elements appear the same
when viewed stereoscopically, although with some displacement along the optical4.6 Data considerations 84
Figure 4.21: Overlaid ASK (blue) and TLC (red) images demonstrating the difference
in ﬁeld of view and the parallax shift (white line) caused by the 7 km separation be-
tween the imagers. The grid step is 0.01 rad.
baseline. This implies that the auroral features must come from a rather narrow al-
titude region. If the structures had a large extent in altitude, features at large range
would exhibit smaller parallax shift, distorting the appearance of the overall auroral
image.
4.6 Data considerations
4.6.1 Arc width measurements
The most important consideration in measuring the width of an auroral arc is its ele-
vation angle. The apparent width observed will only corresponding to the actual arc
width when viewing in the magnetic zenith. The apparent width broadens rapidly at
only a few degrees off zenith (Lanchester, 1980). Clear structures as close as possi-
ble to the magnetic zenith were used for width estimation. For Events 1 and 3 the4.6 Data considerations 85
arc structure was within 0.5◦of zenith at the time of arc estimation. For Event 2, the
complex nature of the aurora led to single arc elements being rare. The only clear fea-
ture suitable was at 1.5◦away from magnetic zenith, meaning that the true arc width is
likely to be smaller than the apparent width.
Previous descriptive studies of auroral arcs have not always used absolute criteria
to deﬁne the widths (Maggs and Davis, 1968). An arc that appears thin in a narrow
view camera can suddenly change to ﬁll most of the ﬁeld of view on a higher gain
setting. For uncalibrated instruments where the gain is unknown, such as for some all-
sky cameras, an absolute measure of arc scale size cannot be made. There is also the
question of where the edge of an auroral arc is deﬁned to be. The intensity of an au-
roral arc does not instantly fall to zero at a certain point, but instead decreases gradu-
ally to some background level. The apparent width of an auroral feature is sometimes
simply stated, presumably judged by eye, and is not always deﬁned objectively.
The use of calibrated ASK intensities here, given in units of Rayleighs, allows an
absolute width scale to be obtained, comparable with data from other independent in-
struments. The measured width has here been deﬁned as the distance, perpendicular
to the arc, between points where the intensity falls off to half the maximum inten-
sity of the structure. This deﬁnition has been used in previous statistical studies of
arc widths, such as by Knudsen et al. (2001), and although it cannot be said to rep-
resent an absolute width any better than other criteria, a common deﬁnition does al-
low meaningful comparisons between different studies. However, in the estimation
of half widths, a background level must be subtracted. For the data shown here, it is
not always clear where the background level should be deﬁned, and the measured arc
widths are very sensitive to this. Even with the resulting uncertainties in the widths,
there is a very clear difference between the large-scale arc and the narrow ﬁlaments
and arc elements when high energy precipitation is present. However, the difference
between the purely high energy forms and the thin structures during a mixture of pre-
cipitation energy may in part due to the background uncertainty.
A further consideration is the difference between what is seen as an individual
structure and what appears as intensity modulations of only 5 to 10% within a larger
band of luminosity. This depends greatly on the imaging contrast of the camera sys-
tem as discussed by Davis (1978) and Haerendel (1999). For Event 2, where the arc
scale size was observed at 600 m across, the imaging contrast of the main deﬁned
ﬁlament (deﬁned as 100 times the amplitude of the arc, 1850 Rayleighs, divided by
the sum of the arc intensity plus the background, 3450 Rayleighs) is 54%. For Event
3, where the thinnest arc structures were observed at 400 m across, the contrast is
weaker, although the intensity peak at 2175 Rayleighs and the background level at4.6 Data considerations 86
1700 Rayleighs still gives a modulation of 22%. This structure could be considered as
a small-scale modulation feature within a larger auroral structure.
The exposure time of an individual frame also needs to be taken into consideration,
as discussed by Lanchester et al. (1997). In their event, an arc moving rapidly across
the camera ﬁeld of view only appeared at its narrowest when the exposure time was
reduced to 2.5 ms. For the events presented here the ASK exposure time is 0.2 s or
more, meaning that fast moving features will be smeared out across the image during
this time, and will appear to have a larger than true width. For this reason, combined
with other factors discussed, the arc widths given here are upper bound estimates.
4.6.2 HiTIES slit location
With the combination of spectrographic data and optical imaging it is possible to
identify the small-scale auroral structures that contribute to the spectrographic mea-
surements. The centre 4◦of the 8◦long HiTIES slit is used to sample the aurora over
the 30 second integration period. For Event 1, a single auroral arc, stable on long time
scales, moved slowly across the centre of the optical image. The gradual increase and
decrease in O+ emission seen in the spectrograph is clearly linked with the auroral
arc moving through the centre of the image and the HiTIES slit. For Event 2, with the
auroral features moving on time scales much faster than the integration time of the
spectrograph, this one to one relationship cannot be established. However, a general
link between spectrographic emissions and auroral morphology can still be obtained,
with the overall behaviour of the aurora being constant over several HiTIES integra-
tion periods. The fact that the features predominantly ﬁll the entire ASK ﬁeld of view,
together with the speed at which the structures move, implies that the centre of the
slit will be ﬁlled by the aurora for most, if not all, of the 30 second integration pe-
riod. Temporal averaging over an integration interval where the aurora moves out of
the slit for a time would result in the spectral emission intensities given here being an
underestimate.
For Event 3, the situation is more complicated as the aurora does not ﬁll the en-
tire HiTIES slit throughout the interval. This is demonstrated clearly in Figure 4.22,
which displays a keogram from the TLC imager, similar to Figure 4.15, except that
the image cuts are taken along the length of the HiTIES slit as it is mapped onto the
TLC ﬁeld of view. The white vertical lines show the four consecutive intervals corre-
sponding to the 30 second integration periods of the HiTIES spectrograph. It can be
seen that during the periods of predominantly low-energy precipitation (ﬁrst (red) and
last (black) intervals) the rayed aurora is seen mainly to the north of magnetic zenith4.6 Data considerations 87
Figure 4.22: TLC Keogram showing image cuts taken along the HiTIES slit position.
The white vertical lines at 17:35:06, 17:35:36, 17:36:07, 17:36:37 and 17:37:07 UT
represent the four HiTIES integration periods as described previously.
for some of the integration period, i.e. at the very beginning and end of the event.
This means that the brightest aurora is not always central in the spectrograph ﬁeld of
view, and not necessarily covering the section of the HiTIES slit marked in purple on
the images, representing the O+
2 and O+ panels. At these time the reduction in high
energy signatures accompanying the oxygen doublet emission in the O+ panel may, in
part, be a result of only sampling the tops of the rays, nearer the centre of the image.
However, as shown in the image sequences in Figure 4.16, the rayed emissions
do extend to cover the centre of the ﬁeld of view, towards the end of the ﬁrst inter-
val after 17:35:30 UT and at the beginning of the last interval until 17:36:50 UT. The
emissions appear centrally in the slit for a signiﬁcant fraction of the integration time,
especially for the last interval where emissions are present centrally for almost half of
the period. This implies that the higher energy emission from N21PG bands should
still show a strong signature if it were present although reduced due to the temporal
averaging. The O+ panel data for Event 3 in Figure 4.18 shows that although some
peaks related to the N21PG bands can be identiﬁed, the intensities are only marginally
above the background noise level. Although the location of the aurora may be having
some inﬂuence, the relative increase of the low-energy oxygen doublet emission dur-
ing times of auroral rays is interpreted to be physical and not simply a spatial effect.
Furthermore, for the two higher energy (blue and green) intervals in Event 2, com-
paring both the ASK images and the O+ panel, it can be seen that the system of arcs
contains more visible ray-like structures within in it during the blue interval. This in-
terval shows the oxygen doublet emission is at the highest intensity measured over
the course of the entire event, comparable with the intensity of the N21PG bands.
For the interval marked in green, the oxygen doublet, although still a strong feature4.7 Discussion 88
in the emission spectrum, has weakened in intensity compared to the N21PG bands.
The ASK images here show aurora which is purely in the form of thin dynamic arc
structures. For these two intervals the auroral activity does cover the centre of the
spectrograph at magnetic zenith, which conﬁrms the link between rayed aurora and
precipitation with a relatively large contribution from low-energy electrons.
4.7 Discussion
4.7.1 Multi-spectral imaging
Instrument developments in spatial and temporal resolution available for auroral imag-
ing in recent years have led to more studies concentrating on small-scale thin arcs
and ﬁlamentary structures within larger auroral forms (Trondsen and Cogger, 1998;
Semeter and Blixt, 2006). Small-scale measurements are essential in order to under-
stand the complexity in auroral structure, which theoretical generation mechanisms
must be able to reproduce. High-resolution imaging can provide a detailed picture of
the spatial structure and temporal changes in auroral, but gives little or no informa-
tion about the energy of the precipitating particles. Spectrographic data can be used
to estimate the energy distribution from the auroral emissions. Kaila (1989) showed
how the energy of auroral electrons in discrete arcs can be determined by the intensity
ratio of the 6300 ˚ A and 4278 ˚ A emission lines, as observed by photometers. Imaging
spectrographs, providing simultaneous measurements in a number of different wave-
length regions have also been used to investigate auroral emissions (Pallamraju and
Chakrabarti, 2005; Ivchenko et al., 2004). However, spectrographic instruments can-
not match the sub-second temporal resolution of intensiﬁed optical imagers and, with
measurements from a single narrow slit, they do not differentiate between spatial and
temporal changes.
The use of combined spectrographic and optical camera data, as shown here, can
be used to investigate the relationship between the incoming electron ﬂux and the ob-
served auroral morphology, and unravel temporal and spatial changes. Although the
ASK imager already provides some spectral information through the use of narrow
pass-band ﬁlters, the spectrographic information allows the additional separation of
different emissions that appear within the wavelength range of each camera. Detailed
knowledge of the energy distribution is crucial in understanding the acceleration pro-
cesses operating above the ionosphere, which are responsible for creating the dynam-
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4.7.2 Acceleration mechanisms
The variation in precipitating electron energies between different auroral structures, is
an essential indicator of the Alfv´ enic and inverted-V acceleration mechanisms. The re-
sults presented here agree with previous multi-spectral imaging case studies. Ivchenko
et al. (2004) showed that the presence of rayed arcs was related to enhancement in
emission from the O+ doublet and low energy precipitation. In Ivchenko et al. (2005)
an auroral curl was shown to lack any signiﬁcant low energy component, while rayed
structures were associated with a mixture of both low and high energy precipitation.
Furthermore, in an optical camera study Blixt et al. (2005) showed that aurora of the
type termed ‘dynamic rayed aurora’, appeared to be linked to precipitating electrons
with a broad range of energies. Dynamic rayed formations often had the appearance
of ‘ﬂaming aurora’, due to the variations in time of ﬂight of incoming electrons with
different energies. The necessary broad-energy range spectrum with a signiﬁcant low
energy tail, is suggested to be of the type produced by Alfv´ enic acceleration.
The results from combined ASK and HiTIES spectrograph measurements show
purely high energy precipitation during times of auroral waves and loops, while a
mixture of precipitation energies is observed during times of rayed aurora. This sup-
ports the theory that rays are signatures of Alfv´ enic acceleration. Although not shown
here, Dahlgren et al. (2008b) also presents O+
2 / O intensity ratios over the ASK ﬁeld
of view during the purely high energy event (Event 2), where the images of the au-
rora appear identical in each camera. The results show that a thin auroral ﬁlament
can be identiﬁed in the ratio plots, implying an increase in energy within the ﬁlament
compared to the surroundings. On the other hand, an auroral fold has no associated
difference in energy, being purely the result of an increased electron ﬂux compared to
the background. This agrees with the interpretation that, even for high-energy aurora,
models to explain the generation of small-scale features and arc distortions must take
acceleration mechanisms into account, as well as electrostatic instabilities within the
acceleration region.
4.8 Summary
This chapter presents some of the ﬁrst results from the ASK (Auroral Structure and
Kinetics) instrument, a new multi-spectral imager developed to observe small scale
auroral structures in several wavebands simultaneously. The results shown here are
from three very different periods of auroral activity, comparing the auroral morphol-
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information from the HiTIES spectrograph, as part of the Spectrographic Imaging Fa-
cility (SIF), is used to identify spectral lines within the passband of each of the ASK
cameras and determine the source of the emissions.
The ﬁrst event shows a slow-moving faint auroral arc associated with purely low
energy electron precipitation. The second event has incoming electrons of primar-
ily high energy and very little low energy component. In this case the aurora is in
the form of bright dynamic patches and ﬁlaments, varying on short sub-second time
scales. The spectral information for the third event shows the prevalence of both low-
energy and high-energy precipitation, with associated rayed aurora and thin streaming
arcs respectively.
In summary these events suggest that aurora during primarily high-energy precip-
itation tends to be more dynamic, varying on shorter time scales, than aurora during
low-energy precipitation. Rays are seen to be associated with a mix of precipitation
energies including a strong low-energy component, whereas thin ﬂuid-like arcs are a
signature of predominantly high-energy precipitation. The characteristic scale sizes
of auroral features also seems to have a dependence on the energy of the precipita-
tion. For the low energy event, the arc width was measured to be 7.4 km, whereas arc
elements in the purely high-energy event, and in the high-energy dominant interval
within the ﬁnal event, were measured at around 600 m and 400 m respectively. This
suggests that some high-energy component in the precipitation population is necessary
for the generation of small scale structures.5
A study of multiple NEIAL events
In this chapter, optical data are compared with EISCAT radar observations of mul-
tiple Naturally Enhanced Ion-Acoustic Line (NEIAL) events in the dayside cusp.
This study uses narrow ﬁeld of view cameras to observe small-scale, short-lived au-
roral features. Using multiple-wavelength optical observations, a direct link between
NEIAL occurrences and low energy (about 100 eV) optical emissions is shown. This
is consistent with the Langmuir wave decay interpretation of NEIALs being driven
by streams of low-energy electrons. Modelling work connected with this study shows
that, for the measured ionospheric conditions and precipitation characteristics, growth
of unstable Langmuir (electron plasma) wave modes can occur, which decay into ion-
acoustic waves. The link with low energy optical emissions shown here, will enable
future studies of the shape, extent, lifetime, grouping and motions of NEIALs. This
work has been published by the author in Sullivan et al. (2008), and was carried out
in collaboration with Eduard Kontar of the University of Glasgow. The author’s con-
tribution was the analysis and interpretation of the optical and radar data and the pro-
cessing of data for input to the Langmuir turbulence model, while the model itself
was devised and run by Eduard Kontar.
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5.1 Motivation
Recent spectrographic imaging studies, presented in this thesis and in Ivchenko et al.
(2005) and Dahlgren et al. (2008b), have shown that rayed aurora is associated with
precipitating auroral electrons of mixed energy, with a large contribution to the to-
tal energy ﬂux from low-energy electrons. Combined radar and optical studies have
identiﬁed a link between NEIALs occurring in the dayside cusp and thin rayed au-
roral structure of similar scale size (Blixt et al., 2005; Grydeland et al., 2004). From
a number of proposed theories, ‘parametric decay’ has emerged in recent studies as
the most likely candidate for the mechanism responsible for NEIAL observations in
the dayside cusp. As described in Section 1.10, low-energy electron beams cause the
growth of unstable Langmuir (electron-plasma) waves through the bump-on-tail insta-
bility; these waves decay to ion-acoustic wave modes at IS radar wavelengths (Forme,
1993, 1999; Kontar and P´ ecseli, 2005), giving radar echoes which are much stronger
than those from thermal vibrations. The requirement of the parametric decay mech-
anism for low-energy electron beams may account for the observed link with rayed
aurora, now known to contain a signiﬁcant population of low-energy electrons.
Multi-spectral imaging of the aurora during times of NEIALs can be used for the
direct study of emissions from low-energy electrons. The low-energy component of
auroral precipitation can be imaged using the forbidden oxygen (OII) 2P-2D emis-
sions at 7320 and 7330 ˚ A, which are predominantly produced by auroral electrons
with energies of around 100 eV, as described in Section 1.7.2. Previous optical cam-
era studies of the aurora during dayside NEIALs have used imaging either in white-
light or with a long-pass cut-off ﬁlter applied to concentrate on the prompt N21PG
band at 6700 to 7500 ˚ A. Few studies have compared the variation of auroral emis-
sions present within the radar beam with the occurrence of NEIALs. Where multi-
spectral studies have been made, the parallax effects of using instruments at locations
separated from the radar have not been taken into account. Geometry considerations
become very important at the small-scale level needed to study NEIAL behaviour.
Previous studies have suggested that high-energy particles may also have an important
part to play in the generation of NEIALs (Lunde et al., 2007). It may be possible to
differentiate between different NEIAL generation mechanisms by determining whether
the presence of high-energy precipitation directly drives the instability itself or pro-
vides more favourable conditions for NEIALs to be observed at ISR wavelengths.
Auroral emissions are generated at lower altitudes than where NEIAL signatures
are generally observed in the cusp ionosphere. In order to understand the processes
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tudes. Orbiting spacecraft, such as the DMSP satellites, can provide information on
large-scale precipitation characteristics. However with the inaccuracies inherent in
mapping the magnetic ﬁeld line topography in altitude, satellite data cannot be linked
to individual NEIAL and auroral ﬁlaments on sub-kilometer scales. The use of iono-
spheric modelling with satellite data inputs to try and replicate NEIAL behaviour may
help to advance our understanding of NEIAL generation.
5.2 Event Context
This study concerns the interval from 08:50 UT to 10:00 UT on 22 January 2004, in
which multiple NEIAL signatures were recorded by the ESR. Using a range of in-
strumentation, it is possible to infer information about the plasma conditions and ﬁeld
conﬁgurations over the course of the event, to aid in interpretation and discussion of
the results. All coordinates systems referred to in the following section are deﬁned in
Appendix A.
5.2.1 Solar wind
The observations took place during a period of active solar wind conditions mea-
sured by the ACE spacecraft, following a coronal mass ejection a few days earlier.
The ACE solar wind plasma data is shown in Figure 5.1 and the IMF (interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld) data in Figure 5.2.
A marked depression in the solar wind number density and dynamic pressure oc-
curred at ACE between 08:10 UT and 09:20 UT. The solar wind speed was extremely
high at this time. The component of velocity towards the Earth (Vx in the GSM co-
ordinate system) averaged 640 km s−1, within the interval corresponding to the den-
sity drop. Using the ACE spacecraft coordinates, with an average distance from Earth
of 1.4606×106 km over the corresponding interval, a ﬁrst estimate of the delay time
between solar wind signatures at ACE and their arrival at the Earth is calculated at
38 minutes. The interval of interest occurred after a northward turning of the IMF
BZ component, detected at the ACE spacecraft at 07:44 UT. IMF BZ then remained
weakly positive until 09:20 UT in the ACE time frame. IMF BY was strongly negative
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Figure 5.1: Solar wind plasma data from the ACE spacecraft, with thanks to the ACE
SWEPAM instrument team and the ACE Science Center.5.2 Event Context 95
Figure 5.2: IMF data from the ACE spacecraft, with thanks to the ACE MAG instru-
ment team and the ACE Science Center.
5.2.2 Magnetic topology
The passage of a DMSP satellite over the northern polar cap allowed the reconnec-
tion topology and the resulting convection pattern to be inferred in the region of our
observations, using the measured ﬂow velocities. Figure 5.3 gives a representation of
the convection pattern in Magnetic Local Time (MLT) and Magnetic Latitude (MLAT)
coordinates, based on the DMSP satellite cross-track (perpendicular to the direction of
motion) velocities, shown in green and blue. Although the data quality for the highest
latitude section of the pass is often ‘undetermined’, the velocities indicate the pres-
ence of one main polar cap convection cell with anti-clockwise rotation, marked in
pink, on the dusk side. Embedded within the undetermined vectors are some of high-
est conﬁdence (in green) which are consistent with the other data. At lower latitudes a
conventional dusk cell can be seen (with anti-sunward ﬂow in the polar cap) but there
are only very weak ﬂows on the dawn side. The topology of the velocities indicate5.2 Event Context 96
Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the convection conﬁguration, using DMSP
cross-track plasma velocities from 08:34 to 08:54 UT provided by the Center for Space
Sciences at the University of Texas at Dallas.
a lobe reconnection conﬁguration in the northern hemisphere (Sections 1.3 and 1.2).
One polar cap convection cell has been shown to dominate for large |BY| (Reiff and
Burch, 1985; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996) under Bz > 0 conditions. Sunward
ﬂows from lobe reconnection all return tailward with the same sense of rotation, due
to the strong east-west component of the magnetic tension force (anti-clockwise for
negative IMF BY as shown in Figure 1.2).
For such a ‘lobe stirring cell’, the reversal between sunward and anti-sunward ﬂow
in the central polar cap is associated with the eastward edge of the reconnection X-
line which is driving the ﬂow. This reversal intersects the spacecraft track at the point
marked with a red dot in Figure 5.3, encountered at 08:43 UT, at 76.0 MLAT and
13.2 MLT (81.0◦ N, 43.0◦ E in geographic coordinates), i.e. to the east and slightly
to the north of Svalbard (ESR coordinates 78.2◦ N and 16.0◦ E) at this time. This
point will be close to the east end of the X-line but could be slightly sunward or anti-
sunward of it. If the X-line is at or anti-sunward of the red dot, a distinct change in
the particle precipitation would be observed at the reversal, as the satellite passes onto
newly opened ﬁeld lines. If the X-line were sunward of the pass, the satellite would
instead cross onto open ﬁeld lines that were reconnected previously and have since
been swept tailwards. These ‘old-open’ ﬁeld lines are associated with greatly reduced
electron densities precipitating in the Earth’s reference frame and such a clear change
would not be observed.5.2 Event Context 97
Particle data from this DMSP satellite pass is presented and studied in further de-
tail in a later section of this chapter, but is brieﬂy referred to here to aid in under-
standing the reconnection topology. In Section 5.9, Figure 5.20 shows that the pre-
cipitation seen by DMSP F-13 changed dramatically at around 08:44:10 UT. Almost
no ion precipitation was seen before this time whereas after it a dispersed arrival of
sheath-like ions is seen. This is after the satellite crossed the ﬂow reversal boundary,
indicating that the lobe reconnection site was anti-sunward of the satellite pass after
08:44:20 UT. The existence of a strong lobe reconnection cell in the DMSP velocity
data and the onset of soft precipitation over Svalbard (described in the next section) at
08:43 UT, occur over a minute before the dispersed arrival of ions seen in the DMSP
particle data. Thus the failure of F-13 to observe lobe reconnection soft precipitation
between 08:43 and 08:44:20 UT indicate that it passed directly through the lobe re-
connection X-line footprint (from the anti-sunward to the sunward side) shortly be-
fore 08:44:20 UT. The proposed location of the X-line consistent with observations is
shown by the orange line in Figure 5.3.
5.2.3 Ground-based observations of activity
Figure 5.4 shows data from the Meridian Scanning Photometer (MSP) instrument at
the auroral station in Adventdalen. Each photometer makes a complete scan along
the magnetic meridian in 16 seconds. Data is shown for the ﬁve MSP wavelengths:
6300, 4278, 5577, 4861 and 8446 ˚ A in order from top to bottom. The auroral activ-
ity expanded over the magnetic zenith at 08:43 UT, with an arc previously present on
the southern horizon. The presence of intense soft particle precipitation is shown by
the strong pulsed intensities in the 6300 ˚ A ﬁlter channel (top panel), which continue
throughout the entire interval. The sudden onset of auroral activity over all latitudes
indicates that the event is triggered by a temporal change, i.e. the onset of reconnec-
tion over Svalbard, rather than an already established spatial feature moving into the
ﬁeld of view of the Longyearbyen instruments, although motions in the purely east-
west direction cannot be ruled out using meridian scanning instruments. The meridian
proﬁles of intensity from the 5577 and 8446 ˚ A photometers give some suggestion of
the aurora brightening fractionally sooner to the north of magnetic zenith. This can be
interpreted as ﬁeld lines to the north of Longyearbyen ﬁlling up ﬁrst, after the onset
of reconnection.
Figure 5.5 shows magnetic ﬁeld data from the Svalbard stations of the IMAGE
magnetometer network. The Bx component (northwards in the local geographic coor-
dinate system) shows a negative bay with an amplitude of around 200 nT, represent-5.2 Event Context 98
Figure 5.4: Data from the Meridian Scanning Photometer (MSP) instrument at
Longyearbyen, for the wavelength channels 6300, 4278, 5577, 4861 and 8446 ˚ Ai n
order from top to bottom. Note that the 4861 ˚ A panel observes the Hβ emission, a sig-
nature of proton precipitation, which is seen to be very weak for this interval.
ing large-scale current activity. The interval studied here takes place during disturbed
magnetic activity directly following this feature. Quasi-periodic oscillations, with am-
plitudes of approximately 50 nT, are seen in the Bx component until 10:00 UT. The
negative bay peaks at around 08:43 UT, corresponding to the onset of auroral activity
over Svalbard.
5.2.4 Analysed ESR data
Figure 5.6 shows an overview of analysed ESR data, from the 42 m ﬁeld-aligned an-
tenna, at 2 minute resolution for the radar run between 04:04 and 12:00 UT. The ESR
data for this interval contained many NEIAL signatures which as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.8.1 makes the analysis of radar data fail. However, thermal data dumps can be
used for analysis of the background ionospheric parameters before and after NEIALs,
if not for during the NEIAL signatures themselves. In the interval when NEIAL ob-
servations occurred, from around 08:45 to 10:00 UT, the ESR analysis shows en-
hanced electron densities, extremely high electron and ion temperatures, and strong
ion upﬂow at altitudes above 400 km. It should be noted that in 2 minute resolution
data the ﬁtted ionospheric values may be affected by a NEIAL spectrum recorded5.2 Event Context 99
Figure 5.5: IMAGE magnetometer X-component data from 06:00 to 10:00 UT,
averaged over 1 minute intervals.5.2 Event Context 100
Figure 5.6: Analysed ionospheric parameters from the ESR radar on 22nd January, at
2 minute resolution.
during the integration period. In order to verify and use the analysed parameters,
the NEIAL affected dumps must be ﬁltered out. This is discussed further in Sec-
tion 5.9. However, Frederick-Frost et al. (2007) compared the ESR electron and ion
temperatures with the in-situ thermal electron and ion temperatures as measured by
the ‘SERSIO’ sounding rocket, launched into the active cusp region on the same day,
and found them to be in close agreement. The analysed data also show ion temper-
ature enhancements and ion upﬂow outside the time interval in which NEIALs were
observed, indicating that the ionospheric parameters shown here are physical and not
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Figure 5.7: Examples of range corrected NEIAL spectra recorded by the ESR (Alter-
nating code 1 only) on 22nd January 2004. The spectra shown in order from left to right
and top to bottom are from 08:53:00, 09:15:11, 09:38:14 and 09:54:14 UT (end time of
the 42 m antenna data dumps).
5.3 NEIAL observations in EISCAT Svalbard Radar
For the period studied here the ESR programme ‘tau0’ was used, an alternating code
experiment covering all altitudes from 120 km to 1200 km, analysed with 3 km range
resolution. Data were received from the 32 m and 42 m dishes alternately. At the time
of the observations presented, the 32 m antenna was deployed at a low elevation and
therefore only the 42 m measurements are used here. The integration time is 6.4 sec-
onds but followed by a gap of 6.4 seconds for each data point. The collection of raw
voltage level data at millisecond resolution was unfortunately not implemented at the
radar for this campaign season, but will now be in operation whenever possible for
future ESR runs.
This study compares the level of the emissions present in both of the narrow-view
imagers with the times of NEIAL power enhancements detected by the ESR. The time
resolution of the radar data available for this study is not high enough to follow the
behaviour and evolution of an individual NEIAL, which varies on a sub-second time
scale. However, this interval contains an unprecedented number of NEIALs occurring
in a relatively short period, which allows us to make a statistical study of the relation-
ship between NEIALs and the aurora present in the radar beam.
Figure 5.7 show four examples of typical NEIAL spectra recorded between 08:455.4 Optical analysis 102
and 10:00 UT. The spectra have been individually scaled in order to demonstrate the
possible problems with contouring in the description of NEIALs. For the majority of
the NEIALs in this period the enhancement at the frequency of the up-going (down-
shifted frequency) ion-acoustic wave dominates. However, when the scale is adjusted
to saturate the dominant shoulder, the down-going (upshifted frequency) wave also ap-
pears enhanced, although at a weaker level, which may not be evident in auto-scaled
spectral plots as produced by the standard EISCAT software. For the NEIALs ob-
served in this time interval, all displayed some enhancement at both the up-going
and down-going wave frequencies, although the up-going enhancement is generally
stronger and extends to a higher altitude. For some spectra there is a shift of the zero
frequency towards negative values with increasing altitude (as, for example, in the
bottom two panels of Figure 5.7) which can be a signature of ionospheric upﬂow in-
creasing in velocity with altitude.
5.4 Optical analysis
In previous studies, wide-angle optical instruments have been used to investigate the
auroral precipitation characteristics over Svalbard during times of NEIALs. However,
the ﬁlamentary NEIALs, and the dynamic structured aurora seen to be associated with
them, are small-scale in nature. This means it is important to use optical measure-
ments of higher spatial resolution. The previous chapter showed the value of using the
HiTIES spectrograph to provide information about the precipitating energy spectrum,
in combination with spatial measurements from the ASK cameras.
5.4.1 HiTIES spectral data
HiTIES was operating with the 3 panel ﬁlter mosaic (Figure 2.3a) for this interval,
using an integration time of 15 s for each exposure. Although, this mosaic was pri-
marily designed to study N+
2 and Hβ emission, the N+
2 1N(1,3) panel also contains
emission from the O+ 4P−4 D0 multiplet at 4639 - 4696 ˚ A. The contribution from
the O+ multiplet has been shown to increase during times of low-energy precipita-
tion, increasing the ratio of the N+
2 1N(1,3) to the N+
2 1N(0,2) intensities seen by the
spectrograph (Ivchenko et al., 2004). In this case, the twilight conditions during the
interval in which NEIALs were observed led to difﬁculties in using this technique. An
attempt was made to remove the contaminating sunlight, which swamped the spectra
making any O+ emissions impossible to discern, using a solar spectrum normalised to5.4 Optical analysis 103
the data, as described in Robertson et al. (2006). In the resulting sunlight-subtracted
HiTIES spectra, the Hβ line which is present over several integration periods is re-
covered, demonstrating the effectiveness of this technique for long-lived emissions.
However, intensities at the wavelengths of the O+ multiplet were not above the noise
level.
The intensities of the O+ lines are too weak (for the event studied by Ivchenko
et al. (2004) the multiplet was at most 20% of the total N+
2 1N(0,2) intensity) com-
pared to the noise introduced in correcting the spectra for sunlight contamination.
This may, in part, be due to the emissions not being present for the entire HiTIES
integration interval. NEIAL signatures in the radar vary on sub-second time scales and
are only visible in integrated data due to the enhanced power received being several
orders of magnitude greater than the thermal spectra. If low-energy spectral precipita-
tion features were linked to NEIALs, a similar variation on sub-second scales would
be expected, leading to the low-energy emission lines appearing to be at a very weak
level in 15 s integrated spectra. Hence, sunlight-subtracted HiTIES data could not be
used to identify any transient precipitation features for this interval.
5.4.2 Multi-spectral imaging
Spectral information is essential in obtaining information about the precipitation char-
acteristics linked with the generation of NEIALs in the radar. Two auroral imagers
with different ﬁlter wavelengths, the TLC and the Andor imager, were therefore used
to study the variation of emissions present in the radar beam to provide information
about the precipitating energy spectrum. As described in Chapter 2 the Andor imager
ﬁlter is centred on the OII doublet with some background emission from N21PG also
in the passband, while the TLC imager is primarily sensitive to the N21PG bands but
also includes some contribution from the oxygen emissions.
Imager sunlight subtraction
The event presented here took place in the morning hours of 22 January 2004, end-
ing near local noon. There is therefore a slowly-varying contribution to the recorded
intensities in the auroral imagers used in this study, due to varying levels of scattered
sunlight. This extra ‘dark’ signal had to be subtracted before calibration, as well as
the instrumental dark noise level. Ideally this would be quantiﬁed by using camera
data from a nearby day with no auroral activity at the corresponding time. However,
with common changes in camera gain settings, prolonged periods of cloud cover, and5.4 Optical analysis 104
Figure 5.8: Gain variations in the Andor data set (top panel) and the corresponding
TLC data for comparison. The data counts were integrated within a circular area repre-
senting the radar beam (0.6◦angular radius) for each camera. Sections of data shown in
red were treated as missing data.
auroral activity visible on most clear sky days, it was not possible to ﬁnd a suitable
interval near enough in time to give identical sunlight levels. Instead, the sunlight
contribution was estimated by a linear ﬁt to brief periods of clear sky before and af-
ter the main auroral event in the cameras used. The resulting intensity calibration K1-
values (see Section 3.4.2) were calculated using stars observed in two ten-minute in-
tervals before and after the event, and found to agree within the uncertainty of the
K1-value ﬂuctuations. This indicates that the majority of the sunlight contamination
was correctly removed from the data, although the calibrated intensities may still have
some small sunlight component. The long time scales of scattered sunlight variation
mean that it is not a factor in the analysis of short-lived discrete auroral features, as
described in this study.
Andor imager data gain
The lack of full thermal control for the testing setup of Andor had some implications
for the data. Although temperature control systems are now employed on the ﬁnal
ASK instrument, for the initial implementation available on this day, overheating led
to regular dropouts in the gain for the Andor imager. Figure 5.8 shows a period of5.4 Optical analysis 105
Figure 5.9: Representation of the viewing geometry used in this study. The emission
volumes observed by the two imagers at the Auroral Station site are compared to the
scattering volume illuminated by the ESR beam.
Andor data counts, integrated within a circular area on the image, in the top panel,
showing the regular pattern in intensity variation due to overheating (in red). For com-
parison the corresponding time series from the TLC camera is shown in the bottom
panel. Some auroral intensity variation can still be seen in the Andor dropouts, al-
though at a much reduced level, conﬁrming a problem with the gain at these times.
Attempts were made to recover the complete Andor data sequence, by using a high-
pass ﬁltering method and by comparison with stars and auroral brightnesses in the
TLC data sequence. However, with the aurora varying on a similar time scale as the
gain oscillations and commonly ﬁlling the entire ﬁeld of view, and also the ratio be-
tween emissions in Andor and ASK not remaining constant, these were unsuccessful.
Measurements during the gain oscillation periods, identiﬁed later in the event when
the auroral activity was minimal, were therefore removed, leading to a non-continuous
Andor data set. The sections of data plotted in red in Figure 5.8 were treated as miss-
ing data for the analysis in this chapter. Careful analysis, comparing intensities in dif-
ferent cameras, conﬁrmed that the gain was uniform and stable in the remaining data.5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions 106
5.4.3 Viewing Geometry
A schematic view of the instrumentation geometry is shown in Figure 5.9. On sub-
kilometer scales, the spatial separation between the imagers and the ESR becomes im-
portant; cross sections of the radar beam at different heights map to different locations
in the image frames as seen from the Auroral Station. If the Andor and SIF imagers
had been co-located with the radar beam, then the intensity recorded would be a com-
bination of oxygen doublet and nitrogen emissions all located within the main beam.
The separation of the optical instrumentation and the ESR therefore helps in this re-
spect, in that the two main emissions in the beam are separated by altitude, and are
therefore also separated in the images. The area on the Andor images representing the
ESR beam at 300 km will contain only the oxygen contribution of the in-beam emis-
sion. The use of observations slightly oblique to the ﬁeld line, separating emissions by
altitude, was shown to be possible by Semeter (2003).
However, the separation causes a new source of the nitrogen contaminant in the
Andor imager. Figure 5.9 shows a representation of the source of this possible con-
tamination, with an exaggerated view of the observation geometry used here. The area
on the Andor image representing the position of the ESR beam at 300 km will mainly
consist of the contribution from low-energy emission within the beam, shown by the
red shaded region. However there may also be some emission from higher energy pre-
cipitation outside the beam at lower altitudes, shaded in blue, contributing to the total
line of sight intensity. By comparing the Andor (OII) intensity with the intensity in
the wider ﬁlter of the SIF imager at the same look direction, this contamination can
be quantiﬁed.
Figure 5.9 also demonstrates that when observing from a site separated from the
radar, aurora from high-energy particles seen in the direction of magnetic zenith, will
not be located in the main radar beam, due to the low altitude of emission. Previous
studies looking at the relationship between high energy particles and NEIALs have
not always accounted for this, e.g. Lunde et al. (2007). Since the ﬁlaments associated
with NEIALs have been shown to have scale sizes much smaller than the width of the
radar beam, this is an important consideration.
5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions
The intensities recorded in the TLC camera gradually decreased over time during the
interval 08:45 to 10:00 UT, while the intensities in the Andor remained constant on5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions 107
Figure 5.10: Data for the interval 09:30 - 09:45 UT. Top panel: ESR raw electron den-
sity (scaled Debye-corrected backscattered power) as a function of altitude and time.
Bottom panel: Intensity of the optical emission within the solid angle corresponding to
the radar beam at 300 km altitude for the Andor imager (in red) and the SIF imager (in
blue).
long time scales. With the TLC being primarily sensitive to N21PG emission, this in-
dicates that the level of high-energy precipitation present in the ionosphere decreases
throughout the course of the event. The general decrease also veriﬁes that the major-
ity of sunlight contamination has been successfully removed from the TLC, since this
would be increasing approaching local noon. As the general precipitation conditions
were therefore seen to be changing, the entire interval was split up into 15-minute
sections, in order to separate the small-scale variations from the underlying long-term
trends. Using this approach it was also possible to study if the behaviour of small-
scale changes and the relationship with NEIAL signatures had any dependence on the
large-scale precipitation environment.
The results for two of the 15 minute sections are given in Figures 5.10 and 5.11,
which show the relationship between enhancements in ESR backscattered power and
the intensity of the optical emissions for periods beginning at 09:30 and 09:45 UT.
The top panels show the altitude proﬁles of temperature-corrected backscattered power
from the ESR, scaled to represent units of electron density (but note that this scaling
applies only for thermal plasma). The bottom panels show the calibrated intensity in-
tegrated over the solid angle corresponding to the cross section of the radar beam at
300 km on the Andor and SIF images, in red and blue respectively. There is a clear
correlation between discrete NEIAL signatures and times of increased emission seen5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions 108
Figure 5.11: As for Figure 5.10, for the interval 09:45 -10:00 UT.
by Andor in the radar beam.
Although the ESR experiment ‘tau0’ does not have a separately recorded power
proﬁle in the coding, the representation of power shown in the top panels was formed
by extracting the zero lag measurements from the alternating codes. However, zero
lag values, while giving the best signal-to-noise ratio, are not fully decoded in range,
leading to NEIAL features appearing from a larger than true altitude range. Despite
this, Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are adequate for NEIALs to be identiﬁed clearly in the
ESR spectra by the increase in scattered power received over an extended altitude
range, compared to the normal thermal level. Satellite signals in fully range-decoded
data appear as similar enhancements in power, but are only present in a restricted alti-
tude range, i.e. in one or two radar range gates. Power enhancements due to satellites
were identiﬁed by looking directly at the range extent in the raw spectra (spectra are
composed by combining several short lags and are therefore fully decoded in range)
and also by noting visible satellite crossings in the imager frames. Power measure-
ments corresponding to identiﬁed satellite enhancements have been reset to zero, and
can be seen as black features appearing with an altitude range of about 200 km (re-
sulting from the break-down in range decoding) in the proﬁles.
There is some evidence for enhancements in electron density at or below about
400 km, corresponding to NEIAL events at higher altitudes, for example at 09:39 UT
in Fig. 5.10. In cases where the low-altitude enhancement is separate from the NEIAL
at higher altitude, with a clear distinction between maxima as in the example noted,5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions 109
these are likely to be real density enhancements. The radar data alone therefore show
direct evidence for soft electron precipitation accompanying NEIALs. Electrons of
100 eV energy cause an ionisation peak at around 250 km altitude, as has been mod-
elled using the electron transport model of Lummerzheim and Lilensten (1994) and
shown in Whiter (2008). However, because of the use of the zero-lag proﬁle and the
associated large range ambiguity, care must be taken where there is no clear distinc-
tion. There is the possibility of NEIAL enhancements affecting range gates at lower
altitudes.
The intensities integrated within the radar beam location (bottom panels) were cal-
culated assuming an ESR beam width (full width at half power) of 0.6 degrees. With
a much larger ﬁlter passband than Andor, the intensity levels in the SIF camera are in
general much larger, and have been scaled by a factor of 0.01 in order to show them
on the same axis. There is also some slowly varying offset in the SIF intensity, that
is predominantly due to continuous emission excited by the high-energy precipitation
but may also contain some residual continuum and solar scattering background. As
discussed in detail above, the Andor imager is predominantly responding to the low-
energy oxygen doublet (OII) emission, with some contamination from the background
nitrogen bands, while the SIF imager is primarily sensitive to the N21PG emissions
in the passband, with some contamination from OII and other nitrogen emission. The
relative brightness of OII and N21PG emissions therefore depends on the energy of
the precipitating particles.
The two time intervals shown previously in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are taken from
the end of the period of NEIAL activity when the emission from high energy precipi-
tation is low. It can be seen that the main peaks in Andor, corresponding to the times
of NEIALs are characterised by an increase in the Andor to SIF ratio, i.e. the An-
dor intensity is predominantly enhanced. This conﬁrms that at these times Andor is
responding speciﬁcally to an increase in low energy precipitation enhancing the OII
emission, rather than an increase in the N21PG background. The increased Andor
to SIF ratio at times of NEIALs therefore implies that the related auroral structures
are the direct result of low energy electron ﬂuxes, entering the topside ionosphere i.e.
‘primary precipitation’, and not due to secondaries resulting from successive collisions
of higher energy precipitating particles as they pass through the ionosphere.
Two 15 minute sections of data from earlier in the interval, beginning at 08:45 and
09:00 UT are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 respectively. Here the relationship be-
tween NEIAL signatures and intensity enhancements in Andor is not one-to-one as
seen later on, although a relationship can still be seen in some cases, i.e. at 08:53:00,
08:57:42, 09:05:10 and 09:10:43 UT (integration end times). Additionally, the Andor5.5 Relationship between NEIALs and optical emissions 110
Figure 5.12: As for Figure 5.12, for the interval 08:45 - 09:00 UT
Figure 5.13: As for Figure 5.13, for the interval 09:00 - 09:15 UT.
enhancements are often accompanied by strong enhancements in the corresponding
intensity in the TLC camera. This implies that the Andor camera is also responding
to the large amount of contaminating N21PG at these earlier times. This distinction is
discussed in further detail in Section 5.7.5.6 Imaging an individual NEIAL 111
Figure 5.14: Multi-wavelength composite image showing the enhancement in OII
emission associated with the NEIAL signature at 09:39:03 UT. The frames shown were
taken at 09:38:53, 09:38:58, 09:39:03, 09:39:08 and 09:39:13 UT from left to right.
The direction of north is vertically downwards and the east direction is to the right for
the image orientation as shown here. The white circles shown progressively further out
from the centre of the image, represent the position of the ESR beam (FWHM 0.6 de-
grees) at altitudes of inﬁnity, 300 km and 110 km respectively. The result of not taking
into account the parallax effect, i.e. effectively assuming inﬁnite altitude, can clearly be
seen.
5.6 Imaging an individual NEIAL
NEIALs occur at the same time as short-lived auroral structures pass through the
radar beam. These have been shown to be predominantly low-energy emission fea-
tures. Overlaid images from both Andor and SIF, as shown in Figure 5.14, can pro-
vide an image of the optical evolution of a NEIAL signature, both spatially and in
energy. In the composite images Andor data are shown in red, SIF data in blue. The
overlaid frames shown are taken at 5 second intervals, with the central (third) image
at 09:39:03 UT. The images show the optical intensiﬁcation related to the discrete
NEIAL signature at 09:39:03 UT, as shown in Figure 5.11.
The three white circles marked on the images represent the position of the radar
beam, again using the nominal angular diameter of 0.6◦, at different altitudes mapped
onto the image coordinate frame. The circle nearest the centre of the image frames
shows the position of the ESR if no parallax considerations are taken into account,
i.e. assuming the camera and radar are at the same location, effectively mapping the
radar beam at an inﬁnite altitude. The circles positioned progressively further away
from the centre of the image represent the location of the radar beam at 300 km and
110 km respectively, i.e. the peak-emission altitudes for OII and N21PG emission re-
spectively. It can be seen that the feature responsible for the discrete enhancement
in the OII emission at 300 km altitude is a spatial structure, with a rayed arc passing
through the ESR beam. The auroral structure in this case moved from the south-west
of the ﬁeld of view to the north-east. This large-scale drift motion was seen for all the
rayed auroral events in this interval.5.7 Statistical Analysis 112
5.7 Statistical Analysis
A statistical analysis of the interval 08:45 UT to 10:00 UT was made to compare the
incidence of ﬁne-scale aurora with NEIAL signatures present in the ESR beam. A
sampling length of 15 mins was chosen as optimum for the changing ionospheric con-
ditions. In order to identify ESR data dumps affected by NEIALs using a ﬁxed crite-
ria, the backscattered power proﬁle was created from the zero lags as described in 5.5.
The power proﬁles for the interval between 09:45 and 10:00 UT are shown in the top
panel of Figure 5.15. As mentioned previously, power enhancements due to satellites
have been removed from the data set. The data was integrated over all altitudes be-
tween 500 km and 1200 km, shown by the white dashed lines in the ﬁgure, i.e. well
above normal F-region ionisation altitudes. The bottom panel shows the integrated
‘apparent’ electron densities. Data dumps with associated densities over a thresh-
old level of 2×1013 m−3, as shown by the red dashed line, were classed as NEIAL
events; the measured densities are not valid as a result of the non-thermal spectra. The
majority of NEIAL signatures stand out distinctly, although this classiﬁcation thresh-
old does remove some proﬁles which appear weakly enhanced at high F-region al-
titudes, for example at 09:48:41 and 09:51:15 UT (integration end times). Having a
stricter criterion reduces the risk of including false positives in statistical studies, e.g.
a strong thermal spectra or satellite signals ringing outside the standard range removed
for an identiﬁed satellite (such as at 08:50:01 in Figure 5.12) could be wrongly iden-
tiﬁed as a NEIAL. However, it also means that some weak NEIALs accompanying
auroral enhancements are discounted.
The Andor imager intensity values were separated according to whether or not
they occurred within a time (T ± τ) where T is the time of the nearest NEIAL event
recorded in the radar, and τ is 6.4 seconds, the temporal uncertainty due to the resolu-
tion of the radar data points. The time series of auroral intensity from the SIF imager
was interpolated to the lower temporal resolution (2 frames per second) of the Andor
imager. This allows the calculation of ratios for each time step and therefore separates
OII emission events from N21PG contamination features.
Figure 5.16 shows the resulting histograms for the three consecutive 15 minute in-
tervals from 08:45 UT until 09:30 UT, progressing from left to right. The top panels
show the intensity values recorded by the Andor camera (again integrated within the
beam location at 300 km as in Figures 5.10 and 5.11), separated into those associated
with a NEIAL event (shown in red) and those with no associated NEIAL (shown in
black). It can be seen that in the ﬁrst two time intervals the difference between the
two is negligible, but in the third plot, starting at 09:15 UT, the separation between5.7 Statistical Analysis 113
Figure 5.15: Power proﬁles for the interval between 09:45 and 10:00 UT, showing the
integrated power threshold used to classify NEIAL events.
Figure 5.16: Andor intensities and Andor / SIF ratios separated into data points associ-
ated with a NEIAL (shown in red), and those where no NEIAL was recorded (shown in
black). The histograms shown are for 15 minute intervals of data, starting, from left to
right at 08:45 UT, 09:00 UT and 09:15 UT respectively.
the populations becomes signiﬁcant, with NEIAL events associated with increased
emission in the Andor. This distinction is also seen in the plot of camera ratios (bot-
tom panel) for this time section, conﬁrming that it is increased levels of OII emission
that are associated with NEIAL signatures.
Figure 5.17 shows similar histograms for the later intervals starting at 09:30 UT
and 09:45 UT (data shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11). Here, two clear populations are
evident, both in the Andor intensity alone and in the Andor/SIF ratio (which may
be somewhat affected by the background level in the SIF intensity). Even though5.8 The role of high-energy precipitation 114
Figure 5.17: As Figure 5.16 for the 15 minute intervals starting at 09:30 UT (left
column) and 09:45 UT (right column).
the separation is distinct, it is not exclusive, with a third population of precipitation
which may or may not cause NEIALs to be generated, i.e. an auroral population near
the triggering criteria. This implies that the critical threshold for the generation of
NEIALs is not ﬁxed, and may depend on other factors in the ionosphere.
The high occurrence frequencies shown in these histograms reﬂect, in part, the
high temporal resolution of the optical data, in comparison with the integration time
for each radar data dump, and also a degree of binning applied to clarify trends. Us-
ing the chosen threshold criteria to identify NEIALs, the numbers of affected radar
data dumps in each successive 15 minute interval, starting at 08:45 UT through to
09:45 UT, are 5, 20, 4, 3 and 13 respectively.
5.8 The role of high-energy precipitation
The long-term trends in the intensities measured by the TLC camera suggested a large
inﬂux of high energy precipitation at the beginning of the interval, which gradually
diminishes over time. The electron density proﬁles measured by the ESR conﬁrm this.
Figure 5.18 shows the radar E-region raw electron densities, representing the effect of
ionisation, averaged over each 15 minute interval between 08:45 UT and 10:00 UT.
Radar data dumps identiﬁed as NEIALs have been treated as missing data in the av-
eraging. E-region ionisation is caused directly by the precipitation of high (> 1 keV)5.8 The role of high-energy precipitation 115
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Figure 5.18: Average ESR raw electron densities (Debye-corrected) for consecutive
15 minute intervals between 08:45 UT and 10:00 UT.
energy electrons (Rees, 1989). It is apparent that there is a much larger population
of high-energy electrons precipitating at the beginning of the period. Over time the
precipitation becomes more dominated by low-energy precipitation. Energy-time spec-
trograms (not shown here) from the SWEPAM instrument on the ACE satellite show
a gradual softening (reduction of high energies) in the solar wind electron population
over the interval, which explains this progression.
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show there is a relationship between times of increased OII
emission and NEIAL signatures. However, the difference between the population
associated with a NEIAL and that which is not, becomes more distinct progressing
through the interval 08:45 to 10:00 UT, and only becomes signiﬁcant after 09:15 UT.
An almost unambiguous relationship between NEIALs and auroral intensity is clear
when the high-energy precipitation is at its lowest. This implies it is the low-energy
precipitation that is the direct driver for the NEIAL events, and that the relationship
between NEIALs and auroral activity becomes harder to discern when the Andor im-
ager is responding more to contaminating emission in the passband from high-energy
precipitation. During times of strong N21PG aurora, the relatively weak contributions
from the OII doublet to the Andor bandpass are overpowered by the molecular emis-
sions. This may explain why there is no signiﬁcant relationship between the aurora
and NEIAL occurrence, even in the ratio plot, for the data between 08:45 UT and
09:15 UT.5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 116
These results suggest that the high-energy precipitation, while present to some ex-
tent throughout the entire interval, is not related to the NEIALs directly. Instead it
appears to mask the true link between the aurora and the NEIALs by contaminating
the wavelength ranges at which the OII emission is present. The implications of this
are discussed further in Section 5.10.4.
5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling
An important question to ask in order to justify the interpretation of enhanced ion-
acoustic waves driven by decaying electron plasma waves, is whether theoretical mod-
els for these processes can replicate the observed events using the ionospheric param-
eters recorded at the time. An existing model describing the behaviour of Langmuir
turbulence in the ionosphere is here modiﬁed to accept measured atmospheric and
precipitation parameters. Any ion-acoustic wave enhancements generated by the sim-
ulations can then be compared with the NEIAL signatures observed by the ESR and
reported in this chapter.
The Langmuir turbulence model used is based on that described in Kontar and
P´ ecseli (2002) and Kontar and P´ ecseli (2005). The full mathematical details are be-
yond the scope of this thesis, and only a brief summary is given here. The model self-
consistently describes the interaction of electrons, Langmuir waves, and ion-acoustic
waves in F-region ionospheric plasma using the approximation of weak turbulence
theory. Weak turbulence kinetic equations are solved in time and k-space with time-
dependent injection of electrons. Using the assumptions described in detail by Kontar
and P´ ecseli (2002), the kinetic equation for the resonant interaction ωpe = kv of elec-























where f(v,t) is the electron distribution function and W l
k(k,t) is the spectral energy
density of Langmuir waves, playing the same role for waves as the electron distri-
bution function does for particles. The last term introduced in Equation (5.1) is a
source/sink of electrons, mimicking free downward precipitating electrons along the
magnetic ﬁeld lines.
The precipitation of electrons is modelled by scatter-free one-dimensional stream-
ing from the satellite location x = 0 (where electrons were measured at approximately5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 117
850 km) to the depth of the point of simulation xS, described by
f0(v,x,t)=g(v)exp(−(x−vt)2/d2), (5.2)
where d is an estimate of the spatial size of the electron cloud along the magnetic
ﬁeld line direction, and g(v)=Av−δ is the initial distribution function from satellite
data.






















































is the Landau damping rate of ion-sound waves, containing both electron and ion
components. Cs =

κBTe(1+3Ti/Te)/mi is the ion-acoustic speed.
The ﬁrst term on the right hand side of Equation (5.3) accounts for the wave gen-
eration/absorption by electrons. The damping term, γc, is included to take into ac-




e and νen = 5.4×10−10ngasT
1/2
e are electron-ion and
electron neutral collisional frequencies respectively. The last two terms on the right
hand side of Equation (5.3) and the last term in Equation (5.4) describe nonlinear
wave-wave interactions. Speciﬁcally, the term, Stdecay, describes the decay l  l  +s
of a Langmuir wave ωl(kl) into a ion-acoustic wave ωs(ks) and a ‘daughter’ Lang-
muir wave ωl (kl ), while the term Stion denotes Langmuir wave scattering from ions,
l +i → l  +i  which is also known as nonlinear Landau damping (see Kontar and
P´ ecseli (2005) for details). The initial level of Langmuir and ion-sound waves was
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Figure 5.19: Geomagnetic map projections of the F-13 satellite coordinates during the
pass over Svalbard.
5.9.1 Satellite measurements
For this study, a pass of the DMSP satellite F-13, at approximately 850 km altitude,
provides a snapshot of the downward precipitation in the region being sampled by the
instruments at Longyearbyen. Figure 5.19 shows map projections of the positions of
the satellite as it passes over Svalbard, with the location of the ESR marked by a star.
The geographic coordinates of both the satellite and the ESR were converted identi-
cally into magnetic longitude and latitude using the Altitude Adjusted Corrected Ge-
omagnetic Coordinates (AACGM) system, to avoid the possibility of errors resulting
from using coordinates applying different magnetic ﬁeld models. The time of closest
approach was calculated to be at 08:44:46 UT, just before the onset of the NEIALs
studied here, when the satellite passes within approximately 30 km in longitude, and
150 km to the north, of the ESR beam at 850 km altitude.5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 119
Figure 5.20: DMSP spectrogram from the F-13 satellite, for the interval 08:44 UT to
08:45 UT.
Figure 5.20 shows the DMSP F-13 spectrogram for ions and electrons for the in-
terval 08:44 UT to 08:45 UT. Strong bursts of low-energy (around 100 eV) electrons
are observed at 08:44:09, 08:44:14 and 08:44:20 UT. The bursts of low-energy elec-
trons can be seen before the main bulk of the more energetic sheath-like population,
which precipitated along the (reconﬁgured) open ﬁeld lines after 08:44:23 UT. This
also coincides with the dispersed sheath-like ion signature (lower panel).
The top panel of Figure 5.21 shows the electron precipitation in units of differen-
tial number ﬂux (electrons s−1 keV−1 cm−2) for one steradian, measured by four of
the energy channels on the DMSP detector. The dashed vertical lines mark times for
which the spectrum is shown in the panels below, being representative of the spec-
tra observed during this interval. The spectra indicate a high-energy accelerated pop-
ulation above 0.5 keV and a low-energy population, ﬁtted here by two power laws.
The individual spectra are extremely variable and the observed shapes are inﬂuenced
by detector noise and low count rates to varying degrees. However, the spectra taken
at times within the observed low-energy bursts, as shown by the top two spectra ex-
amples, suggest a plateau, or even a positive gradient in the case of the spectra at
08:44:17 UT, at energies less than 100 eV. For comparison, the spectra within the
main region of cusp precipitation, such as the spectrum shown in the bottom panel,
exhibit no features indicative of wave growth at low-energies.
For use as an input to the model, the initial distribution function of energetic elec-
trons, g(v)=Av−δ, was obtained using the DMSP F-13 measurements at 08:44:20 UT,
at the peak density of the low-energy bursts. In converting the differential number
ﬂux into a distribution function, a solid angle of 1 steradian was assumed for the elec-5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 120
Figure 5.21: Density and spectral characteristics for electrons observed by the DMSP
F-13 satellite.5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 121
Table 5.1: Plasma parameters for the Langmuir turbulence simulations.
Altitude, km Te,K Ti,K Ne,m −3 fpe, MHz ngas,cm−3
700 6000 1400 4.7×1010 2.0 5×105
tron beams. The power-law index δ ≈ 4 gave a good ﬁt for the energetic population
above 500 eV, for the majority of the spectra within the strongest low-energy burst
from 08:44:17 to 08:44:21 UT. The peak number density of energetic electrons above
velocity v = v0, n(v = v0), given by n(v = v0)=
	 ∞
v=v0 g(v)dv, was calculated to be
approximately 10 cm−3.
The characteristic spatial scale of the electron beam along the magnetic ﬁeld line
direction, d in Equation 5.1, was taken to be 30 km for the model run. The vertical
scale size is expected to be similar to the horizontal extent of the electron burst which
can be estimated from the DMSP data. The orbital velocity of the satellite at 850 km
altitude is 7.5 km sec−1. The strongest low-energy burst had a duration of around
4 seconds which implies a horizontal extent of 30 km, assuming that the observed
changes in the data are purely spatial and not temporal.
5.9.2 Ionospheric parameters
The Langmuir turbulence model was run for an altitude of 700 km, which was found
to be the average height of peak power in the raw spectra for all NEIAL data dumps.
Background ionospheric parameters were taken from GUISDAP ESR analysis results,
at a time resolution of 64 seconds. Parameter results were integrated between 600 km
and 800 km to increase signal to noise levels, collected over the interval 08:45 UT to
10:00 UT.
Appropriately binned histograms of the analysed ionospheric parameters were used
to ﬁnd a clear modal value for electron density, electron temperature and ion tempera-
ture. It is important to note that using data from the entire interval means that dumps
containing NEIALs, where the analysed values are unreliable, will also be included.
However, despite the large numbers of NEIALs in this period, there are still more
thermal dumps than enhanced, meaning that the modal value should be a good rep-
resentation of the true ionospheric parameters. Realistic neutral density ngas values at
700 km are taken from from the Mass Spectrometer-Incoherent Scatter (MSIS) atmo-
spheric model. The plasma parameters and the associated electron plasma frequency
used in the simulations are given in Table. 5.1.5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 122
Figure 5.22: The modelled evolution of electron distribution function (left panel),
Langmuir waves (middle panel) and ion-acoustic waves (right panel), in time and ve-
locity/wavenumber space, at 700 km altitude.
5.9.3 Modelling results
The evolving electron distribution function f(v) and the spectral energy densities of
generated Langmuir Wk and ion-acoustic Ws
k waves from our simulations are presented
in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. The wave characteristics are shown in terms of the wave
vector multiplied by the electron Debye length. At time t = 0, only the thermal iono-
spheric electron population can be seen (left panel in Figure 5.22 and the black solid
line in Figure 5.23). The initial distribution function, obtained from DMSP satellite
data is shown by the dashed line in Figure 5.23. The ﬁrst non-maxwellian electrons
with velocity v ∼ 20 vTe appear at the altitude of 700 km approximately 20 ms af-
ter the start of the simulations (left panel in Figure 5.22). After ∼ 25 ms the num-
ber density of the precipitating electrons becomes high enough to generate Langmuir
waves (Figures 5.22,5.23). As a result the electron distribution function starts to re-
lax towards a ﬂatter distribution (red line in Figure 5.23). The generation of Langmuir
waves continues and the ﬁrst non-thermal ion-acoustic waves appear at kλDe ∼ 0.1
after approximately 30 ms. After this time, Langmuir waves with higher wave vector
kL start to decay and produce ion-acoustic waves with larger kS. The normalised scat-
tering k-vector (kBraggλDe) of ion-acoustic waves detected with the ESR is approxi-
mately 0.5, with λDe = 2.4 cm for the values of electron density and temperature used
here. Generated ion-acoustic waves at this k-vector, should be observed as NEIALs
in ESR data. The simulation results in Figure 5.22 show that the radar should ﬁrst
detect downward propagating (upshifted) ion-acoustic waves approximately 75 ms5.9 Langmuir turbulence modelling 123
Figure 5.23: Plots showing the evolution of the electron distribution function f(v)
[cm−4s] (top), Langmuir waves Wk(k)/WT (middle), and ion-acoustic waves Ws
k/Ws
T
(bottom) for the plasma parameters at 700 km at simulation times of 25, 30, and 35 ms
(red, green, and blue lines, respectively). The dotted line in the electron distribution
panel gives the initial electron distribution g 0(v) (the power-law ﬁt to the satellite data
at 8:44:20 UT).5.10 Discussion 124
after the start of simulations. Upward propagating (downshifted) ion-acoustic waves
with the same intensity at kBraggλDe ∼− 0.5 only appear later in the simulations at ap-
proximately 90 ms (Figure 5.22). The level of ion-acoustic turbulence is around three
orders of magnitude above the thermal level, as shown in Figure 5.23.
It should be noted that Figure 5.23 only shows the simulation results up to 35 ms
and does not include the later time steps corresponding to when waves are present
at ESR k-vectors. After 40 ms since the start of simulations, ion-acoustic wave ac-
tivity remains similar in magnitude, with a maximum spectral energy density three
orders above the thermal level, seen at kBraggλDe ∼ 0.5 after 80 ms. However at these
later times wave activity becomes present at a large range of discrete k-vectors, com-
pletely swamping the earlier features. Time steps later than 35 ms have therefore been
omitted from this ﬁgure, so that the temporal evolution of the wave growth can still
be seen. These simulations demonstrate clearly that the electron distribution, seen by
DMSP immediately before the onset of the northward IMF sheath-like cusp precipita-
tion, is expected to drive NEIALs via the parametric decay of Langmuir waves.
5.10 Discussion
The properties of the NEIALs recorded in this radar data set agree with previous ob-
servations. NEIAL enhancements are present over several hundred kilometres in al-
titude range, with an average maxima in the NEIAL power at around 700 km for the
events here. The peak altitude agrees with a previous report of NEIAL observations in
the cusp by Grydeland et al. (2004) who found a peak occurrence at 700 km. Past
studies of the distribution in power between the up and down-shifted ion-acoustic
lines, found that the downshifted enhancements dominate at altitudes above 500 km
(See Section 1.9). For the spectra observed here, the dominance of the down-shifted
ion-line therefore agrees with results from previous surveys, although NEIALs at
lower altitudes are not seen in this interval.
NEIAL signatures are generally only present in one radar dump, although some
extended periods of NEIAL activity, affecting two consecutive data dumps are also
observed in this data set. This agrees with the results from a survey of EISCAT UHF
data by Rietveld et al. (1996) who found that lifetimes were predominantly shorter
than a 10 second data dump, although NEIALs lasting for 3 or 4 consecutive dumps
were also observed. However, recent studies of sub-second variations imply that a sin-
gle enhanced radar dump could actually be the result of several individual NEIALs.
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set. NEIALs have also been previously observed to have links with ion upﬂow driven
by electron temperature enhancements (Type 2 ion upﬂow). The analysed ESR pa-
rameters show that this is also the case for this interval. The large number of NEIAL
signatures in the ESR for this interval, together with supporting multi-spectral opti-
cal observations and monitoring of solar and geomagnetic activity, give new insights
about the nature and location of the source population responsible for their generation.
5.10.1 Onset of electron precipitation and instability
The sharp drop in the solar wind density occurred at ACE between 08:10 UT and
09:20 UT. The IMF BZ component also returned to being negative at 09:20 UT. Us-
ing a 40-minute lag time, the interval of low solar wind density and northward IMF
corresponds exactly to the interval in which NEIALs are seen in main interval of ac-
tivity in the radar data. Although the lag time, inferred from the earthward velocity
measured at ACE was calculated to be 38 minutes, this does not take into account any
response time of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system, which can readily account
for the extra 2 minutes. It is therefore reasonable to infer that the times of observed
activity in the ionosphere are linked to the magnetic topology and the solar wind en-
vironment, either by directly causing the onset of lobe reconnection or by locating the
region of precipitating ﬂux within the ESR ﬁeld of view, or a combination of both.
It should be noted that Lorentzen et al. (2007), who discuss the IMF and iono-
spheric conditions for the same time period as presented here, state a delay time be-
tween ACE signatures and the ionospheric response of 59 minutes. This much longer
time lag is obtained by comparing the time of the northward turning in the IMF Bx
component with the time that the aurora extends over magnetic zenith. The time of
the IMF Bx reversal will be associated with the cessation of reconnection at the sub-
solar point, i.e. at around 15 Re. As the IMF Bx component is small and the ACE
satellite orbit is always close to sun-earth line (the distance of separation between
ACE and the sun-earth line is an order of magnitude less than the distance of ACE
from earth for this interval), a standard delay time based on solar wind propagation is
unlikely to give this large an error. This indicates that the northward turning is not the
direct trigger for the onset of lobe reconnection over Svalbard. A different interpre-
tation is therefore suggested here in which the drop in solar wind density, occurring
approximately 20 minutes after the reversal of IMF Bz, causes the onset of the iono-
spheric activity over the ESR.
During an interval of northward IMF BZ, a large BX component is usually neces-
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connect to ﬁeld lines on the tail-side of the polar cap. In this case the BX component
is within 5 nT of zero, meaning that the topology does not naturally favour lobe re-
connection in the winter hemisphere (Crooker and Rich, 1993; Lockwood and Moen,
1999). However, this may be overcome by the high solar wind speed measured during
this interval (around 640 km s−1), which would increase the extent of magnetic ﬁeld
line draping. A further restriction to northern lobe reconnection is the requirement that
the reconnection outﬂow speed must exceed the sheath velocity, directly related to the
solar wind velocity. The high solar wind velocity here may cause the impedance of
the sunward outﬂow which leaves the reconnection site at the Alfv´ en velocity. The
Alfv´ en velocity is proportional to the magnetic ﬁeld and inversely proportional to the
plasma density as described in Section 1.4.2. The solar wind data in this case show
a reduction in density, with an accompanying increase in the magnetic ﬁeld strength
due to the IMF BY component becoming more negative. A rough calculation using the
ACE values gives an increase in VA by a factor of 2 after the density drop, which may
be sufﬁcient to make VA exceed the sheath ﬂow speed and allow the onset of lobe re-
connection. The combination of high solar wind speed and a sharp drop in density
is therefore likely to be the cause of the sudden onset of auroral precipitation over
Svalbard. A second drop in density is measured by ACE after 09:30 UT (lagged time
10:10 UT), although very little precipitation is observed by the ESR after 10:00 UT
(see Figure 5.6). However, by 09:20 UT the IMF BY component becomes less nega-
tive, which would alter the convection topology in the polar cap. Cowley and Lock-
wood (1992) estimated a time scale of 15 mins for changes in convection conﬁgura-
tion. Using this assumption, the convection pattern may have altered so that the ESR
ﬁeld of view was on old open ﬁeld lines and failed to see any repeat onset of lobe
reconnection at the time of the second solar wind density drop.
The magnetic conﬁguration during periods where IMF BZ > 0 can be extremely
complex; observations suggest that reconnection can involve a single quasi-stationary
X-line or can cause the formation and tailward retreat of a sequence of multiple X-
lines (Hasegawa et al., 2008). As mentioned brieﬂy in Section 5.6, there is a drift of
auroral features predominantly to the east, but also with some northward motion, dur-
ing the interval 08:45 to 09:00 UT. The strongly negative IMF BY conﬁguration re-
sults in an eastward component to the ﬂow of the plasma on newly reconnected ﬁeld
lines in the lobe. Intermittent pulses of aurora moving across the sky may therefore be
signatures of successive X-lines pulled tailward throughout the course of the event.5.10 Discussion 127
5.10.2 NEIAL source population
The cross-track velocity and precipitation data from the F-13 DMSP satellite pass
located the reconnection X-line in the vicinity of Svalbard, just before the onset of
the event (Figure 5.3). From the plots representing ESR backscattered power, there
is a tendency for NEIALs to occur at sharp boundaries in the F-region density, ie. on
the edges of dropouts in the cusp electron enhancement. Clear examples of this are
seen at 09:55:18 UT in Figure 5.11 and 08:57:42 UT in Figure 5.12. Sharp density
dropouts of this nature cannot be purely temporal variations; the ionisation levels have
a long response time to changes in precipitation, i.e. up to several minutes (Roble and
Rees, 1977). Instead they are interpreted as being the result of changes in the location
of the nearby X-line, i.e. the ESR beam changes from viewing strong electron densi-
ties caused by precipitation on newly opened ﬁeld lines, to viewing the much lower
densities on old-open ﬁeld lines.
The convective motion of the reconnection X-line with respect to the background
plasma leads to a spatially dispersed arrival of particles gaining access to the iono-
sphere after the magnetic topology change in reconnection; this dispersal being ac-
cording to their time of ﬂight. This leads to the the concept of the ‘ion-edge’ and the
‘electron-edge’, being the location with respect to the X-line at which ions and elec-
trons respectively are ﬁrst observed (the electron edge being closer to the X-line due
to the greater velocity of electrons). The density dropouts could therefore be caused
by the ion-edge, where the majority of cusp precipitation arrives, moving back and
forth over the ESR. It is therefore suggested that the low-energy electrons driving
NEIAL signatures here, could originate from very near the lobe reconnection X-line
itself, arriving between the X-line footprint and the ion-edge, before the main cusp
population arrives. This picture is consistent with the data shown by the DMSP par-
ticle spectrum (Figure 5.21) with the low-energy electron bursts appearing before the
main cusp population, with a clearly ion-dispersed boundary after 08:44:23 UT.
Streams of low-energy electrons, thought to originate from the magnetopause re-
connection region, have been previously observed in magnetospheric spacecraft data
during periods of both southward (Fuselier et al., 1995; Lockwood and Hapgood,
1998) and northward (Lavraud et al., 2006) IMF BZ. It should be noted that these
studies discuss observations of counter-streaming electron populations, formed of both
down-going and mirrored electrons. For the lower DMSP altitudes of observations
presented here, the majority of electrons would be those down-going within the loss
cone, i.e. forming a downward electron beam such as is used in the Langmuir mod-
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cipitation seen by DMSP F-13 and the ground-based observations from Svalbard, as
discussed earlier in this chapter.
It should be noted however, that not all sharp density boundaries are accompanied
by a NEIAL, e.g. at 09:11:09 UT in Figure 5.13, but several complicating factors
mean that a one-to-one relationship is unlikely to be obtained, even if NEIALs were
directly caused by reconnection populations. Firstly, the reconnection could be turning
on and off so that the electron streams are not always present. Indeed, the sequence
of auroral events moving north-east over Svalbard indicates that this is the case, sug-
gesting a continual sequence of X-lines forming, moving over the ESR and then fad-
ing. Secondly, short-term changes in the local magnetic zenith direction may lead to
complications with the observations of NEIAL signatures in the ﬁxed ESR 42 m dish.
Changes to the local ﬁeld-aligned direction, caused by strong horizontal currents over
Svalbard, may cause NEIAL signatures to appear spatially disjointed from associated
boundaries in cusp precipitation, or even to be not detected at all, if generated at high
altitudes outside of the ESR ﬁeld of view. A change in the combined horizontal com-
ponent of local magnetic ﬁeld, ΔH, of 250 nT, gives a change in the zenith direction
of the order 0.3◦. Oscillations in the IMAGE magnetometer data (X-component shown
in Figure 5.5) do reach amplitudes of over 200 nT, altering the ﬁeld-aligned direction
on the same scale as the ESR beam width. These complications mean that the link
between NEIAL generation and reconnection electron streams is not always straight-
forward, but is signiﬁcant for the high numbers of northward-IMF cusp NEIALs in
the data presented here.
5.10.3 Turbulence modelling
The Langmuir turbulence model presented in this chapter uses kinetic equations in
the regime of weak turbulence, which does have some implications for the validity of




  (KλDe)2 (5.6)
where W represents the spectral energy in the beam, N0κBT the thermal energy in the
plasma, K is the wave number for the peak of generated Langmuir waves and λDe is
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where Nbeam is the beam density, Vbeam is the beam velocity, N0 is the background








for the Langmuir wave peak. From the modelling results shown in Figures 5.22, the







this leads to a value of 2×10−3 for the right hand side of Equation 5.8. The ratio of
peak beam density to background density is an order of magnitude lower than this,
meaning that the conditions for weak turbulence are satisﬁed.
There is also the question of the growth time of Langmuir waves from positive
gradients in the electron distribution function. The characteristic time scale for wave





For the parameters used here, this is calculated to be on the order of 1×10−3 seconds,
i.e. far less than the time resolution of the DMSP data. In comparison, the collisional





is of the order of seconds and is therefore not a signiﬁcant factor here compared to
the growth time. As a result of this, the spectra obtained from 1 second resolution
DMSP data is unlikely to exhibit any signs of positive gradients, i.e. bump-on-tail
populations, in the distribution function. Only the ‘relaxed’ distribution would be ob-
served; for example a ﬂattened plateau at low energies may be the signature of a pre-
viously unstable distribution after wave growth has occurred. Frederick-Frost et al.
(2007) suggested that the lack of bump-on-tail distributions observed directly in SER-
SIO rocket data for the same interval as studied here, was evidence that Langmuir
turbulence was not a factor in the generation of the observed NEIALs. However the
short time scale determined here for unstable distributions mean that this argument
cannot be used. The SERSIO rocket was also 500 km away from the ESR beam at
closest approach. Frederick-Frost et al. (2007) state that the rocket trajectory was still
in the same region of large scale precipitation as the ESR, but the results here show
that the electron distribution functions can vary on spatial scales of tens of kilometres,
with spatially narrow bursts of low energy electrons being observed very near to the5.10 Discussion 130
reconnection X-line, separate to the main region of incoming precipitation.
5.10.4 High-energy precipitation
High-energy particle precipitation is present to some extent throughout the period in
which NEIAL signatures are observed by the ESR. However, statistical analysis indi-
cates that energetic precipitation is not directly linked to NEIAL occurrence. In this
case it is masking the relationship with lower energy precipitation. NEIALs in the
dayside cusp region are predominantly recorded during times of dynamic rayed aurora
(Blixt et al., 2005), and are not observed at times of low-energy quiet arcs which have
no high energy component. This suggests that the presence of some energetic particles
is favourable for NEIALs to be seen in ESR data.
One possible explanation for this is that a broad mix of precipitating electron en-
ergies, shown to be present in dynamic rayed auroral forms, has a larger spread of
electron beam velocities than a purely low-energy population. Using the ‘parametric
decay’ interpretation, this therefore increases the bandwidth of the unstable electron
population causing the growth of Langmuir waves, which directly increases the range
of wavelengths over which ion-acoustic waves are enhanced (Forme, 1999). A wider
range of precipitating energies therefore increases the chance of enhancement at the
ﬁxed wave vector of an IS radar. A greater beam energy spread also increases the
chance of satisfying the Bragg conditions for enhanced down-shifted and up-shifted
lines to be observed simultaneously. The vast majority of raw spectra identiﬁed as
NEIALs in this study show clear enhancements in both lines, although with the time
resolution available in this experiment, temporal averaging cannot be ruled out.
Another effect of energetic precipitation may be its role in enhancing the electron
temperature in the surrounding ionosphere. The analysed radar parameters show that
the interval of NEIAL activity is associated with strongly elevated electron temper-
atures compared to ion temperatures, a feature common in previous NEIAL studies.
A higher ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature, as well as increasing the
bandwidth of ion-acoustic enhancements, reduces the Landau damping of ion-acoustic
waves. The criteria for instability is that the generation of ion-acoustic waves should
be faster than their absorption, which is only possible where Te   Ti. This is consis-
tent with studies that have shown the occurrence of NEIALs to be rarer during times
of high ion temperature (Ogawa et al., 2006).
Studies of NEIALs in the night-side ionosphere have reported that radar enhance-
ments are often seen near the edges of structured auroral arcs (Collis et al., 1991).5.11 Summary 131
This is contrary to the observed link between NEIALs and ﬁlamentary rays on the
dayside, indicating a relationship with different precipitation characteristics. Michell
et al. (2008) presented observations of NEIALs originating from the dark region im-
mediately adjacent to an active auroral arc. Observations of NEIALs in the night-side
ionosphere can often exhibit behaviour more consistent with a current driven (i.e. ion-
electron streaming instability) interpretation, especially with enhancements occurring
at low altitudes (<250 km) (Rietveld et al., 1991). This suggests the possibility that
dayside and nightside echoes may be the result of different generation processes, but
with similar signatures in the radars.
5.11 Summary
In this chapter, a clear link has been shown for the ﬁrst time, between NEIALs in the
dayside cusp and emission from low-energy (100 eV or less) electrons, using auro-
ral imaging in the forbidden (OII) emission doublet. The results from cameras at two
different wavelengths imply that this emission is due to low-energy primary electron
precipitation, and not secondaries linked to incoming particles of higher energy. It is
proposed that the presence of some energetic particles is favourable for NEIALs to be
seen in ESR data, but may not be directly related to the generation of the enhance-
ments themselves. Incoming bursts of low-energy electrons, ‘supra-thermal electron
bursts’ have been shown to be related to dispersive Alfv´ en wave activity and accel-
eration processes (Chaston et al., 2007). For these observations of NEIALs in the
northward-IMF cusp, a link is suggested between the causal low-energy electrons and
the footprint of a lobe reconnection site.
One NEIAL event shown in detail here reveals the drift of a small long-lived fea-
ture (seen in the imager ﬁeld of view for over 20 seconds), brieﬂy intersecting the
radar beam. This is interpreted as the NEIAL being a spatially distinct feature, as
opposed to a purely temporal change within the radar scattering volume. The results
here suggest that ﬁlaments associated with ion-acoustic enhancements can be persis-
tent within a larger region of precipitation, and are only detected as they pass through
the main radar beam.
Using theoretical modelling, the soft precipitation spectrum present at the time of
these observations, as recorded by a DMSP pass at 850 km altitude, has been shown
to be sufﬁcient to drive the generation of NEIALs through the mechanism of paramet-
ric decay of Langmuir waves. Simulation results reveal the generation of ion-acoustic
wave activity at ESR wavelengths, ﬁrst in the upshifted line and then in the down-5.11 Summary 132
shifted line, three orders of magnitude above the thermal level. The ability to drive
the model using the observed spectrum of precipitation at NEIAL altitudes, as well as
observing the effects in terms of auroral emissions lower down in the ionosphere, is
of great importance in understanding NEIALs.6
Phase calibration for ESR interferometry
Studies of the link between natural ion-line enhancements in radar spectra and au-
roral activity have been limited by the spatial and temporal resolution available for
radar observations. The next challenge is to use shorter sub-second integration times
in combination with interferometric programmes to resolve spatial structure within the
main radar beam, and so relate enhanced radar echo ﬁlaments to individual auroral
rays.
This chapter presents initial studies of a novel technique to calibrate the received
phase of a coherent signal, observed using the two antennas of the ESR as an inter-
ferometer, with the position of the scattering source along the interferometric base-
line. This technique uses satellite signatures, observed in optical imagers and in ESR
power density spectra. It is shown that a consistent relationship can be found only if
the satellite passage through the phase fringes is adjusted from the passage predicted
by optical tracking. This required adjustment is interpreted as being due to the vector
between the theoretical focusing points of the two antennae, i.e. the true radar base-
line, differing from the baseline obtained by survey between the antenna foot points.
This work has been published by the author in full, in Sullivan et al. (2006), using
optical satellite tracking software developed by Nickolay Ivchenko, and the interfero-
metric radar data products provided by Tom Grydeland.
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6.1 Motivation
The temporal variability and ﬁne structure of NEIAL events leads to problems with
temporal and spatial resolution when investigating the link with auroral structures in
further detail. Standard ESR coding schemes have a temporal resolution of the or-
der of 10 s, whereas ion-acoustic enhancements have been shown to vary on the sub-
second time scale (Grydeland et al., 2003). At 300 km altitude, a region of common
NEIAL enhancement at the ESR, the width of the 42 m radar antenna beam is around
6.75 km (Grydeland et al., 2003), making 100 m-wide ﬁlaments impossible to resolve
individually.
NEIALs are observed to have a very strong backscattering effect, with scatter-
ing cross sections 4 to 5 orders of magnitude above thermal levels (Grydeland et al.,
2004). The high signal-to-noise ratio of these signatures mean that shorter integration
times can be used to record them. By sampling raw (voltage-level) data, time series
with resolution limited only by the interpulse period of the transmission code can be
obtained for each radar antenna. For the experiment discussed here the limiting reso-
lution is 10 ms, whereas 200 ms radar data has been shown to be sufﬁcient to follow
the temporal resolution of NEIALs (Grydeland et al., 2004). Increased spatial reso-
lution can be achieved by the use of new interferometry techniques. These employ
the voltage time series from the two antennae of the ESR, which are approximately
130 m apart. The challenge now is to get radar observations down to the spatial scale
of these enhancements and compare their location within the radar beam with the po-
sitions of auroral ray structures, in order to investigate previously found correlations
in further detail.
For the interferometric technique, raw (voltage-level) samples are recorded. The
resulting difference between phase received at each of the antennae can then be com-
puted for the total scattered signal received in each integration period. In an ideal
system, this phase difference would occur solely due to the difference in path length
from the source of scattering to the focus of each receive antenna. This could then be
used to derive the location of a coherent scattering structure along the radar baseline
within the main beam.
However, as for all interferometric receiver systems, the ESR has sources of addi-
tional phase which contribute to the ﬁnal phase value recorded, as the raw signal is
transferred between different components and changed in frequency by mixing with
the output of various local oscillators. This unknown system phase offset depends on
factors such as signal path length (e.g. cable lengths, component group delays) and
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addition, to quantify the phase shifts induced by the path difference alone requires
precise knowledge of the interferometric baseline. Although the distances between the
footpoints of the antenna have been accurately measured by survey, the true interfer-
ometric baseline depends on the actual focusing points within each dish, which are in
effect theoretical, rather than physically measurable. It should be noted here that for
the frequency of the radar (500 MHz), the wavelength is 60 cm and hence errors in
the baseline of just a few centimeters will cause large errors in phase that will change
as the angular coordinates of the echo source change.
6.2 Method
It has been seen in previous studies that satellites passing through the main ESR beam
cause strong coherent echoes similar in strength to natural NEIAL enhancements. In-
deed, many early observations of NEIALs were originally discounted as being due
to satellite crossings (Foster et al., 1988). This chapter presents a possible technique
to use passing satellites, seen both optically and in radar spectra, to calibrate the val-
ues of phase recorded with the position of the scattering structures along the baseline.
The satellite traces in the imagers, both remote-site and co-located (with the ESR),
enable the theoretical phase values during the crossing through the radar beam to be
predicted and compared with the recorded values. The system phase offset, represent-
ing the effect of the ESR receiver hardware on the phase of the outputted signal can
therefore be found. The technique of tracing optical signatures to calibrate radar phase
has been employed previously for stratospheric radars (looking at lower altitudes be-
low 50 km) using aircraft signals (Chen et al., 2002), but this is the ﬁrst study of its
applicability to satellite signals and the ESR. This chapter looks at the feasibility of
the phase calibration technique using satellite signals seen optically and by the ESR in
the morning hours of 26 January 2003, an interval during which some NEIALs were
present in the radar data and structured rayed aurora were measured with optical in-
struments.
6.2.1 ESR Interferometry
In the interferometric set up, both ESR antennas are aligned along the magnetic ﬁeld
line, with look direction 181.0◦in azimuth and 81.6◦in elevation. Throughout the radar
run, transmission is through the 32 m antenna only, while both antennae are set to re-
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long pulses per interpulse period. For the 2002-03 campaign season the ESR system
recorded integrated lag proﬁle matrices at 2 s resolution from each of the two anten-
nae at various frequencies. In order to access raw (voltage-level) data, the 11.25 MHz
intermediate frequency signal was split off and sampled independently in a MIDAS-W
type receiver system (Holt et al., 2000), assembled by the University of Tromsø.
6.2.2 Optical Instrumentation
Two optical imagers were running throughout this campaign season, the University of
Tromsø digital imager, ‘Odin’, mounted at the ESR site, and the SIF ‘TLC’ imager
at the Auroral Station in Adventdalen, 7 km away from the radar site. Both imagers
were ﬁtted with a short-wavelength cut-off ﬁlter at 6450 ˚ A, eliminating the long-lived
emissions from atomic oxygen. The imager ﬁelds of view were located onto the plane
of the sky as described in Section 3.2. For the 2002-03 campaign season, the Odin
imager was ﬁtted with a GPS time feed, whereas the SIF platform clock was running
independently. In order to compare the results using satellites tracked from both opti-
cal stations, the SIF timing was synchronised to the Odin time clock using observed
satellite passes on 26 January 2003 as described in Section 3.3.1.
6.3 Data collection
6.3.1 Interferometric data products
The voltage level data, obtained at sub-second resolution from each of the ESR anten-
nae, were used to calculate the power received in each antenna and the interferometric
data products of phase difference and coherence (normalized cross spectrum). These
procedures are documented in full in Grydeland et al. (2004). Figure 6.1 shows exam-
ple range-frequency plots of the data products that are obtained.
The two panels on the top row show the received power spectra, obtained in the
same way as in the normal ESR receiver system by fourier transforming the auto-
correlation functions for each antenna. The left-hand plot is for the 42 m antenna,
the right-hand plot for the 32 m antenna. The signal received from a satellite can be
clearly seen as an increased backscatter of several orders of magnitude at a range near
500 km in the data from both antennae. The bottom left panel shows the coherence
value. The interferometric coherence is deﬁned as the normalised cross-correlation






































































Figure 6.1: Example plots of received power in the 32 m and 42 m ESR antennae and






< S1S1∗ >< S2S2∗ >
(6.1)
where ζ is the coherence value, S1 and S2 are the signals received by the 32 m and
42 m antennae, < S1S2 > denotes the expectation value of the signal products and ∗
denotes the complex conjugate. The coherence value gives a measure of how simi-
lar the two signals are, with a maximum value of 1 if the signals are identical. For
normal incoherent scatter, where the scattered signal is altered by the random ther-
mal motions of electrons, the coherence should be zero. As the scatter becomes more
like that from a hard target, i.e. from a satellite, where structures can be considered
stationary within the time it takes to transmit and receive the radar code, the coher-
ence increases. Figure 6.1 shows that coherence values signiﬁcantly above zero only
occur within the satellite echo. The bottom right panel shows the difference in phase
between the two complex signals received at the 32 m and 42 m antenna. With no
other sources of additional phase, this phase difference is directly proportional to the
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where φ is the phase difference in radians, λ is the wavelength (0.6 m in the case of
the ESR) and Δx is the path difference. The path difference depends on the position
of the satellite signal in the direction parallel to the radar baseline, as described in
Section 6.3.2.
Satellite signals are observed in the power spectra as an increase in power received
in one or two range gates for several data dumps at a particular frequency. One such
satellite signature is shown in Figure 6.1 at 06:36:58 UT. The central range and fre-
quency for several identiﬁed satellites were manually selected by cursor using power
density spectra recorded at 0.2 s integration with a range resolution of 42 km from
232 to 1702 km. The recorded values of power in each antenna, coherence and phase
(used now and in all future references to mean the difference between the phases re-
ceived at the 32 m and 42 m antennas) at the corresponding range and frequency were
then extracted. The satellite was located within the power spectrum arrays for every
0.2 s integration during the satellite pass because there is the possibility of some shift
in frequency over the course of the satellite pass, due to the ESR look direction not
being vertical. The angular width of the main radar beam, even though small com-
pared with the altitude of satellites, does cause the doppler frequencies of some satel-
lite signals to shift towards negative values as the satellite passes through the main
beam. The difference in range is not noticeable at the range resolution of the radar
program.
6.3.2 Optical satellite tracking
The optical paths for satellites which passed through the radar beam were tracked by
the Odin imager. Its co-location with the ESR avoided complications due to parallax
effects. Software was developed to trace automatically the path of a satellite in the
Odin ﬁeld of view (after its approximate position in one frame has been selected man-
ually) using a double gaussian ﬁt within a square search region of size 5 pixels. The
central coordinates, accurate to the nearest pixel, were then converted into the azimuth
and elevation coordinate system.
The phase values due only to path differences were then predicted for each satel-
lite location using approximate values for the antennae geometry. These phase values
were then compared to those produced as ESR interferometric data products, in order
to quantify differences in the assumed geometry and any sources of extra phase inher-
ent in the receiver system. Assuming that the length of the radar baseline is negligible
compared to the range to the satellite signatures, the look direction to the signal can
be taken to be identical for each antenna. This means that the path difference, Δx,i s6.4 Results and Analysis 139
given by:
Δx = Bcosα (6.3)
where B is the length of the baseline between the two radar antennae and α is the ele-
vation of the radar beams. A path difference equal to the ESR wavelength of 0.6 m
equates to a phase difference of 2π. Within the common volume of the 32 m and
42 m beams, parallel contour lines of equal phase difference (fringes) are located per-
pendicular to the radar baseline. In the ﬁrst instance, a nominal baseline ¯ N was used.
¯ N was taken to be horizontal with a length of 132.5 m, as measured by 2D survey be-
tween the footpoints of the two antennae. This baseline produced phase fringes where
points differing in phase by 2π have an angular separation of 0.26◦ spatially. It was
then possible to map satellite paths through the radar phase fringes and produce a se-
ries of theoretical phase values over time.
The 7 km separation between the two narrow imagers used here means that for pe-
riods where Odin is completely obscured by cloud, the SIF camera may be relatively
clear with satellite signals visible throughout the period of observation. Part of this
study was to investigate the feasibility of using SIF to conﬁrm indirectly the track of
a satellite though the radar beam, making the appropriate corrections for parallax ef-
fects. This will maximise the usable satellite passes for times of localised cloud, such
as occurred during the event described here, or where data from an imager co-located
with the ESR is unavailable.
6.4 Results and Analysis
It was found that not all satellites gave a long-lived coherent signal or clear patterns
in phase behaviour. Satellites that passed close to the centre of the radar beam and
travelled at a low enough velocity that the aliasing effects of the phase variation at
0.2 s resolution were manageable, were needed to produce reliable phase calibration
results. For this particular event, Odin is obscured by cloud soon into the observation
period, leading to only one suitable satellite passing near enough to the radar beam
being found for this analysis. This passed through the radar sidelobes with closest
approach to the main beam at 06:38:07 UT. Although this means that full phase cali-
bration is unlikely to be possible for the times of observed NEIALs, this satellite can
be used to demonstrate the phase calibration technique. The satellite track is shown
traced onto the Odin ﬁeld of view (720 by 576 pixels) in Figure 6.2. The satellite was
observed for 15.96 s in the Odin ﬁeld of view, with an average angular velocity 0.774
degrees per second. With the ESR radars able to detect small pieces of space debris6.4 Results and Analysis 140
Figure 6.2: Odin ﬁeld of view; dash-dot line marks the cut of the sky by the plane
containing the ESR interferometric baseline and the magnetic zenith direction, dashed
line marks the cut of the sky by the plane containing the optical baseline and magnetic
zenith direction, dotted line shows the meridian passing through the magnetic zenith,
dotted arc shows the east-west line through the magnetic zenith, the solid circle of ra-
dius 0.8◦ marks the half power level of the radar beam, solid thin lines mark the lo-
cation of the ESR phase fringes and the thin black line shows the trace of the satellite
from its position in each Odin frame.
(Lehtinen et al., 2001) as well as orbiting satellites, it was important to conﬁrm that
the satellite tracked optically was correctly associated with a satellite signature seen at
the corresponding time in the radar power spectra. Time-synchronised optical tracks
taken from the two separated camera sites were used to ﬁnd an approximate range by
triangulation, estimated at 530 km.
As a secondary check, the theoretical variations of intensities were also produced.
These describe the effect of the antenna function on the intensity received for the
satellite as it passes through the beam, based on its optical location. The predicted in-









where λ is the transmitted wavelength, θ is the angle of observation away from the
central axis of the beam, r0 is the radius of the antenna and J1 is a ﬁrst order Bessel
function. As the transmission is on the 32 m antenna only, the receiver pattern for the
42 m dish is proportional to the product of the 32 m and 42 m beam patterns G32G42,
while the 32 m dish intensity is proportional to the 32 m beam pattern squared (G32)2.6.4 Results and Analysis 141
Figure 6.3: Panels from top to bottom: a) Observed coherence at central range and
frequency of the satellite echo in ESR spectra, b) Observed power of satellite echo in
the ESR 32 m antenna, c) Observed power of satellite echo in the ESR 42 m antenna.
The satellite was identiﬁed in radar power spectra of 0.2 s integration between
06:38:04 and 06:38:11 UT, at the corresponding range and displaying similar inten-
sity variations as predicted using the optical track. Figure 6.3 shows the time series of
the recorded coherence and power in the 32 m and 42 m antennae, recorded for the
satellite signal in the radar data, as shown previously in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that
high coherences and intensities in both antennae are recorded for a prolonged period
of around 5 s as the satellite passes. The vertical dotted line is the time of maximum
power as predicted from the satellite trace in the Odin optics, using a theoretical inco-
herent scatter antenna pattern. It can be seen that the radar signal matches the optical
path of the satellite well, although there is an indication of an offset of about 0.25 s
between the times of maximum power, mostly clearly seen in the 42 m antenna.
One possible explanation is that the ESR and Odin GPS time were not exactly syn-
chronised for this campaign season, which will make some contribution to the phase
offset between observed phase and optically predicted phase. The observed angular
velocity of 0.774 degrees per second, and the phase fringe spacing of 0.26 degrees
implies that the satellite phase varies by 2π in just over a third of a second. Timing
discrepancies of even small fractions of seconds could therefore contribute signiﬁ-
cantly to the phase offset. The apparent time offset could also be related to the slight
asymmetry present in the 42 m beam power plot. This asymmetry could be caused by
slight modiﬁcation of the antenna pattern by the position of the sub-reﬂector used to6.4 Results and Analysis 142
Figure 6.4: Observed and optically predicted phase values. The diamonds mark the
observed phase values taken directly from the ESR spectra. The dotted line shows the
predicted phase values as taken from the optical satellite trace at 0.04 s resolution and
the crosses, joined by the solid line, mark the interpolated phase value on this predicted
trace, taken at the same time as the radar measurement. The ﬁrst panel shows raw ESR
and optically predicted phase values. The second panel shows the best match that can
be obtained (by varying the baseline and the constant phase offset) between the central
radar and optical points for which the power received by the 32 m antenna exceeded
1000 (arbitrary units, see Fig. 6.3), which are joined by the solid black line. Data points
with an associated power in the 32 m antenna below the chosen threshold of 1000 are
joined by a grey line and are not taken into account in the ﬁtting.
adjust the 42 m ﬁeld-aligned look-direction, or a build-up of snow inside the dish. A
satellite rapidly changing in altitude as it crosses the ESR beam could also result in
an asymmetric power plot similar to that observed in the bottom panel of Figure 6.3,
although from the constant range of the radar echoes, this was not the case for the
satellite pass used here.
The top panel of Figure 6.4 shows the recorded phase values from the ESR spectra
(which vary between −π and +π), overlaid onto the theoretical phase values. The
second panel of Figure 6.4 shows the best match that can be obtained between the
observed and predicted phase if the baseline is varied about its nominal value, which
introduces a phase drift of δ0. In this case, the observed and predicted values follow
each other well for the majority of the satellite pass, and then deviate at the edges
where the recorded coherence and the power falls off.
To obtain this best match, the optical predictions were corrected in two ways. First,
the rate of change of phase was adjusted, thereby effectively varying the baseline, to6.4 Results and Analysis 143
Figure 6.5: Top panel : Plot of mean square difference between observed and
optically-predicted phase values, as a function of phase offset added to the predicted
phase. Bottom panel : Plot of signiﬁcance of the phase offset relative to the best offset
found, φ0: Δφ is the conﬁdence interval in φ0 for the 95% level.
give the lowest mean square difference between observed and predicted phase val-
ues. In reality the radar baseline is not perfectly horizontal, with the antennae being
situated on uneven ground and having collecting feeds at different heights. To repli-
cate exactly the observed rate of phase change, the baseline length used should be
the distance between the actual focusing points of the antennae, which is not directly
measurable by a geometric survey. A method for accurate determination of the base-
line will be discussed in Section 6.5.2. Secondly, the optical predictions were shifted
by a certain constant phase, which represents the best estimate of phase offset due to
the ESR receiver system and timing synchronisation errors between ESR and Odin
for this campaign. This was again found by minimising the mean square difference
between observed and predicted phases.
The top panel in Figure 6.5 shows the mean square difference between observed
phase and predicted phase, against phase offset, once the predicted phase has been ad-
justed for the best rate of phase change found. A clear minimum in the mean square
difference can be seen, which corresponds to an ESR system phase offset of just over
0.1 radians. The second panel of Figure 6.5 shows a Chi-square null hypothesis test
on these data, with Δφ representing the range of values within the 95% conﬁdence
level. This range can be treated as the uncertainty in the best phase offset found. It
can be seen that for only one satellite pass the ﬁnal uncertainty in the phase offset is6.4 Results and Analysis 144
Figure 6.6: From top to bottom : The effect of applied phase drift, δ, to the optically
predicted phase values on a) The phase offset found b) the mean square difference be-
tween observed phase and predicted phase with this offset c) The width of the 95% con-
ﬁdence interval around the best phase offset found, and d) the Chi-square signiﬁcance
of the best applied phase drift found, δ0. Only phase values with an associated power in
the 32 m antenna of over a chosen threshold of 1000 [arbitrary units] were used for this
analysis.
very large at ± 0.4 radians. To reduce this to a usable accuracy more satellite passes
are needed that give extended periods of consistent recorded phase values (see Sec-
tion 6.5.2).
Figure 6.6 shows how the best rate of phase change, used to produce Figure 6.5,
was determined. Applied phase drift is here taken to mean the extra phase change
added to the rate calculated using the nominal baseline. The effect of varying the ap-
plied phase drift is shown for the best phase offset found, the mean square difference
between predicted and observed for all data points at best phase offset, and the width
of the 95% conﬁdence level for this offset. A drift of an extra 0.5 radians per sec-
ond, resulting in the lowest mean square difference at best phase offset, was used to
produce the plots shown previously in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that despite a clear
minimum being evident, the best phase drift found with this limited number of data
points during a single satellite pass, is not statistically signiﬁcant at the 84% (1 sigma)
conﬁdence level.
Even with adjusting the optically predicted data for the best phase drift and best
phase offset, there is still some deviation from observations with the minimum of the
mean square difference curve never reaching zero, especially evident at the edges of6.4 Results and Analysis 145
Figure 6.7: Square difference between observed and best-match predicted phase value
(i.e adjusted for the best phase drift and phase offset) for each data point, as a function
of a) recorded coherence of that data point, b) recorded power in the 32 m antenna for
that data point and c) associated recorded power in the 42 m antenna.
the satellite pass. Figure 6.7 shows the square difference at best δ0 and φ0 for each
phase data point against its corresponding antenna intensities and coherence value.
It can be seen that at low intensities and low coherences below a certain threshold,
the phase values recorded are not consistent with the best-ﬁt predictions and are un-
reliable for use in phase calibration. Power recorded is shown to be a better measure
of the quality of the data and its use for phase calibration than recorded coherence,
which has a less clearly deﬁned threshold.
The consistent ﬁt of radar phases to optical data relies on having high enough sig-
nal power in both the 32 m and 42 m dishes. If the signal level in either one of the
receivers drops below a certain level relative to the noise, the resulting phase values
will no longer be reliable. As shown in Figure 6.3, the received power in the 42 m
antenna is around 4 times that in the 32m antenna, for the central section of the satel-
lite pass. Hence, at the threshold level where the consistent ﬁt starts to fail, we would
expect the 42 m power to be roughly 4 times the 32 m power. This is consistent with
the results shown in the bottom two panels of Figure 6.7. In order to obtain consistent
phase values, a good estimate for the threshold power required in the 32 m antenna is
seen to be 100 [arbitrary units], i.e. lower than the more restrictive power threshold of
1000 [arbitrary units] that was used earlier in determination of the calibration values.
Figure 6.8 shows the same analysis as that of Figure 6.6, but with the lower power6.4 Results and Analysis 146
Figure 6.8: .
Phase drift analysis as described in Figure 6.6, but with a lower cut-
off threshold power in the 32 m antenna of 100 [arbitrary units].
threshold employed to allow the use of more data points. It can be seen that this in-
creased number of samples results in a statistically signiﬁcant best phase drift at the
84% (1σ) level. Allowing the use of more data points at lower intensities results in a
slightly different best drift rate, but both values lie within the 84% interval shown.
Figure 6.9 shows the corresponding analysis for the satellite signal traced in the
SIF imager. The satellite track as seen in SIF in α and φ coordinates is adjusted for
the parallax to produce theoretical values of the track as it would appear in the Odin
ﬁeld of view. The φ values are identical as seen from each station over time but the α
values are corrected using the range of the satellite as seen in the radar power spectra.
This theoretical Odin track was used to assess the feasibility of using a remote site
camera for satellite tracking if a radar co-aligned imager is unavailable or obscured
by localized cloud. The drift required for the best match was found to be the same
δ0 = 0.5 radians per second as was found using the trace of the satellite directly in
Odin, with the original threshold 32 m power of 1000 [arbitrary units]. This corrobo-
rates the interpretation that this drift is due to errors in the deﬁned radar baseline and
not errors in the optics. It can be seen that the best phase offset found when using the
drift-adjusted SIF trace is 0.5 radians lower than the corresponding analysis. Taking
into account the velocity at which the satellite is seen to cross the phase fringes in
the radar, this corresponds to a timing error of 0.03 s between SIF and Odin. As the
bi-static satellite tracking technique used to synchronise the two optical stations tim-6.5 Discussion 147
Figure 6.9: Phase offset analysis as described in Fig. 6.5 but using the satellite position
as traced from the remote camera on the SIF platform.
ing has an associated uncertainty of ± 0.02 s, this is consistent within the expected
bounds of uncertainty.
6.5 Discussion
Feeding an additional calibration signal into the ESR system at the local oscillator
stage would be an alternative way of quantifying the phase changes introduced by the
interferometry technique. Whilst the introduction of a signal of known phase would
be a means of calibrating one part of the phase processing system, i.e. from the lo-
cal oscillator stage to the phase interferometric data product, the use of satellites de-
scribed in this chapter allows us to perform an ‘end to end’ calibration of the entire
optical and radar interferometry system. The satellite method directly relates phase to
optical location in the sky, with any errors in time synchronisation between cameras
and radar automatically taken into account. With the high frequency of satellite passes
over Svalbard, this technique provides a means of routinely calibrating the phase for
any interferometric data run during clear skies, without the need for extra calibration
radar time or equipment setup.6.5 Discussion 148
6.5.1 Atmospheric effects
In using radar signal phases, it is important to consider whether ionospheric scintilla-
tion may have a signiﬁcant effect on the observed phase of a satellite echo, and hence
introduce a source of error into the calibration procedure described here. The interfer-
ometry technique is only sensitive to differences in phase at the two antennae, so to
have a signiﬁcant effect would require ionospheric density irregularities, as described
in Tereshchenko et al. (1998), with a ﬁeld-perpendicular wavelength less than the
beam separation at the height of the peak effect on the phase path. For a simple order
of magnitude calculation we assume this to be at the F-region peak, at an altitude of
300 km. From similar triangles, and for the height of the satellite detected here (deter-
mined from the range of the echoes to be 500 km), we ﬁnd that irregularities of wave-
length less than d(500-300) / 500 ≈ 50 m are needed to induce a signiﬁcant phase
path difference to the two antenna (where the antenna separation d ≈ 130 m). If we
assume that the irregularities are moving with a typical F-region convection speed of
1 kms−1, these will give phase path differences that vary with periods of 0.05 s.
Each interferometric data point, integrated over 0.2 s, therefore covers at least 4
such irregularity cycles. This is not enough to average out the variations and implies
a possible source of phase error due to scintillation in each data point. However our
method relies on minimising the difference for the time series as a whole, rather than
ﬁtting each observed phase value individually to its optically predicted counterpart.
If we use the power threshold of 100 [arbitrary units] in the 32m dish, as employed
for Figure 6.8, we obtain a time series used for the ﬁtting of approximately 5 s in
length. This therefore covers more than 100 effective scintillation cycles. The result-
ing phase differences will average out and have negligible effect on the overall ﬁt.
This applies even if the F-region peak was at lower altitudes than assumed here, i.e.
down to 200 km.
6.5.2 Method for accurate estimation of interferometer baseline
In order to infer location from phase difference correctly, the interferometer baseline
(between the foci of the two antennae) must be known with an accuracy much smaller
than the wavelength of the radar signal. For the ESR λ is 0.6 m, meaning that the
baseline must be known on centimeter scales and in three dimensions. Rather than
trying to make this measurement directly, which would rely on theoretical coordinates
of the antenna foci, we here describe a technique that allows us to use the satellite
measurements. To make a ﬁrst ﬁt, we use a nominal baseline vector, ¯ N, which is not6.5 Discussion 149
Figure 6.10: Observations geometry. ¯ N is the nominal (horizontal) baseline between
the foci of the 42 m and 32 m antennae, ¯ B is the true baseline and ¯ b is the vector differ-
ence between the two. ¯ s is a unit vector pointing at the satellite. The actual phase path
difference is P, but that calculated assuming the nominal baseline is P N.
to the above accuracy (and is assumed to be horizontal, which is not valid because
the antennae foci are at slightly different heights) and then correct to the true base-
line ¯ B (the vector difference between ¯ N and ¯ B being ¯ b). This geometry is shown in
Figure 6.10. Described here is a method by which ¯ b will be determined by future ob-
servations.
The nominal phase path difference, calculated using the nominal (assumed horizon-
tal) baseline ¯ N is:
PN = Ncosθ = ¯ N.¯ s (6.5)
Similarly the real phase path difference is:
P = ¯ B.¯ s =(¯ N + ¯ b).¯ s = ¯ N.¯ s+ ¯ b.¯ s = PN + ¯ b.¯ s (6.6)
where ¯ s is a unit vector pointing towards the satellite. The rate of change of the ob-

























The ﬁrst term on the right hand side of Equation 6.7 is the rate of change of phase
predicted using the nominal baseline and the second term is the ‘drift’ correction (δ0)6.5 Discussion 150




























































The z-direction of the coordinate system is deﬁned to be in the ﬁeld aligned direction
and because all measurements are taken with the satellite within about 5◦of this direc-











Therefore to calculate δ0 requires knowledge of bx and by and the satellite pass
orientation and speed. If satellite passes that move through the centre of the beam are












from which the component of the correction vector ¯ b, in the direction of satellite mo-
tion, can be calculated from the best ﬁt drift δ0, given that
dsx
dt
is known. Using sev-
eral passes of different orientations, ¯ b will be estimated.






















i.e. the fractional uncertainty in
dsx
dt




Using the example presented in this chapter, the satellite moves across the Odin
ﬁeld of view through an angle η of 12.35◦, and the uncertainty in this angle εη is




= 0.774 ± 0.001 degrees per second. Thus the fractional uncer-
tainty in the angular speed of the satellite is 0.16%. The angle η in this case is not
quite the same as θ because the satellite did not pass through the exact centre of the
beam. Nevertheless, η and θ are sufﬁciently similar that the fractional uncertainty in
η is typical of that in θ also (in fact because εδ   εs, the difference between η and θ
is of no signiﬁcance in this context). Hence the uncertainty εs is taken as 0.0016.
The error εδ can be estimated from Figure 6.8, which shows that best-ﬁt drift δ0
= 0.625 rad s−1 with an uncertainty at the 1σ level (84%) of between 0.46 and 0.82,
giving an average uncertainty of ±0.18, i.e. a fractional uncertainty of 0.29. From
Equation 6.13, εs is clearly negligible and εx = εδ = 0.29.
To estimate the absolute magnitude of this uncertainty, we note that Equation 6.12
gives bx of 4.42 m (although note that this satellite pass does not go through the cen-
tre of the beam and so Equation 6.12 is only approximately valid in this case), and
thus a fractional error of εx = 0.29 corresponds to an uncertainty of 1.27 m = 2.12 λ.
If the measurement is repeated for another pass in the same direction, the estimate
and its uncertainty would be independent of the ﬁrst measurement. Thus, with a set
of, for example, n = 16 such passes, the uncertainty in bx could be reduced by n
1
2 to
0.53 λ. The key requirement is that no change is made to the radar transmit/receive
hardware while the calibration passes are accumulated.
6.5.3 Radar time resolution
With the phase fringes at approximately 0.26◦apart, the angular speed of the satellite
shown here highlights the need for radar data at sub-second time resolution. With an
angular velocity of 0.774 degrees per second this satellite was one of the slowest ob-
served, with most other crossings displaying angular speeds of around 1 degree per
second or more. Even so, it can be seen that at 0.2 s resolution the satellite shown
here is passing through the phase fringes so quickly that only around 2 data points per
phase loop are recorded.
One other satellite passing through the centre of the radar beam was found within
the interval of clear sky, but produced no regular phase structures that could be ﬁt-
ted reliably to optical data. The angular velocity here was recorded at 0.93 degrees
per second. Within the 0.2 second interval this satellite would have crossed an angu-6.6 Summary 152
lar width far greater than the phase fringe half-width, causing aliasing effects. This
point can be illustrated by considering the interpretation of Figure 6.4 if every other
data point were missing. Radar data at a time resolution of 0.1 seconds or shorter,
would increase the number of satellite passes usable for this technique, assuming that
the observed signal power still exceeds the threshold for a reliable calibration to be
obtained.
6.6 Summary
This chapter presents an interferometry phase calibration technique, used for the ﬁrst
time at the ESR, and shows some initial results of its application. It has been shown
that it is possible to recreate observed phase values of a satellite passing through the
ESR main dual-beam, using phase values predicted from optical satellite traces. In
order to achieve a series of predicted phase values following recorded observations to
the highest degree, it is necessary to apply:
[1] a phase offset representing phase added due to components in the ESR receiver
system and due to timing synchronisation errors between ESR and Odin.
[2] an added rate of phase change, arising from inaccuracies in the measurement of
the interferometric baseline.
A technique has been demonstrated, using the results obtained for one satellite
pass, to quantify these effects on the recorded phase values produced by the ESR. In
order to calibrate recorded phase values with the position of coherent signals along
the baseline, many satellite passes exhibiting high received coherences and power
at the radar for several seconds will be needed, in order to obtain phase offset and
drift values to usable accuracies. It has been shown that it is possible to use optical
satellite traces from a remote-site camera to perform phase calibration, if the ESR co-
aligned imager is obscured by localised cloud, to within the accuracy of the current
technique. Images from the narrow view imager located at the Auroral Station as part
of the Spectrographic Imaging Facility, can therefore be used to extend the database
of satellites available for this technique in future campaigns.
For the satellite pass observed here, a phase offset of 0.1 radians to within a statis-
tical accuracy of 0.4 radians has been shown, corresponding to an error in horizontal
distance of approximately 400 m at 300 km altitude. With, for example, a collection
of n = 16 such satellite passes with similar number of consistent recorded phase val-
ues, future work should allow this error to be reduced by n
1
2, i.e. to within 0.1 radians
and to within 100 m horizontally at 300 km altitude. Future extensions of this work6.6 Summary 153
will be to apply this technique to a large set of satellite passes observed both in ESR
interferometric data of high enough time resolution and in the Odin and SIF ﬁelds of
view. The next steps will be to see whether an effective phase calibration can be ob-
tained, in order to build up a self-consistent map of the phase fringes throughout an
ESR interferometry run. The stability of the phase calibration over time and the ef-
fect of temperature changes can then be investigated. In this thesis, mainly manual
procedures were used to achieve the calibration. As many such calibrations will be
required it will be important to automate the procedure as far as possible, so that suf-
ﬁcient satellite passes can be readily included.7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 New Results
This thesis has demonstrated the value of a new optical instrument, the ASK imager,
to studies of the differences in energy distribution for various small-scale auroral
forms. Emissions in dynamic rayed aurora, of the type associated with NEIAL sig-
natures in the dayside cusp, have been shown to originate from a broad range of pre-
cipitation energies. The use of imaging within a narrow-passband, centred on emission
caused by the low-energy component of precipitation, has revealed a direct relation-
ship between small-scale O+ emission in rays and NEIAL enhancements. Multiple
NEIAL signatures have been shown to correspond to spatial auroral features drifting
through the radar beam. For the ionospheric parameters and precipitation character-
istics observed, numerical simulations have shown that the generation of ion-acoustic
turbulence is consistent with wave-wave interactions, driven by the beam instability.
For the NEIAL events observed, the close proximity of a northward IMF lobe re-
connection X-line suggests the possibility of the X-line itself being the source re-
gion for the persistent low-energy electron streams which repeatedly intersected the
ESR beam. More generally, precipitating electron distributions with a prominent low-
energy component are linked with Alfv´ enic acceleration mechanisms, producing an
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accelerated population with a broader range of energies than in ‘inverted-V’ type
acceleration. Studies of auroral morphology with the ASK imager have shown that
purely low-energy electrons can be found in quiet and diffuse auroral arcs, not asso-
ciated with NEIAL activity. Numerical simulations of beam-driven parametric decay
predict ion-acoustic enhancements over an increasing range of wave vectors for in-
creasing spread in beam energy. It is suggested that low-energy precipitation alone
could be sufﬁcient to drive ion-acoustic wave enhancements, but the addition of a
high-energy component increases the likelihood of enhancements being detected at
a particular IS radar wavevector. This may therefore explain the relationship between
NEIALs and dynamic rayed aurora.
To further the understanding of plasma processes operating on the small scales
of NEIALs and related aurora, it is essential to resolve the location of enhanced IS
structures within the radar beam. This thesis presents a new technique to calibrate the
phase of signals received by both ESR dishes used as an interferometer, with respect
to the position of a target which is known from optical methods. This calibration tech-
nique demonstrates how coordinated optical and radar observations of NEIALs at high
temporal and spatial resolution can be used to study the evolution of NEIALs and
their position relative to small-scale auroral features.
7.2 Open science questions and future studies
It is not yet clear whether the NEIALs observed in the nightside ionosphere are com-
monly generated by the same mechanisms as on the dayside, or if two entirely differ-
ent mechanisms are at work, producing similar signatures in the radar spectra. Night-
side observations have indicated a relation between NEIALs and the dark regions at
the edges of large scale auroral arcs (Michell, 2007; Michell et al., 2008). Studies
using high temporal resolution radar data with narrow ﬁeld imaging at the EISCAT
Tromsø site are needed to investigate further this apparent difference in behaviour.
The mainland EISCAT radars differ considerably in frequency from the ESR (224 and
931 MHz for the VHF and UHF respectively, compared to 500 MHz for the ESR),
raising the possibility that different instability processes may be operating, producing
enhancements over different frequency ranges. Alternatively small-scale ﬁlaments of
low-energy precipitation may still be present on short time scales, but are either not as
prominent amongst the large scale high-energy morphology of aurora commonly seen
on the nightside, or are not easily linked with enhancements in radar data integrated
over several seconds. It has been demonstrated that between 25% and 40% of the to-7.2 Open science questions and future studies 156
tal energy from electrons deposited into the ionosphere may be attributed to dispersive
Alfv´ en wave activity (Chaston et al., 2007), linked with small-scale aurora and elec-
tron populations of broad energy range. Alfv´ enic acceleration may be the dominant
mechanism for auroral particle acceleration during active intervals, both in the dayside
cusp region and in the nightside auroral oval.
NEIAL signatures in radar spectra rely on the combination of two different fac-
tors: ﬁrstly, some plasma turbulence mechanism producing wave enhancements, and
secondly, appropriate plasma conditions for the enhancements to be detected at the
particular wavevector of the sampling radar. Studies of NEIALs and auroral precip-
itation characteristics at a wide range of radar frequencies and locations can help to
differentiate these factors and advance understanding of plasma turbulence as a whole.
Further studies involving the input of data to theoretical simulations can greatly ad-
vance the ﬁeld of plasma theory, by allowing direct comparisons with observations in
the natural plasma environment.
The link revealed here for the ﬁrst time between NEIALs and speciﬁc auroral
emissions means that optical data can now be used to ‘image’ NEIAL behaviour, us-
ing modern camera technology with high temporal and spatial resolution. After being
transferred to the EISCAT Tromsø site for the 2006/2007 observing season, the ASK
imager has now been returned to Svalbard. Unfortunately during the lifetime of this
PhD project, for NEIAL events during periods in which ASK was operating, observa-
tions were obscured by cloud cover. In the future, the multi-spectral imaging capabil-
ity of ASK and its co-location with the ESR beam will allow the mapping of small-
scale structure and motions of the spatial precipitation features for periods where large
numbers of NEIALs are recorded. The transferral of optical facilities from the auroral
station in Adventdalen to the KHO site has reduced the problems of parallax effects
caused by separation from the radar beam. However, auroral imagers at multiple lo-
cations allow the calculation of range for auroral structures and satellites, providing
height information for the emissions and for identiﬁcation of satellite signatures to use
in phase calibration. The possibility of installing another separate imager away from
the ESR will therefore be investigated in the future.
In terms of the radar data, direct observations of wave enhancements at high spa-
tial resolution are essential to follow the evolving instability for individual NEIALs.
Strømme et al. (2007) have presented NEIAL observations from the new Advanced
Modular Incoherent Scatter Radar (AMISR) in Alaska, which is a phased array IS
radar with several almost simultaneous look-directions. Such a system can begin to
resolve some of the temporal and spatial development of NEIAL signatures as they
move through the magnetic zenith, which can then be compared with the intensity and7.2 Open science questions and future studies 157
Figure 7.1: Example conﬁguration of 5 passive receiving antennae for the ESR sys-
tem, in addition to the existing 32 m and 42 m dishes (shown by the red circles). Figure
taken from Grydeland et al. (2005).
motions of auroral rays. Interferometric techniques are now being developed for the
ESR, which provide far greater angular resolution than individual antennae.
7.2.1 Small-scale radar studies: Interferometry
With the two dishes that form the current ESR system, only one interferometric base-
line can be obtained, which allows positioning in one horizontal direction only. The
location is also ambiguous, with the relatively long baseline leading to several 2π cy-
cles in phase occurring within the main lobe of the radar beam. A full imaging in-
terferometry capability, i.e. an ability to construct true images of the radar targets be-
ing illuminated within the transmitted radar beam, is now being planned for the ESR
(Grydeland et al., 2005). Although statistical arguments in previous studies have indi-
cated up and down shifted NEIALs present in the same volume using single-baseline
interferometry, multiple baselines would fully resolve this ambiguity. Imaging interfer-
ometry can also be used to study other coherent structures in the ionosphere, includ-
ing artiﬁcial radar enhancements generated by active high frequency heating experi-
ments, polar mesospheric summer echoes (thin layers of enhanced scattering generated
at altitudes of around 80-90 km altitude) and meteor trails. The emphasis of planned
interferometric studies is on powerful coherent echoes (such as NEIALs), because of
the relatively small and simple antennae which can be used to detect them.
Simulations have shown that the addition of 5 extra receivers in a conﬁguration
shown in Figure 7.1 gives a good visibility coverage, providing baselines with a range7.2 Open science questions and future studies 158
of lengths and orientation (Grydeland et al., 2005). The ESR was successfully run
with one extra4mx4mreceiver antenna for selected times during the 2005/2006
season. Preliminary results showed that satellite signals could be detected in the pro-
cessed data. The antenna was not designed to withstand extreme storms over the Sval-
bard winter, with the intention of being partially disassembled for periods of predicted
bad weather and minor parts replaced as required. However, unfortunately the antenna
was left fully constructed during unforeseen strong winds, which led to damage to
some components which were harder to replace than the antennas themselves.
Four new receiver antennae are now planned in a slightly modiﬁed conﬁguration
pattern, providing the optimum conﬁguration of baselines. The new receivers are
panel-antenna arrays, consisting of metal frames each mounted with 16 panel-antenna
boxes, as shown in Figure 7.2. Four of the frames are now populated, the ﬁrst two
being constructed by Tom Grydeland with the help of Martin Langteigen and Paul
Gallop, and the most recent two set up by Rico Behlke, Dan Whiter and the author
in November 2007. Over the coming 2008/2009 season, the completed arrays will be
connected by cable runs to the main building. The next stage will be the addition of
extra hardware and software drivers to deal with the collection and processing of the
multiple receiver data, which should be ready for testing next year. Interferometric
studies together with a network of auroral imagers will allow high resolution imag-
ing of both NEIALs and their optical counterparts. Observations of the evolution of
the patterns of precipitation and instability growth are needed to resolve the remaining
uncertainties about the mechanisms involved.7.2 Open science questions and future studies 159
Figure 7.2: Photograph of one of the new panel-antenna arrays, with the ESR 42 m
dish in the background, taken by the author during the construction of the interferome-
try receivers in November 2007A
Coordinate systems
The following section deﬁnes the coordinate systems for space plasma physics that
have been used to describe data presented in this thesis. This appendix is based on
material drawn from Hapgood (1992, 1997).
A.1 Geographic Coordinates
The geographic coordinate system is geocentric (having the origin at the centre of
the Earth), ﬁxed with respect to the Earth’s rotation and aligned with the rotational
axis. The mapped position of any point on the Earth’s surface can be described by
the spherical coordinates of Geographic Latitude (GLAT) and Geographic Longitude
(GLONG). The latitude of any point is the angle in degrees between it and the equa-
torial plane. The equator is deﬁned at 0◦GLAT, while the north and south geographic
poles, are at 90◦ N and 90◦ S respectively. The longitude for an arbitrary point is
the angle between a reference meridian through the two geographical poles to the
meridian that passes through that point. The reference meridian of 0◦GLONG passes
through Greenwich, London, with the 180◦E or 180◦W meridian on the opposite side
of the earth. In the equivalent cartesian geographic frame the Z-axis is parallel to the
Earth’s rotation axis (positive to the North) and the X-axis points towards the intersec-
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tion of the Equator and the Greenwich Meridian.
A.1.1 Local geographic coordinates
Local coordinates are used to express vector directions, with respect to the horizontal
plane at a particular ground station. The IMAGE magnetometer data uses local carte-
sian coordinates to describe the components of magnetic ﬁeld. The local vectors are
deﬁned using directions in the geographic frame from the magnetometer station. For
the IMAGE data coordinate system, X is North, Y East and Z is vertically downwards.
A.2 Geomagnetic coordinates
The geomagnetic spherical coordinate system rotates with the Earth and describes
points in terms of angles, Magnetic Latitude (MLAT) and Magnetic Longitude (MLONG).
However, rather than being aligned with the rotational axis, the cartesian Z-axis is the
magnetic axis of the Earth’s ﬁeld (positive northwards). The Y-axis of this system is
deﬁned as the cross product of the rotational and magnetic axes poles, with the X-axis
completing the right-handed set.
The system is set up such that points on the same geomagnetic ﬁeld line have the
same geomagnetic coordinates, mapped out from the ionosphere up into the magne-
tosphere. The geomagnetic conﬁguration can be described using a variety of models,
from a simple dipole approximation to more complex ﬁeld conﬁgurations varying with
time epoch. Geomagnetic coordinates therefore vary according to the magnetic ﬁeld
model used.
A.3 Magnetic local time
The Magnetic Local Time (MLT) system describes longitudinal coordinates but dif-
fers from magnetic longitude in that it uses hours rather than degrees, where 1 hour
is equivalent to 15◦. MLT coordinates are derived from mapping magnetic ﬁeld lines
out to the ecliptic plane. The hour angle of the Sun at the mapped location gives the
MLT for the origin of the ﬁeld line at the Earth’s surface. Note this system also de-
pends on the magnetic model used to describe the ﬁeld line mapping; in most cases a
simple dipole ﬁeld is used. MLT coordinates are not ﬁxed with relation to the Earth;A.4 Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates 162
Figure A.1: Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system, as viewed
from the Sun.
the coordinate system is set with 12 MLT (magnetic noon) pointing towards the Sun,
and the Earth rotates beneath the coordinate frame.
A.4 Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordi-
nates
The Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric System (GSM) is a cartesian coordinate system
based on the Sun-Earth line. The X-axis points from the Earth to the Sun and the Z-
axis is the projection of the Earth’s magnetic axis (positive North) on to the plane per-
pendicular to the X axis, as shown in Figure A.1. The Y-axis completes the right-hand
set, pointing approximately from dawn to dusk. With the anti-parallel requirement for
interaction between the terrestrial and solar wind magnetic ﬁeld, this is considered
the best system to use in studying the inﬂuence of the IMF direction on reconnection
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